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Abstract

T present scale of conservation activity falls short of what is required to address

the rate of language loss worldwide. Current practice is framed as expert activity

which limits the audience of would-be conservators. However decentralised collabora-

tive action is commonplace in the post Web 2.0 digital landscape, opening the door for

self-determined acts of conservation. This thesis shifts the emphasis towards large-scale

collaboration inspired by crowdsourcing collective intelligence in other domains. I engage

in a programme of applied research to formulate an architecture for a collaborativemobile

app/services suited for the constrained resource environments of language activism. This

is achieved bymeans of an inductive-iterativemethod centred on the development of three

significant software artefacts positioned as practical solutions for existing challenges in

language conservation. Each of these projects was developed in conjunctionwith speakers

of an endangered language in rural North Western Taiwan. I describe a pattern for a for

large-scale language conservation app/service and present a complete implementation. I

conclude this thesis by discussing the opportunities and remaining challenges for achiev-

ing large-scale collaborative language conservation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the future, we will push for policies

to ensure that succeeding generations

of indigenous tribes and all ethnic

peoples in Taiwan never lose their

languages and memories, that they are

never separated from their cultural

traditions, and that never again are

they lost in a land of their own.

Taiwan President Cai Yingwen, August

2016.

T modern era is a period of unprecedented change in human history. A key trend

is the movement towards an ever smaller, more connected world, as billions turn to

the opportunities stemming from modern technology, trade and infrastructure. Western

civilisation has played a particularly strong role as the originator of the present digital

age, for good and ill. Minority communities, villages, families and individuals orient

themselves towards the life-changing economic opportunities ofmodernity. Yet this glob-

alisation also threatens cultural diversity. Transformative trends of the digital age are

often intertwined with the dominant cultures of wealthy industrial nations. The cost is

diminished prestige of traditional knowledge and languages (Dorian 1998).

Minority communities have turned away from passing their heritage languages to

children, in favour of the major regional or global languages of opportunity. With a break

in intergenerational transmission, entire languages and all that has been said in those
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2 Introduction

languages, is at risk of total loss. While language shift is a phenomenon as old as language

itself, the pace of change in the post-industrial era is well beyond the historical norm. The

rapid loss of thousands of languages in the space of mere decades has been described as

a linguistic ‘crisis’ (Krauss 1992).

For science, the loss of one language is a lost opportunity to gain insights into the

human faculty for language and cognition. For all humankind, the loss of a language

is the loss of a cultural treasure trove encoding knowledge gained through centuries of

experience of the natural world (Evans 2009). For speakers, the loss of their heritage

language may be experienced as a loss of cultural identity (Hale 1992).

Many of the factors leading to language loss are temporary. The descendants of ethnic

groups often re-discover the value of their cultural heritage:

“The first generation secure as to social position is often also the first genera-

tion to yearn after the lost language, which by their time is no longer regarded

as particularly stigmatizing. Some of these descendants see an ethnolinguistic

heritage which eluded them and react to their loss, sadly or even resentfully”

Dorian (1993: 577).

Avoiding the loss of ancestral codes and knowledge requires an act of preservation or

maintenance. We do this for the reason that we secure anything for safekeeping, because

we need it later. Literate cultures have the benefit of the written word to preserve knowl-

edge across generations. Pre-literate societies reliant on oral transmission are particularly

vulnerable. Outside experts may assist by bringing their knowledge of orthographies and

documentary methods including digital recording techniques. On a global scale, future

generations may look back and wonder how those in the digital age, with their power to

conveniently record in high definition, could fail to take action.

The popular narrative of language advocacy describes the goal as ‘saving’ languages

cf. Grenoble & Whaley (2006) but what does this mean? Surely the most unambiguous

act of ‘saving’ is the revival of a language so that it continues to be used in everyday life.

For moribund languages this is a vanishingly rare success case. In most cases, preserving

traditional knowledge is a complex and lengthy undertaking which, at best, will preserve
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some of what will be lost. The challenge before us is to move from some to more, while

recognising that language shift is inevitable (Fishman 1991).

Acts of preservation are those performed by, or with, knowledge holders and compe-

tent speakers. Typically indigenous elders are the living archive of such knowledge, and

we have limited time with them to achieve our goals. The onus is on us to work effec-

tively with elders while we still can. Thankfully we may draw upon decades of experience

from ethnographic fieldwork in the Boasian tradition. Visiting scholars have increasingly

engaged in collecting and describing spoken and unspoken performances.

Twenty-five years ago,LanguageDocumentationwasproposed as a specialisationdis-

tinct from linguistic description devoted to the collection of lastingmultipurpose records

of language (Himmelmann 1998). The sub-discipline is primarily concerned with the

methods of documentary activity. A quarter century of scholarship has provided the

opportunity to refine good practice and ushered in a number of key logistical, method-

ological and ethical advances. Examples include establishing good recording techniques,

integrating citable data with analysis and normalising ethical access to data.

The worldwide programme of language documentation presently falls short of what is

needed for preservation on a global scale. If we were to conceive of an adequate response

then we would do well to decide upon a sufficient trade-off between breadth and depth

of documentary records. However the academic reality is one of a multitude of disparate

agendas. It’s assumed that documentary projects will be composed of interdisciplinary

teams of specialist researchers. However Austin (2010) notes that true interdisciplinary

research is difficult to achieve given the difficulty of consolidating a range of theoretical

and methodological orientations.

The greatest challenging facing the documentary programme is the lack of expert

resources to establish and conduct documentary activity. Documentary projects are over-

whelmingly established by linguists but linguists as a whole are a diverse group. Only

a minority are interested in small languages and fewer still are drawn to fieldwork cf.

Newman (1998). Even among this group, field linguists have disciplinary agendas which

tend to be rathermore narrow than the documentarymandate for comprehensive records.
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The consequence is that the present documentary programme is constrained by a small

expert workforce.

It’s difficult to ascertain the results of documentary programmes since archives such

as ELAR, DoBes and PARADISEC rarely publish statistics. There is a focus on the number

of languages and projects covered which typically number in the many hundreds, far

short of the thousands of living languages. Typical volumes of data are in the realm of

tens of hours. The PARADISEC archive, which has an open-door policy for submissions,

has an average of 15 hours of audio per collection (4,000 hours over 265 collections)1.

In sum, there are far fewer documentary projects than the present volume of languages

considered to be endangered, any most of those projects produce modest volumes of data

which cannot really hope to cover all of the ways in which a language is used.

Let’s consider what we ideally wish to achieve. At the basic level, we hope to preserve

more knowledge, more languages and so on. There is a need to change the way we work

to meet these aims. One example is Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD), a

documentary method that speeds things along by deferring written annotations (Reiman

2010). BOLD’s creators found that by removing the dependence on an expert activity to

speed things up, theywere able to recruit participants fromcommunities to performentire

documentary activities. This is the hallmark of a scalablemethod, i.e. a method suitable

for large-scale deployment. I believe this to be the general shape of solutions for achieving

more language preservation.

The advantage of the BOLD method is that spoken language is easily produced and

understood by any speaker with language competency. Let’s remember that a major

goal of language documentation is the collection of natural, spontaneous, communicative

events. Creating textual records from audio recordings is a separate problemwith a strong

research agenda in the computational domain2. Despite the dwindling supply of minority

language speakers, they are considerably more numerous than field linguists.
1http://www.paradisec.org.au/blog/2014/04/paradisec-stats-for-2014/ - the archive is now much larger

than this blog post but it seems likely the volume of data per collection will not have changed radically.
2I note the range of applicable solutions from automatic phonetic annotation to automatic speech recog-

nition (ASR) systems. At the very least these are reasons to be optimistic for the prospects of automation
annotation tasks.
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Existing usage of BOLD has been limited by the need to train of participants to carry

out the activity independently. We can’t train everyone, everywhere. However interactive

software may automate the expert-designed processes. In doing so we reduce the bur-

den of training people how to perform these tasks, ideally to the extent that training is

incorporated into software. The Aikuma mobile app implements a BOLD-like method to

facilitate the large-scale collection of oral narratives (Bird 2010). Aikuma was conceived

as a tool to be distributed with phones by a field researcher. In recent years, rising mobile

phone penetration worldwide means it is increasingly practical to consider custom apps

installed on participants’ own phones.

Language documentation projects are collaborations between experts and communi-

ties (Grenoble 2013). Collaboration connects the analytical and methodological expertise

of scholars with the knowledge and capabilities of small language speakers. Digital collab-

oration potentially frees us from a number of serious constraints on documentary activity.

However the digital platform entails fresh constraints such as the availability of digital

networks and human factors such as familiarity with digital technologies (digital literacy).

We ought to be cautious of unbridled enthusiasm for digital solutions or technofetishism

(Arnold, Gibbs & Shepherd 2006). While there’s great opportunity to support newmodels

of collaboration via digital tools such as mobile apps, these apps ought to be critically

assessed just as we would assess non-digital solutions.

1.0.1 The post-2.0 digital age

Linguistically diverse regions are historically thosewhere the adoption of digital technolo-

gies is far less than industrialised regions. This might lead us to question the practicality

of digital solutions for language preservation. Yet the digital landscape has changed to

such an extent that a re-evaluation is warranted. The personal computing revolution,

quickly followed by theWorldWideWeb, were predominantly confined to the rich indus-

trialised world. However the mobile computing revolution is a truly global phenomenon.

Much of the developing world skipped land-based telecommunications, jumping directly

to mobile networks. In a remarkably short period of time, the reach of mobile networks
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have expanded, the cost of access has fallen and mobile devices have become ever more

capable and affordable.

The mobile revolution isn’t limited to physical cell towers and smartphone devices.

The touch-screen mobile interface delivered a revolution in software usability. Where

once software was difficult to use, even difficult to find and install, today there’s a prolif-

eration of hundreds of thousands of simple easy-to-use ‘apps’ designed to solve specific

real-world problems. Intense competition among manufacturers has resulted in high-

end features, once reserved for expensive ‘flagship’ smartphones, migrate to cheapermid-

range and entry level phones.

Globally, developing nations have jumped straight to mobile networks as a cheaper

way to deploy communications infrastructure than fixed networks. While ‘dumb’ phones,

or ‘feature phones’ as the industry calls them, are increasingly rare in rich industrialised

nations, they are common in places where the cost of smartphones are still too high

(Mishra 2019). Nevertheless, smartphone ownership continues to grow, lead by the

younger and well-educated groups (Silver 2019). The era of postcolonial computing is

overturning the idea that consumer technology is the exclusive domain of educated audi-

ences within the wealthy nations of the world (Bell 2006, Irani et al. 2010).

With decades of prior experience of the Web, digital citizens of rich industrialised

nations have had ample time to shape the digital environment. This is seen in the move

away from centralised publishing and towards the distributed user contributed Web,

dubbed the Web 2.0. The burgeoning Web 2.0 spawned many of today’s digital land-

marks such as discussion forums, social media platforms and crowdsourcing sites such

as Wikipedia, Flickr and more. This is important in the present context because digital

newcomers, such as those coming online in linguistically diverse regions of the world,

become a part of the post-2.0 digital ecosystem. They will not begin, as we did, with the

oldWeb 1.0 model of non-interactive web sites. They will experience an ecosystem where

participation has been the currency of the last two decades. This experience will shape an

expectation of participation as the fundamental property of digital technologies.

Digital participation is an immense opportunity for language conservation. Mobile

apps have the potential for mass recruitment of participants via social networks, and
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utilising their own devices. Birch et al. (2013) suggested that app-based ‘crowdsourcing’

tools will result in a ‘revolution’ in linguistic research. Certainly there are good reasons

to believe this is practical. There is an entire commercial industry devoted to the socially-

connected app genre. Our challenge is to adapt established practice to deliver the same

benefits, e.g. mass participation in language conservation.

Breathless enthusiasm for crowdsourcing is one thing but there’s been scant attention

to how this may be practically achieved. How do can we create apps which are readily

usable by small language speakers? How can we create apps with limited resources?3.

Given we hope communities will use these apps of their own volition, what will they

actually do, e.g. what problem will they solve? There’s so far little experience to draw

upon (see Bettinson & Bird 2017).

1.0.2 Language Conservation 2.0

There’s a strong need to research and deploy scalable tools andmethods, e.g. performable

at (large) scale. From a resourcing point alone, it’s clear that scalable methods must be

based on a new model of digital collaboration with the emphasis on speaker/community

participation. The post-2.0 trend of digital participation provides the opportunity to for-

mulate new approaches to digital collaboration in language documentation. I use the term

LanguageConservation 2.04 to refer to an extension of practice taking advantage of the 2.0

trends including decentralised participation, mobile devices and social computing. In this

respect LC2.0 orients us towards the digital usage patterns that are already commonplace.

LC 2.0 methods consists of digital tools and services to collect, curate and mobilise

data from distributed user-performed activity. Expert-initiated programmes such as tra-

ditional language documentation begin with predefined data requirements, often de-

emphasising the practicality of collecting this data at scale. In contrast with this ‘top

down’ (data-first) strategy, I conceptualise LC 2.0 as a ‘bottom up’ strategy that places

the emphasis on collecting data at scale — de-emphasising rich and specific properties of
3Consider the resources at the disposal of technology giants such as Google and Facebook against those

available to a non-profit revitalisation project.
4Language Documentation 2.0 was informally used by Steven Bird and Florian Hanke to refer to dis-

tributed practice for documentary linguistics.
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data shaped by disciplinary agendas. This allows us to focus on questions such as how to

achieve usability by our target audience, how to recruit and retain participants, and how

to support large-scale use with digital infrastructure. Throughout this work I refer to the

LC 2.0 deployment paradigm and by this I refer to the proposal to support distributed,

self-organised and self-motivated use of technology as opposed to expert distributed tech-

nology.

Popular mobile apps are built on a foundation of connecting people, of consuming

and creating content and sharing it with others. The LC 2.0 tool may be functionally

similar to socially-enabled mobile apps in other domains. I believe minority language

speakers will be enthused by contributing towards the preservation of their language and

culture. Scholars should be also enthused by the opportunity to explore newways to foster

collaboration on a scale previously unattainable, enabling new forms of enquiry on ‘big’

data.

In summary, the present lack of scalable tools is amajor problem for any documentary

project. There will always be a place for small-scale carefully curated expert-collected

data sets. LC 2.0 is an expansion of practice, placing the emphasis on documentary

participation at scale. The challenge at hand is to synthesise established solutions in the

mainstream app arena with documentary activities designed with and for small language

speakers. Thework presented here is an interdisciplinary exploration of the design, devel-

opment and deployment of digital tools to enable large-scale collaboration in language

conservation.

1.1 Statement of the problem

Minority languages and orally-transmitted knowledge are at risk of vanishing entirely

due to the lack of sufficiency of global preservation. Oral transmission of language and

traditional knowledge is particularly vulnerable to the abrupt changes resulting from

globalisation. The majority of documentary strategies depend upon the written word, yet

endangered language literacy is rare and often dependent on expert outsiders. Large-scale

preservation is constrained by the lack of suitable methods that can be delivered at scale
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(Liberman 2006). The result is an ever-widening gap between the availability of linguistic

data (corpora) for major languages and minority languages.

Closing this gap requires collaborative preservation activity on a large-scale. We may

infer that general solutions from the post-2.0 technology landscape may be of assistance,

such as mobile crowdsourcing apps. LC 2.0 is a proposal for a new class of software

app/service for language conservation based on a similar distributed pattern of digital

collaboration. However there is a need to elaborate on the LC 2.0 proposal to account for

the specific challenges related to the design and engineering of technology solutions for

minority language speech communities.

There are threemissing dependencies thatmust be addressed. The first is the necessity

of a documentary activity which produces useful structured data and can be performed by

‘ordinary’ speakers at scale. Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD) is a starting

point (Reiman 2010). However prior digital implementations5 are specialised for aca-

demic agendas such that small language speakers are unlikely to be inclined to use them

of their own volition, i.e. without incentive. There is also a need to advance the descriptive

power by harnessing the rich capabilities of modern mobile devices.

Typical mobile apps are simple, and are not usually concerned with the performance

of a series of activities to produce rich documentary records. The second missing depen-

dency is a method to coordinate performance of complex activities, comprising multiple

sub-tasks, while remaining easy-to-use. Software to coordinate the actions of group of

users is described as workflow management software (see Hollingsworth 1995). Prior

work has focused on complex enterprise software solutions. There has been virtually no

attention on consumer-focusedworkflowmanagement to coordinate and encourage local

and collaborative task performance on mobile devices.

Mobile software development is complex, time-consuming and therefore expensive.

It is difficult to see how mobile app-based language conservation can become practical

unless the total cost of development can be reduced. Recent technological advances in

web technologies suggest that the widely-known techniques of assembling web apps can

be turned to deploying mobile apps. Specifically, the ‘hybrid’ mobile app is an emerging
5Such as the Aikuma mobile app and SayMore desktop software.
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pattern which combines the ‘native’ capabilities of mobile phones with the development

efficiency of web technologies. The third missing dependency is a suitable architecture of

hybrid mobile software and the data infrastructure on which they depend. A particular

challenge in the context of language conservation software is supporting ‘meaningful’ use

of an app when the internet is unavailable.

1.2 Aim and scope

The motivation of this study is to close the gap between the pace of traditional documen-

tary practice and the rate of worldwide loss of linguistic diversity. There is an opportunity

to deploy social mobile apps in a grand collaboration between researchers and speech

communities to enable large-scale collaborative language conservation.

The broad aim of this work is to engage in a process of applied research resulting in

practical technological solutions. I adopt the LC 2.0 proposal as the most promising solu-

tion shape, comprising independently-motivated large-scale distributed collaboration via

mobile software. My intent is to develop, describe and deploy a first-of-a-kind language

conservation app/service that is as close to a large-scale collaboration solution as possible.

I adopt an ambitiously broad agenda which emphasises practical solutions, innovating

where necessary rather than innovation in pursuit of novelty.

I adopt the broader scope of language documentation as the collection of lastingmulti-

purpose records of language. However the specific scope of thiswork is the performance of

documentary activity on a large scale by laypersons rather than experts. Research agendas

are an important use case for document records but they carry little meaning for many of

the people I hope to engage with emerging digital technologies. To reflect this I describe

the present task as language conservation rather than language documentation.

1.3 Research objectives

The previous section discussed the aim and scope of this study. This section presents

specific research objectives in support of a suitable design and architectural pattern for
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collaborative language conservation apps. These research objectives address missing

capabilities in the overall LC 2.0 conservation app pattern.

An iterative-inductive strategy is adopted throughout this study, culminating in the

development of the software tools Aikuma-NG, Aikuma-Link and Zahwa. The work pre-

sented in relation to Aikuma-NG and Aikuma-Link contributes towards all three of the

research objectives. The objectives are ultimately met by solutions integrated into the

Zahwa app (see §5).

1.3.1 A versatile scalable method for language documentation

Collaborative language appsmust implement a formof activity, e.g. a documentarymethod,

which serves as the mechanism to collect language performances with sufficient context

to be useful. The method should be scalable, by virtue of being usable by almost anyone,

and it should result in useful, structured documentary records.

Relevant previous work includes digital implementations of Basic Oral Language Doc-

umentation (BOLD) in desktop software SayMore(Hatton 2013, Muller 2003) and the

mobile app Aikuma (Bird, Hanke, et al. 2014)). There is an opportunity to design and

implement an updated method to harness the visual, tactile and social capabilities of

modern smartphones.

This research objective is the pursuit of a flexible scalable documentary method tai-

lored specifically for mobile devices. I pursue this objective with a series of incremental

advances on theBOLD-like oral annotation activity in theAikuma-NG desktop annotation

app (see §3.3.4) and the Aikuma-Link prototype mobile app (see §4.5.1). Finally, I met

this objective with the versatile scalable method Image-Gesture-Voice implemented in

the Zahwa app (see §5.3).

1.3.2 Collaborative workflowmanagement for mobile devices

Preservation activity entails the performance of a series of sub-tasks. There is a need

to orchestrate the performance of these tasks, starting with local performance by a sin-

gle user migrating towards collaborative workflows distributed across multiple devices.
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Prior solutions for collaborative workflow management have been confined to complex

software for enterprise. Conversely, mobile apps are seldom concerned with complex

task performance. There is a need to formulate a suitable workflow management scheme

that combines the capability of enterprise solutions with mobile UI design constraints.

This research objective is concerned with the design and implementation of an effective

workflow management scheme for collaborative language apps.

I explore separate aspects of the problem by exploring local workflow management in

the Aikuma-NG annotation app (see §3.3.4) and minimal job-based collaborative work-

flow management in the Aikuma-Link crowdsourcing prototype (see §4.4). The research

objective is met by drawing together local and collaborative workflow components into

themobile workflow management scheme implemented in the Zahwa app (see §5.2).

1.3.3 The collaborative language app architecture

Language apps are typically the result of research projects, NGOs or community-based

revitalisation initiatives. These environments are typically those which face substantial

constraints on app development resources. At the same time, mobile app implementa-

tions of the LC 2.0 proposal must also meet the expectations of app users since we do

not plan to provide external incentive to adopt these tools. Perhaps the most challenging

aspect of the present work is finding a way to develop fully-featured, polished, easy-to-use

apps on a shoestring budget. Achieving this requires a radically different development

approach to traditional mobile app development.

I investigate web technologies as an emerging pattern best able to deliver on our ambi-

tions. This is an approach that promises a substantial boost in development productivity

but is marred by a pace of change that is excessive even by the standards of technology in

general. Beyond the need to craft software artefacts, there is also a need to factor data han-

dling infrastructure to support collaborative activity. This too is a complex and expensive

area of development although cloud service providers have begun to offer complete solu-

tions thatminimize the need to develop server-based infrastructure. A particularly vexing

problem in the context of language apps is designing a data infrastructure to account for

patchy availability of cellular service.
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I pursue this objective by first exploring the use of web technologies to build the pro-

duction quality desktop annotation app, Aikuma-NG (see 3.3). I then explore mobile

UI design and the ‘serverless’ online data infrastructure with the Aikuma-Link prototype

crowdsourcing service (see §4.5.2). Finally, I meet the objective by describing a complete

hybridmobile architecture incorporating the offline-first design pattern in the Zahwa app

(see §5.6.2, §5.6.3 and §5.6.4).

1.4 Overview of the study

This investigation is organised into a further five chapters. Chapter §2 presents the con-

textual background of the study beginning with an overview of language endangerment

and key responses including documentary linguistics. I go on to offer context on the

technological environment at large, including digital and mobile adoption trends, and

software engineering practice for the task at hand. The background chapter concludes

with an overview of the fieldwork environment of the indigenous Saisiyat tribe of rural

North Western Taiwan.

I have adopted an iterative-inductive researchmethod in order to establish a complete

picture of a language conservation app/service suitable for large-scale collaboration. The

next three chapters present three iterations, each of which culminate in a software arte-

fact.

Chapter §3 thematically represents a migration from tool user to tool developer,

spurred on by rising awareness of the limitations of existing solutions. It begins with an

account of a formative urban pilot study on collecting immigration narratives of Somali

women with existing digital tools, ostensibly the Aikuma mobile app. I go on to describe

a fieldwork evaluation of a traditional ad hoc technology solution conducted with speak-

ers of the endangered Saisiyat language in rural Taiwan. The final phase of this chapter

describes a shift towards bespoke tool development. The annotation tool Aikuma-NG

was developed to investigate improving the ease-of-use of complicated software thereby

improving the adoption and productivity of documentary tasks. I describe the design of

Aikuma-NG in collaboration with Saisiyat speakers and implementation issues arising
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from the web technology platform. Finally, summarise the starting point for the three

research objectives for this work and contextualise the design lessons of an offline app

with the need for collaborative solutions.

Chapter §4 pivots away from traditional approaches and focuses on the ‘revolutionary’

potential of digital collaboration via the crowdsourcing service. Diving straight into issue

of bespoke software development, I begin by sketching out the requirements of a digital

service architecture to aid in the rapid prototyping of novel tools with meagre resources.

I propose a minimal job-based collaborative workflow management scheme and describe

the prototype crowdsourcing tool Aikuma-Link as a solution for remote consultation with

native speakers following fieldwork. Drawing on earlier lessons gained from the pilot

study, I dive intomobile interaction design and describe a blended approach of responsive

ergonomics to achieve adaptable comfortable mobile user interface designs. Following a

brief technical overview of the Aikuma-Link service, I offer a discussion taking stock of

what has been learned so far in preparation for the next phase of the investigation.

The theme of Chapter §5 is drawing together complete solutions to the research objec-

tives as part of a complete mobile app for large-scale distributed social documentation of

how-to knowledge. I begin by describing mobile workflow management as an intuitive

mobile design for coordinating and encouraging complex task performance and facili-

tating ongoing collaborative workflows. Next up, I present Image-Gesture-Voice as a

versatile mobile-enhanced scalable documentary method incorporating media prompts

and coordinate audio and gesture capture. I then turn to the overall architecture of a

collaborative mobile app with an emphasis on app design and data architecture in sup-

port of the offline-first mobile app. This is followed by an description of Zahwa app, a

first-of-a-kind mobile app for collaborative documentation of how-to-know (procedural

discourse). I describe Zahwa’s hybrid mobile architecture and pre-caching data infras-

tructure in support of the offline-first design pattern. Finally, I offer a brief overview of

recent work and relevant changes in the technology landscape, followed by a summarising

discussion highlighting key lessons and directions for future work.

Chapter §6 is a forward-looking compact summarisation of the work present here.

To achieve this I briefly summarise the proposed solution for each of the three research
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objectives with an emphasis on incorporating these solutions into forthcoming collabora-

tive apps for language preservation. I then turn to address a number of thematic issues of

consequence for those considering embarking onbespoke tool development. This chapter,

and this thesis, concludes with discussion of the areas for future research.





Chapter 2

Background

此一時彼一時

Times have changed

Chinese idiom of unknown origin

T chapter reviews the background of language endangerment, the present digi-

tal environment and previous responses to language endangerment in the digital

domain. §2.1 introduces the broader context of cultural diversity, the causes and process

of language loss and calls to scale documentary activity beyond the present norm. In §2.2

I address the need for, and the difficulty of achieving, language conservation activity ‘at

scale’. §2.3 examines two key responses to language endangerment, language documenta-

tion and language revitalisation. In §2.4 I describe relevant aspects of the broader digital

landscape including global digital access, the Web 2.0 trend and the mobile platform. I

§2.5 survey the present use of digital tools and discuss establishedmethods for addressing

sustainability concerns.

In §2.6 I summarise workflow management and computer supported collaborative

work (CSCW) and contrast Hanke’s Computer Supported Language Documentation with

the present work. Finally, in 2.7, I conclude this chapter with an overview of the fieldwork

environment of this study by describing the lands and people of the indigenous Saisiyat

tribe in North Western Taiwan.

17
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2.1 Language Endangerment

2.1.1 Languages

Language is a defining feature of human beings, setting us apart from all other species

(Lenneberg 1967). Human language is the only communicative system that exhibits fun-

damental variation at virtually every level. The majority of languages are spoken by peo-

ple of a particular place, handing down their knowledge from generation to generation.

Human beings recall and transmit lengthy chunks of language, orally and more rarely,

via the written word. In this way we can pass on and incrementally improve knowledge

systems that reach beyond a single lifetime. Thus we build upon the experience, art and

ingenuity of those long dead.

There is widespread agreement that languages have intrinsic value, though speakers

and outsiders may have different understandings of this value. Language loss has been

equated with the loss of a part of one’s humanity and with it all of the things that might

be learned such as art, history and cognition (Mithun 1998). Hale said languages are the

“priceless products of humanmental industry” and that their loss represents an “irretriev-

able loss of diverse and interesting intellectual wealth” (Hale 1992: 36). These are typi-

cal examples of scholars framing languages as intellectual treasures subject to universal

ownership (Hill 2002).

Language insiders are the people of a place, tribe or family line, for whom the language

is their traditional practice and cultural heritage. For insiders, languages are a key facet

of their identity. Their sense of value places less emphasis on language form and more

emphasis on what has been said in their language, i.e. cultural knowledge. This sense of

value is not limited to what is novel or deemed worthy of study. Language may some-

times be private, or secret, reflecting the social norms of speakers in their communities

(Gumperz 1968).

Most of what we know about long extinct cultures is based on durable human arte-

facts such as buildings, paintings, statues and clay tablets with writing. By comparison,

human language is a particularly fragile human construct. Without continual oral trans-

mission, language cannot survive without technological intervention such as the written
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word and audio recordings (Evans 2009: 24). The majority of languages are passed

on through oral tradition. Harrison estimates that fewer than a quarter of living lan-

guages have a written form Harrison (2008: 145). Yet within the span of a single gen-

eration, communities may breaking intergenerational transmission by adopting a more

dominant language (Ostler 2011). When the last speaker of a language passes away, the

language becomes extinct (Crystal 2000). Nevertheless, the traditional language may yet

be regarded as dormant with the potential for an awakening (Hinton 2001a).

The modern era is marked by rapid and widespread language shift, culminating in

the rapid loss of hundreds of languages. To date 639 languages have become extinct,

according to the Catalogue of Endangered Languages (ElCat), with 237 lost since 1960

(Campbell et al. 2013). Languages are being lost at a rate far greater than the historical

norm (Crystal 2000, Hale 1992, Whalen 2004).

2.1.2 Linguistic and cultural diversity

Linguistic diversity is often compared with biological diversity (Maffi 2001, Frank 2008)

and it’s been observed that regions of high biological diversity are also those with high

linguistic diversity (Harmon 1995). One explanation is that indigenous management

strategies are conducive to the preservation of biological diversity (Gorenflo et al. 2012).

Continuing the biological metaphor, language shift has been likened to changes in the

ecology of human language with winners and losers emerging through a process of evolu-

tion (Mufwene 2008).

Linguistic diversity offers significant opportunity for scientific exploration of human

cognition. Each language is akin to a natural experiment in how humans can categorise

the world and structure our thoughts, yielding bountiful data for cognitive science (Evans

& Levinson 2009). The intellectual products of a culture are often bound to the language,

such as in the verbal arts (Hale 1992). As Whitehead (1941) first noted nearly a century

ago, the diversification of human communities provides the material and the incentive to

study the human spirit.

Within the totality of expression in all the world’s languages is a diversity of knowl-

edge. Indigenous societies often consider that cultural identity, language and land are
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intricately linked (Blythe & Brown 2003). With generations of people learning and adapt-

ing to the environment of their lands, indigenous knowledge is synonymous with expert

knowledge. The acquisition of knowledge is an interpretive event of people in a particular

environmental context, e.g. biocultural context. There is not one knowledge, but many,

and cultural diversity entails a diversity of people, their problems and solutions (Green

2008).

2.1.3 Causes of language loss

Rapid or radical language loss follows the total eradication of a population as seen in the

genocide of indigenous speakers in the Australian island of Tasmania (Madley 2008).

Radical loss can also be the result of systematic political repression with governments

banning languages and enforcing teaching of politically dominant languages (Campbell &

Muntzel 1989). However the most common environments of language loss are gradual,

taking place over generations (Grinevald Craig 1998). In these cases, language loss is the

result of a long-term erosion of support for the language in the community (Dorian 1981).

Ultimately this kind of loss is a choice which is a reflection of the displacement in the

deepest belief systems of communities (Crawford 1996).

Language choices are influenced by social changes stemming from a variety of factors

(Fishman 1991). Twentieth century technological innovation, including the print rev-

olution and broadcast media, has reduced the distance between each person on earth,

creating a ‘global village’ (Marshall 1962). The rise of global media brought with it not

just a platform to inform and entertain but a set of values and practices embedded within.

McLuhan (1964) argued that the enduring impact of media is not content but ‘media

is the message’. The message, in this context, is the culture of societies that produce

the bulk of the world’s media. Modern global communication technologies, jet travel

and internationalisation of media contribute towards an environment in which politically

dominant languages and cultures overwhelmminority indigenous practices (Krauss 1992,

Hale 1992).
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2.1.4 Process of language loss

Language shift is a process often well advanced by the time a language gains the attention

of outsiders. It’s generally the case that speakers with the best language competency are

elderly. However the opportunity addressed in the present work is language conservation

carried out by communities. Digital forms of conservation through apps etc. may be a

useful way to entice younger people to take part 1. Younger speakers often use a different

form of language than that of their elders, as documented in the case of young speakers of

Dyirbal in North Eastern Australia (Schmidt 1985). It’s useful to understand the impact

of language shift on the forms of language and language competencies one is likely to

encounter.

Language shift is not uniform across the breadth of language use. As language falls

out of use in day to day interaction, language loss maybe observed from the ‘bottom up’

with ‘lower’ registers of language lost first. Conversely ritual use of language may occur

at special events to demonstrate ethnic membership, resulting in the persistence only

of ritual language registers (see Hill 1983). Overall, language becomes simplified with

reduction in grammatical complexity (see Dorian 1978).

As a language fades from use, we will encounter semi-speakers with only partial com-

petency, often retaining some language comprehension but with reduced competency in

speaking (Dorian 1980). Semi-speakers are a key audience for language conservation,

both as consumers of products of conservation and as conservational participants and

facilitators with elders. Together, these factors have ramification for the design of digital

tools. In the first instance, inclusive documentarymethods, such as those focusing on oral

language, may have particular value for semi-speakers. Secondly, the audience (users)

tools may vary considerably in age, competencies and digital literacy. Mobile apps, for

example, are rarely designed for two very different people, potentially operating different

parts of the app.
1Whether or not that is the case is debatable but anecdotally, Saisiyat elders have expressed to me their

hope that technology can build interest among the younger generation.
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2.2 The scale challenge

Smaller, less-studied languages are hampered by the difficulty of employing computa-

tional processing of the sort that has become common for widely spoken languages.

Machine learning techniques are widely deployed for major languages (Pedregosa et al.

2011). It’s long been recognised that the effectiveness of machine learning approaches

is strongly correlated with the amount of available training data (Hutchins 1986, Qiu et

al. 2016). Much of the potential for computationally-facilitated inquiry is stymied by the

paucity of data for small languages (Ragni et al. 2014), also referred to as low-resource

languages (see Kathol et al. 2005).

Computational linguists are accustomed to working on so-called mega corpora (see

Friginal, Walker & Randall 2014) of the world’s major international languages, with mil-

lions or even billions of words (cf. Google’s book corpus Michel et al. (2011)). Large

corpora have opened the door to fresh discoveries that were not possible with less data

(Halevy, Norvig & Pereira 2009). Large interconnected data sets are desirable to enable

emerging theories of language and cognition (Bender & Good 2010).

A large corpus is desirable for every language but what is meant by large? Liberman

estimated that ‘reasonable’ coverage of a language might be attained with a corpus of

around ten million words (Liberman 2006). When it comes to minority languages, no

corpus of one million words has yet been compiled in machine-readable format (Abney

& Bird 2010). Ten million words equates to around 1,000 hours of audio recordings,

a couple of orders of magnitude beyond the present norm. Nevertheless, there are no

major impediments to recording thousands of hours of language given the widespread

availability of digital recording devices including mobile phones.

However establisheddocumentary practice holds that the audio needs to be annotated.

Producing an annotation of one minute of that data can be expected to take between 1

hour and 150 hours depending on the level of detail (Schultze-Berndt 2006). The lower

estimate might be an orthographic transcription performed by a practised operator while

the higher end might be the result of a phonetic segment-by-segment transcription. For

example in my prior work, recently trained linguists (graduate students) took around 20
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hours to transcribe 10 minutes of Nepali in broad phonetic detail (Bettinson 2013). Com-

putational methods can greatly assist for phonetic transcription although, again in this

case, a lack of training data for machine learning approaches hampers the full potential

of automatic transcription.

Manual annotation of thousands of hours of audio is a task so great that it’s impractical

for a single language, let alone formany hundreds of critically endangered languages. This

is the basis of the scale challenge which is loosely the challenge of performing documen-

tary activity at scale. Making progress towards the scale challenge requires research into

scalable methodologies. It also entails a re-evaluation of traditional methods where those

methods demonstrably lack the property of being scalable.

There is an acute need for computational assistance to enhance the efficiency of doc-

umentary activity (Bender & Langendoen 2010). Clearly it would be ideal if audio data

could be annotated by a computer system. However such systems require training on

large sets of data, creating a kind of chicken and egg situation. Small languages are

poorly represented with computational resources (Maxwell & Hughes 2006). There is

now an entire genre of research devoted to computational applications for low-resource

languages. Recent work suggests that computational assistance for language modelling,

lexicon induction and phonemic transcription is achievable with the kind of resources

(mostly audio) for unwritten languages (Adams 2017).

2.3 Responses to language endangerment

This section presents an overview of prior responses to language endangerment with a

focus on the role of digital technologies. In §2.3.1 I summarise documentary linguistics as

a sub-discipline devoted to establishing long-lived records of language. I identify key chal-

lenges for traditional documentary linguistics in §2.3.2. In §2.3.3 I summarise language

revitalisation as an approach to re-establish a language.
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2.3.1 Language Documentation

In the early 1990s, linguists were increasingly aware of the widespread loss of languages.

A 1992 special edition of Language featured a call to arms for ‘salvage’ action on endan-

gered languages (Hale et al. 1992). Describing the world’s languages in ‘crisis’, Krauss

warned that failure to act would be equivalent to linguistics going down in history as the

only science to “preside obliviously over the disappearance of 90% of the very field to

which it is dedicated” (Krauss 1992: 10). The last two decades has seen an increasing

number of linguists consider ways in which scholarship can be directed towards language

conservation.

Theoretical linguistics is primarily concerned with the study of the structure and use

of language. There is is no general general mandate for conservation given that this is

generally not what academics are expected (and paid) to do. However linguists, and other

scholars conducting ethnographic fieldwork, common produce records of language such

as recordings and transcriptions. Regardless of why these records were collected in the

first place, for some languages, those records may well be all that are ever made.

Knowledge may be conserved by collecting representative data (Godden 1969). In

the language domain this means collecting recordings of language production, e.g. raw

or primary data. Primary data has featured in most aspects of language science, but only

so far as to support description and analysis (Woodbury & England 2003). Since the rise

of Boasian linguistics in the late 19th century, language description has typically consisted

of a trilogy of descriptive artefacts: a dictionary, a grammar and text collection (Jakobson

1944). The text collection has historically been only as large as was needed to support

claims about the grammar of a language. The preservation imperative suggests that a

greatly expanded text collection might serve to preserve an entire language, or at least

more of it than the norm in descriptive linguistics.

With the arrival of recording technologies became available, the scope (modes) of

ethnographic research broadened as language production became easier to record, anal-

yse and present (Dicks, Soyinka & Coffey 2006). Media recordings are a key descriptive

artefact of linguistic description. The last two decades have seen further advances in digi-

tal systems such that media may be freely linked against text-based corpora (as described
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by Thieberger 2004). Cross linked data is now considered standard practice in order to

support analytical claims (Thieberger 2009). More generally, a well-described collection

of data including media and text is the basis for formal language conservation.

In the late 1990s, Himmelmann (1998) proposed documentary linguistics as a sub-

discipline concerned with “collecting, transcribing, translating, and commenting on pri-

mary data” (Himmelmann 1998: 190). This collection of primary data is akin to a greatly

expanded text (and media) collection. Expanded in this context is not merely in volume

but in variety or coverage, by expanding the range of participants, discourse genres and

so on. Language documentation is defined as a collection of natural, observable linguistic

behaviour and knowledge (Himmelmann 1998, 2006, Woodbury 2003, Himmelmann

2008). Over the last two decades, language documentation has advanced good practice

for a range of concerns such as data collection in the field (Barwick & Thieberger 2006,

Mosel 2006, Lüpke 2009), data archiving (Johnson2004, Bird, Uszkoreit &Simons 2002,

Bird & Simons 2003b, Nathan 2010a) and of ‘mobilising’ language documentation back

to speakers (Nathan 2006, Thieberger 2012). Documentary linguistics resolves the man-

date challenge in the sense that the how of language conservation is a subject of study,

legitimising documentary activity as a research activity.

There’s widespread agreement that a language documentation should be large (Wood-

bury 2003, Himmelmann 2006, Austin 2006). However traditional linguistic analysis

is often based on small data sets stemming from the Boasian tradition of preparing dic-

tionaries, grammars and text collections (Bender & Langendoen 2010, Woodbury 2011).

Small data sets carry the risk of cherry picking data to substantiate claims. The lack of a

broader context hampers replication, verification and further analysis (Gawne et al. 2017).

Documentary projects also require substantial investment of effort of native speaker

participants. Documentary practice is closely aligned with the Boasian tradition of col-

laboration with speech communities (Hill 2006). Collaboration embodies a range of

inter-cultural practices and is one of the most widely discussed topics in language doc-

umentation literature (including Austin 2010, Yamada 2007, Dobrin 2008, Czaykowska-

Higgins 2009, Glenn 2009, Wilkins 1992, Grinevald 2003, Thieberger & Taylor 2013,

Dwyer 2006, Penfield et al. 2008).
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For the most part, documentary activities are similar to those traditionally employed

in descriptive linguistics. Digital technologies used by, or designed for, descriptive lin-

guistics have been pressed into use for language documentation. I discuss digital tools for

language conservation in §2.5 and computational systems to support cooperative work

(CSCW) in §2.6. I critique Hanke’s Computer Supported Collaborative Language Docu-

mentation (CSLD) in §2.6.2.

2.3.2 Challenges for language documentation

The most pressing issue for language documentation as a programme is that there is not

enough of it going on. In 2018, ELAR2 offered funding to 38 projects3. There is no system-

atic estimation for the total volume of documentary programmes. Certainly the number

of programmes that result in deposits to major language archives would appear to be far

short of the number of the world’s languages presently regarded as threatened (Simons &

Lewis 2013).

The total work of compiling language documentation is ‘enormous’ (Himmelmann

2006: 3). Documentary projects are overwhelmingly initiated by linguists (Cruz &Wood-

bury 2014). Minority languages are a niche concern in language science and linguists

drawn to both small languages and linguistic fieldwork are short supply (Newman 1998).

Documentary projects may then be an ‘enormous’ burden placed upon individuals who

often lack a primarymandate to carry out this work. Grenoble (2010) questionedwhether

the goals of documentation are even achievable in many cases, and whether a documen-

tary project is the best use of a linguist’s time. One might hope that linguists are moti-

vated to pursue documentary activity as a means to achieve transparency by backing up

claims with links to documentary data. However among 50 published grammars and 50

PhD dissertations, Gawne et al. (2017) found that just five published grammars and one

dissertation included references to a sizable corpus of data.

There has been continued debate about what language documentation is and who it

is for. Himmelmann (2006) defined it as a ‘lasting multi-purpose record of a language’
2http://www.eldp.net/
3https://blogs.soas.ac.uk/elar/2018/10/08/eldp-grant-round-opening-next-week/

http://www.eldp.net/
https://blogs.soas.ac.uk/elar/2018/10/08/eldp-grant-round-opening-next-week/
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but noted the difficulty of what is meant by ‘language’. For the most part, documentation

has been conceived of as collecting representative samples in support of crafting gram-

mars, dictionaries and texts of single language variety (Woodbury 2011, Childs, Good &

Alice 2014). There has been little effort to document a language’s sociolinguistic con-

text, despite the realities of multimodality and multilingualism worldwide (see Lüpke,

Friederike & Anne 2013). The scope of ideal language documentation has grown over

time as it has grown to accommodate the needs of disciplinary specialists. For example,

descriptive linguists consider analysis-derived data ‘structural’ data (cf. Himmelmann

2012) an indispensable component. Evans (2008) argued that failing to perform struc-

tural analysis in the field would deprive future philologists of data and is akin to ‘docu-

mentary fundamentalism’. It’s debatable to the extent that any ‘structural’ data is essential

but rather certain use cases require certain data. In practice, documentary projects tend

to focus on collecting data in support of immediate documentary goals (Woodbury 2011,

Austin 2016).

2.3.3 Language Revitalisation

Scholarly language conservation is effectively a proposal for outsiders to come and ‘save’

the language (Perley 2012). Fishman (2001) argued that this language ideology places a

focus on language endangerment and language loss at the expense of — arguably themost

obvious response — retaining or even reviving a language among its speakers. Happily,

some communities become sufficiently concerned with the loss of a traditional language

that they may be motivated to do something about it. Language revitalisation involves a

process of reconnecting ethnic groups with their ancestral language and thereby reversing

language shift (Fishman 1990, 1991).

Revitalisation success has generally come about through well-organised language-

immersion programmes that connect elders in the community with the younger genera-

tion (Hale & Hinton 2001). Cree, Hualapai, Maori and Hawaiian are four successful revi-

talisation programmes that were based on immersion programmes pairing elder native

speakers with non-speakers. The Language Nest approach was first developed in New

Zealand in the early 1980s, focused on early childhood immersion, ultimately resulting in
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the revival of the indigenousMaori language (King 2001). California’s Master-Apprentice

Program for native American languages adopted a similar immersion mechanism but

aimed at older students, organised aroundpractical activities to build conversational com-

petency (Hinton 1997, 2001b).

However in broad terms, language revitalisation is difficult, and if one defines success

as establishing new L1 speakers, then success is rare (Hinton 2001a). This is primarily

because the causative factors of language shift are to be found in the broader social envi-

ronment. There are no one-size-fits-all revitalisation strategies because of the necessity of

tailoring approaches for the social environmentGrenoble&Whaley (2006). Furthermore,

revitalized languages will never be the same as they once were (Dorian 1994).

There is an assumed dependence of language revitalisation on records of language

resulting from language documentation (Farfán & Ramallo 2010). Language records col-

lected in support of documentary goals may focus on fluent elder speech (as the most

‘pure’) and may have limited representation of speech genres. Such records may less

appropriate for language revitalisation goals (Austin & Sallabank 2014). However lan-

guage revitalisation is sometimes the express goal of documentary projects. For example,

Woodbury (2003) described a documentary project to aid in preparing materials for an

immersion programme for the central-Alaskan language Cup’ik.

The documentary method Woodbury adopted for Cup’ik is relevant for the present

work. Instead of the tradition production of interlinear glosses, fresh recordings were

made of elders respeaking aging audio tapes. This method inspired the design of Basic

Oral Language Documentation as a method that defers time consuming annotations,

instead relying on oral workflows (Reiman 2010). The oral workflow is an approach I

adopt and expand upon in this work (see §3.3, §4.5.1 and §5.3). This example shows that

language conservation in service of revitalisation goalsmay avoid the systematic collection

of structural data by experts. This has value in the present context because conservation

for revitalisationmay be carried out by speakers autonomously.
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2.4 The digital landscape

In this section I review aspects of the broader digital landscape with a focus on those that

enable the opportunities pursued in this work. In §2.4.1 I describe the global trend of

increased digital access with particular emphasis on minority groups and the so-called

digital divide. In §2.4.2 I describe the contemporary pattern of ICT use dubbed the Web

2.0. Finally, in §2.4.3, I present a brief overview of the mobile platform given its impor-

tance in this work.

2.4.1 Global digital access

The last decade has seen a dramatic rise in the total population owningmobile devices and

connecting to the Internet. According to the International Telecommunications Union,

more than half of theworld’s population had access to the Internet by the end of 2018 (ITU

2018). The growth of mobile phone adoption and building out of cellular networks in

the developing world has been particularly rapid. From 2007 to 2018, global mobile

broadband subscriptions rose from four per 100 people to nearly 70 per 100, approach

60 per 100 in the developing world. This should dispel the idea that minority languages

are spoken in places where where digital networks have yet to arrive.

In the early 2000s, there was rising concern on the disparity between digital access

and information access between socioeconomic groups (Norris et al. 2001). There was

mounting concern that the developing world as a whole looked set to reside on the wrong

side of a ‘digital divide’. Even as physical access became more widespread, digital skills

among disadvantaged groups lagged the industrialised world (Van Dijk 2006). There is

also a need to adopt amore nuanced view of ‘digital skills’. In the developingworldmobile

phones are considerably more common than desktop computers. ‘Mobile-only’ users lack

the specific digital skills to interact with complex software, i.e. desktop computer software

or web-based software modelled on desktop designs (Correa, Pavez & Contreras 2018).

Over the last ten years, digital access research has matured to identify different pat-

terns of use between groups based on a series of factors such as socioeconomic status,

gender, age and education (Van Deursen & Van Dijk 2014). This research highlights the
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danger of perpetuating traditional ideas about who can and cannot use technology includ-

ing the myth of the younger generation having innate digital literacy (Selwyn 2009).

In sum, we are concerned with the question of digital access because it impacts upon

the potential for digital language conservancy. In general, the digital divide has lost rele-

vance as a binary proposition, giving way to a digital landscape marked by great variation

in the use of technology. Moreover many of the factors that explain variations in digital

adoption and digital literacy vary between members of a single ethnic or socioeconomic

group. In the present era, we have a good chance of finding an audience for digital

language conservation within minority groups worldwide. However within each group,

there will be variations in digital literacy which may well influence the efficacy of digital

methods (see Gawne 2015).

2.4.2 TheWeb 2.0

TheWeb 2.0 refers to a trend whereby the use of technology has migrated towards decen-

tralised participation by end-users rather than central authorities (o’Reilly 2009). This

trend is broadly a manifestation of the adoption and modification of pervasive technolo-

gies in support of social interactions (Dryer, Eisbach & Ark 1999). Social computing and

user-generated content such as blogs and socialmedia have come to define the capabilities

of modern communicative technologies.

There are a large number of services that aggregate the contributions of many users

into a form of collective intelligence (Gruber 2008). This creates an opportunity to

distribute language conservation work widely in a manner popularly known as ‘crowd-

sourcing’. Crowdsourcing is usually better suited for the distribution of simple repetitive

tasks (see Schenk &Guittard 2009) suited for distributed experiments such as the Dialekt

App to crowdsource variations in Swiss-German dialect (Goldman et al. 2014). I describe

a crowdsourcing-like service for distributing customised work in §4.

The other opportunity in relation to postWeb 2.0 landscape stems from the pervasive

penetration of digital networks in every day life (Satyanarayanan 2001). Language con-

servation often requires conservation of certain sociocultural factors that influence the

how and why of speech production (Floyd 2018). The ethnography of communication
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is intended to contextualise the linguistic observations against the broader background

of cultural practice (Hymes 1964). However since the rise of social computing, cultural

practice is frequently spread across the physical and online world. Researchers have

begun to consider the role of new technologies in digital ethnographies (Murthy 2008).

In essence, wemay preserve language production produced through technologicalmeans,

replete with some record of the sociological context of its use.

The primary opportunity pursued in this work is to explore the creation of new digital

services modelled on the pattern of distributed participation observable in other forms of

online activism (see Carroll & Hackett 2006). In general, social platforms, virtual com-

munities and socially-connected mobile apps are so well established that they shape the

expectations of digital citizens (Baird & Fisher 2005). For example, Chen, Yen & Hwang

(2012) showed that social platform user satisfaction is influenced by the extent to which

users are able to engage in identity performances (Chen, Yen & Hwang 2012). This is pri-

marily achieved by ensuring real-time visibility of a user’s actions to others (Hogan 2010).

In actuality this is simply an online extension of the importance of tangible outcomes for

participating in conservation activities (see Grenoble 2010).

2.4.3 Mobile phones

Fewartefacts aremore totemic of technological progress thanmobile smartphones. Clearly

mobile devices have become more powerful and less expensive. Since 2010, sales growth

of desktop computer hardware has continued to decline. The tablet computer, initially

hailed as the successor to the PC platform, has largely given way tomobile phones becom-

ing larger and better suited for viewing apps and web sites.

The top three manufacturers are Samsung, Apple and Huawei. Android is the domi-

nant mobile platform worldwide representing over 80% of sales in Q4 2019 and contin-

uing to gain worldwide against Apple4.. Android is an open platform with many manu-

facturers selling a large array of devices to suit every budget. Apple has positioned itself
4Over 80% market share in Q4 2018.

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-02-21-gartner-says-global-smartphone-sales-stalled-in-the-fourth-quart
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as a high-end vendor and therefore Apple device ownership tends to be much higher in

wealthy industrialised nations5.

Both Apple and Android offer marketplaces for the sale and distribution of mobile

apps. Available worldwide, these are useful vectors for the distribution of apps for digital

language conservation with certain caveats. Not all Android devices have access to the

official Google Play store. In China, fewer than 30% of devices are connected to Google

Play (Ng et al. 2014). For the Apple App Store and Google Play, releasing software world-

wide generally requires adding basic localisation for each region.

2.4.4 Web Technologies

The web is a platform because it may host stand-alone software applications. Web-based

software uses a combination of systems including hypertext markup (HTML), cascading

style sheets (CSS), JavaScript and a series of capabilities exposed through themodernWeb

API.Web technologies have grown in sophistication to the extent that it is possible to craft

applications that rival the capabilities of traditional software. This is primarily due to the

arrival of JavaScript frameworks, sometimes called Model-View-Controller (MVC)(see

Krasner, Pope, et al. 1988) frameworks, crafted by technology giants such as Facebook

(React6) and Google (Angular7) to build their own products.

In the context of tools for language conservation, the web platform is salient for a

number of reasons. Firstly, it offers a layer of abstraction allowing us to redeploy the

same code (app) on multiple platforms, such as the web browser, the desktop computer,

and in particular, all makes of mobile devices (Xanthopoulos & Xinogalos 2013). Cross-

platform development is highly desirable for reducing the cost of development, and this

is particularly the case where resources are limited, as is likely to be the case for non-

commercial software development of the kind described in the present work. The second

salient aspect of web technologies is that they are already well explored for deploying

collaborative systems.
5http://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
6https://facebook.github.io/react/
7https://angular.io/

http://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
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One feature of traditional ‘native’-ly developed apps we do not wish to discard is the

ability to publish apps to themajor app stores. The hybridmobile apppatternhas emerged

as a method to ‘wrap’ a web app within a smaller native app, thus retaining the benefits of

both approaches. At first hybrid apps represented a significant compromise, particularly

for performance Charland & Leroux (see 2011), but these concerns have receded with

improvements in phone performance and software subsystems.

In the last couple of years the web platform has begun to support app-like software

experiences directly with features in support of a new class of software, the progressive

web app8 (PWA). The capabilities of the various patterns of web technologies, fromPWAs

to hybrid mobile apps, have been little explored for language app development. A rare

example is a project to reimplement the SayMore app as a collaborative web app called

SayMore-X9. This project utilises the Electron framework10 which is applicable only for

desktop computer software and not mobile apps.

2.5 Digital tools for language conservation

In this section I review the use of digital tools for language conservation. Computer soft-

ware has a long history in language science (Simons 1980, Lawler & Dry 1998). General

purpose office software is widely adopted given there has historically been a lack of supply

of specialist tools (Simons 1998: 10). Using generic tools for language requires adapt-

ing linguistic structures to general computational convenient structures such as files and

database rows (Simons 1998: 10).

Specialist tools for linguists tend to be narrow in scope such that digital workflows are

spread across a series of tools. Primarily linguists seek tools to manage lexicons, create

annotated texts and to facilitate the transfer and translation of data from one application

to another (Good 2007). In the following sections I summarise salient genres of digital

tools including metadata tools, elicitation tools, annotation tools, ‘groupware’ solutions

8https://developers.google.com/web/progressive-web-apps/
9https://github.com/SayMoreX/saymore-x
10https://electronjs.org/

https://github.com/SayMoreX/saymore-x
https://electronjs.org/
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and mobile apps. Finally I conclude this section by reviewing prior responses for the

inherent sustainability concerns of software solutions.

2.5.1 Metadata tools

Metadata conventions for linguistic resources have tended to build on generic metadata

conventions such as the Dublin Core metadata set (Coyle & Baker 2009), with OLAC

adding language resource specific extensions (Bird & Simons 2001, Bird, Uszkoreit &

Simons 2002). There is a need for common or inter-operable metadata standards to

facilitate access to data spread acrossmultiple collections and archives. OLAChas become

the standard convention to exchange data between language archives.

The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)11 has focused on standardised mark up of text

records of linguistic data since the 1980s. The ISLEMeta Data Initiative (IMDI)12 aims to

address themetadata requirements for complexmultimedia resources (Broeder&Witten-

burg 2006). CMDI offers the ability to bundle complex resources in the text andmultime-

dia domains with metadata components defined in an convention registry (Broeder et al.

2010). Anumber of CMDIdata editing tools have beenproduced such as ProFormA (Dima

et al. 2012), Arbil (Withers 2012) and the HTML5 web app CMDI Maker (Rau 2016).

A key challenge for metadata collection in linguistic contexts is that metadata needs

to be entered at the time of the original recording (Chelliah & De Reuse 2010). Collecting

metadata in the field demands methods which are as rapid and unobtrusive as possi-

ble (Robinson 2006). This activity has parallels with collection management in archiv-

ing (Jackson 2001). SIL’s SayMore tool implements a form of collection management

where files may be associated with structured metadata records irrespective of the soft-

ware that created them.
11http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml
12https://tla.mpi.nl/imdi-metadata/
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2.5.2 Elicitation tools

Language in Interaction is a Dutch research consortium with a goal of promoting collab-

oration between linguistic sub-disciplines13. The group produced Frinex, framework for

producing interactive experiments on the web as well as iOS and Android apps (Withers

2016). The framework produces web apps which can be bundled as stand alone apps

on Android and iOS via Apache Cordova (I discuss this hybrid mobile pattern in §2.4.4).

Language and Interaction used Frinex to produce interactive games for elicit responses to

futher specific research agendas, including SynQuiz14 which aims to identify people with

synesthesia, and LingQuest15, where players provide language that must match native

speakers.

Frinex also been used to build a number of apps that replicateMPI Field Kit elicitation

materials for specific field work locations including Papua New Guinea Rossel Island,

Vanuatu and Peru16.

2.5.3 Annotation tools

There are many annotation tools aimed at a variety of use cases ranging from simple

orthographic annotations to specialist phonetic or structural annotations. The CLAN

editor, as part of the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney

1991), is aminimalist example comprising a basic text editor andwaveformdisplay. CLAN

users may insert links to parts of the audio signal from within the text. Transcriber was

a more complex annotation tool supporting ‘manual segmentation and transcription of

long duration broadcast news recordings, including annotation of speech turns, topics

and acoustic conditions’ (Barras et al. 1998, 2001). The program was resurrected in 2010

as TranscriberAG incorporating a new ‘annotation graph’ data model proposed by Bird &

Liberman (2001), but was later abandoned in 2013.

The Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (MPI) has been engaged in develop-

ment of linguistic annotation software since 1994 (Brugman & Wittenburg 2001). MPI’s
13https://www.languageininteraction.nl/
14https://www.languageininteraction.nl/synquiz.html
15https://www.languageininteraction.nl/lingquest.html
16https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Peter%20Withers

https://www.languageininteraction.nl/synquiz.html
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/lingquest.html
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early work included the MediaTagger annotation tool17 for Mac computer which allowed

annotation of QuickTime media. This was followed by the Eudico Annotation Tool in

2000, renamed asELAN in2002 (Wittenburg et al. 2006). ELAN’s support for annotating

video greatly facilitated researchers documenting multimodal linguistic data (Brugman

et al. 2002), including gesture (Lausberg & Sloetjes 2009) and sign-language (Johnston

& Crasborn 2006). The tool is a cross-platform Java application that presents a left-

to-right editor where annotations may be added in aligned spans, or many other types

of ‘tiers’ based on alternative units of linguistic analysis or multi-modal signals. ELAN

is often described as being complex and having a difficult learning curve (Berez 2007).

ELAN (XML) file format is well described a several specialist tools support importing and

exporting ELAN data.

For some use cases complex specialist tools are ‘overkill’ and even counter productive

given their steep learning curve. Simple ELAN18 aims to support “easy, low barrier tran-

scription of audio or video recordings on a single layer”. Express Script19 is commercial

Windows and Mac software which has been widely adopted in research contexts requir-

ing audio transcriptions.. The commercial software F4transkript20 (F5transkript for Mac

OSX) has been gaining traction for language documentation. Jones & German (2016)

welcomed F4transkript as a simplified alternative to ELAN for linguistic transcription

with the researchers reportedly pleased with the pace of transcription.

Google’s YouTube service provides an easy-to-use web app to annotate video as sub-

titles which may be imported and exported from the YouTube API. Klokah21, a service

produced by the Council of Indigenous Peoples in Taiwan, exploits this capability to pro-

vide an integrated specialist archive of searchable annotated video. In doing so, Klokah

supports a specialist use case by extending the capabilities of a generic tool, thereby avoid-

ing a good deal of development effort and the additional challenges of hosting large video

files.
17https://tla.mpi.nl/tools2/tooltype/annotation/mediatagger-2/
18https://tla.mpi.nl/topic/simple-elan/
19http://www.nch.com.au/scribe/
20http://www.audiotranskription.de
21http://web.klokah.tw/video/index.php

https://tla.mpi.nl/topic/simple-elan/
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At the specialist end of the scale, Praat (Boersma et al. 2002) is a phonetic tran-

scription and analysis tool which exposes a toolkit of computational analysis tools via a

built-in scripting language. The EMU Speech Database Management System (Bombien

et al. 2006) was similarly aimed at acoustic analysis but ceased to be maintained in 2013.

EMU been resurrected as the EMU Web App and was still being actively developed in

2019(Winkelmann & Raess 2014, Winkelmann 2015). The EMU Web App invites some

comparison with Aikuma-NG reported in the present work (see §3.3). The apps are built

from contemporaneous technologies but are aimed at different audiences and use cases.

EMU is a specialist app to support acoustic analysis without the emphasis on a consumer-

friendly user interface as Aikuma-NG.

SIL’s SayMore app (Hatton 2013) aims to be a one-stop-shop for basic documentary

tasks in the field. The annotation interface of the tool is spartan but noteworthy for

integrating an oral workflow modelled on Basic Oral Language Documentation (Reiman

2010). SayMore uses oral annotation data to streamline the annotation task. This

approach was influential on the design of Aikuma-NG in the present work.

Recently tools have begun to support collaborative annotation. CAMOMILE is an

annotation framework formultimodal,multimedia,multilingual data developed to explore

new practices in online collaborative annotation (Poignant et al. 2016). Typecraft is a

collaborative database for linguists based on interlinear glossed texts (IGT) (Beermann &

Mihaylov 2008) and is noteworthy for supporting the sharing of IGT annotated texts. The

Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) Webann22 is a “web based annotation infrastructure

based around a tree model of annotations” (Wright et al. 2012). Webann offers a plug-in

architecture forworkflows allowing implementation of different types of annotation tasks.

2.5.4 Conservation groupware

Groupware (see §2.6) solutions seek to ‘computerise’ business processes such that every

facet of the work is modelled and automated to some degree. This not a well established

category of tool as there has only ever been one product, LingSync, a defunct service intro-

duced in 2012 as a “tool for creating and maintaining a shared database for communities,
22https://webann.ldc.upenn.edu/
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linguists and language learners” (Cathcart et al. 2012, Dunham, Cook & Horner 2014).

LingSync primarily addressed the needs of field linguists so long as the ‘field’ environ-

ment offered a persistent internet connection. Salient features included a collaborative

data service acting as a host for a series of web technology-based clients, includingmobile

apps23. Ultimately a project of LingSync’s scope proved to be too large to maintain and

it was withdrawn in 2015. LingSync’s demise highlights the sustainability risks of relying

on large platforms, see §2.5.6.

Practical concerns aside, groupware solutions (described as ‘monolithic’ systems in

Wright et al. 2012) remain attractive in theory since they do away with the need to manu-

ally transfer data from one system to another. Such systems are typically based on mod-

elling the workflow of a business processes. This is desirable from a standards enforce-

ment and accountability perspective in business, andmay find some alignment with stan-

dardized conservation action as in the case of language documentation projects. Hanke’s

Computer Supported Language Documentation (see §2.6.2) is based on this approach.

In the context of the present work, I believe monolithic groupware to be unsuited to

the properties of LC 2.0 tool use. Strict workflow-based approaches cannot easily accom-

modate a diversity of objectives. The established pattern of collaborative organisation in

the post 2.0 environment is peer production (see §2.6.1). The extent to which a practical

peer production solution differs from enterprise-style groupware is primarily one of scale,

e.g. of being limited to a single goal, and of adopting flexible interaction-based negotiation

of work performance. This is the general pattern of app/service I explore in Chapter §5.

2.5.5 Mobile apps

Mobile apps are an emerging platform for language conservation that has yet to be fully

embraced. For themost part,mobile apps served as a publication vector for previously col-

lected data. Dictionaries are the most popular genre of app, owing to the well-established

use case drawn from major languages. These are typically built from robust pre-existing

dictionary app frameworks. In some cases, apps have been built from scratch as in the
23See the FieldDB GitHub page: https://github.com/FieldDB/FieldDB

https://github.com/FieldDB/FieldDB
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case of theMa! Iwaija app24 dictionary app for speakers Iwaija in north-western Arnhem

Land. Ma! Iwaija is something of a cautionary tale. Built by a commercial developer in

a way that essentially required a persistent internet connection, the app was never very

suited to the environment and became non-functional two-years after release because the

online infrastructurewaswithdrawn. There are some lessons to be drawn in the dangers of

inadequate processes of commissioning apps but it’s also worth noting that the app aimed

to be somethingmore than the canonical dictionary app by supporting crowdsourced data

entry.

There has been much less work on apps for collecting records of language. Mobile

devices are particularly useful as recording tools. In this respect generic media recording

apps are useful although they are typically hampered by the lack of collectionmanagement

features. The Aikumamobile app is a specialist tool developed to documenting oral narra-

tives (Bird, Hanke, et al. 2014). The app integrates rudimentary metadata collection and

an activity to produce interleaved oral annotations. LIG-Aikuma is further development

aimed at producing parallel speech collections in order to train computational speech pro-

cessing systems (Blachon et al. 2016). LIG-Aikuma supports eliciting speech production

based on text, images or video.

There is a gap in research on ways to support language revitalization by combining

data collection with language learning in mobile apps. A notable exception is the Save

Lingo/Learn Lingo prototype described by Mirza & Sundaram (2016a,b). The apps are

intended to support a workflow based on capture, curation, discovery, learning and shar-

ing processes. However the authors focus on system design over interaction design and

there is a lack of detail on the workflow processes, or the operation and implementation

of the apps beyond a series of screenshots. I find it concerning the authors describe their

work more in terms of research funding deliverables rather than how it was received, or

used at all, by people engaged in language conservation.

Themakers of the Dialekt App, by contrast, created an app released on themobile app

stores such that use of the app creates the data they require. In this case, the app aims

to crowdsource dialect variations of Swiss-German as a form of citizen science (Goldman
24https://www.sil.org/about/news/new-phone-app-launched-ma-iwaidja-dictionary
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et al. 2014). In general, crowdsourcing apps of this kind are smaller and easier to build

but fall some way short of the capabilities one might describe as language conservation.

The present state of mobile apps for language conservation can be split into two. In the

first instance, research tools such as Aikuma/LIG-Aikuma demonstrate integratingmedia

recording, elicitation and rudimentaryworkflows, well suited for creating useful conserva-

tion records. However these apps are confined to expert-mediated deployment contexts.

In the second instance, ‘consumer’ apps are confined to simple tools that do not aspire

to language conservation such as the proliferation of dictionary apps and crowdsourcing

apps such as Dialekt App. There has so far been little attention on towards deploying

documentary/conservation apps as generally available tools.

2.5.6 Sustainability of Digital Tools

Sustainability is a fundamental requirement for language conservation but achieving this

in the non-physical digital world is challenging. Conservation goals self-evidently demand

approaches that are enduring in the sense of continually useful, and of creating persistent

data. Sixteen years ago, Bird & Simons (2003b) warned of a digital ‘carnage’ of legacy and

proprietary file formats hampering data interchange and threatening the ‘portability’ of

linguistic data down to the next generation.

Software products age and eventually become obsolete (see Parnas 1994). This has

serious consequences for the continued safety of digital records created with these tools.

Additionally, the mobile platform presents fresh challenges owing to fast-moving tech-

nologies and the specialist nature of mobile development. Sustainability pressures are

nothing new in software engineering (cf. Seacord et al. (2003), Chang, Mills & Newhouse

(2007), Crouch et al. (2013) andmore). The established way to address these pressures is

to define sustainability as a ‘non-functional requirement’, i.e. something that the devel-

oper must account for (ISO/IEC 42010 2011). Another strategy is to reduce duplication

by aiming to ‘build once use often’ (as described inAngketyMapDigital Resource Report

2015). Reuse is sometimes achievable through entire tools such as a dictionary.

However the opportunity explored here is in the development of solutions that do not

presently exist. Aspect oriented software development (AOSD) offers an approach that
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is useful (Filman et al. 2004). Apps in the language conservation domain will usually

face the same requirements, such as identifying a language, recording some media, and

propagating a record to a server. While individual apps come and go, aspects of the typical

language app may be modularised (see Kiczales & Mezini 2005), and each module may

live on, to be improved and integrated into the next app.

2.6 WorkflowManagement

Language conservation at scale is fundamentally a challenge of managing the flow of data

between collaborators. In this section I summarise the origins, present landscape and spe-

cific applications forworkflowmanagement systems for language conservation. Workflow

management was first conceived of as a separate software system devoted to organising

the flow of work between participants according to a defined procedure (Hales & Lavery

1991). Themain goal is to get ‘…the right data to the right people with the right tools at the

right time’ (Reinwald 1994). In general, workflow management has focused on business

solutions where the keymotivation is often to enforce organisation rules and accountabil-

ity (Bowers, Button & Sharrock 1995). If language conservation is a well-defined process

then it may be decomposed into a series of tasks within a workflow (Georgakopoulos,

Hornick & Sheth 1995, Van Der Aalst & Van Hee 2004). However I dispute the the extent

to which language conservation is well-defined, particularly where the audience of partic-

ipants have interests that may not be in perfect alignment.

Groupware emerged in the 1980s as a class of integrated computer systems intended

for cooperative work (Johansen 1988, Grudin 1994). Groupware products are typically

highly integrated such that workflow management and the means to perform work are

carried out in the same place (Jablonski & Bussler 1996). The ‘group’ in groupware is

typically taken to mean an organisation but it might also be applied to any group of

people engaged in the same task. LingSync, described in §2.5.4 was a kind of language

conservation groupware service.

Collaborative work through digital systems is widely adopted throughout industri-

alised workplaces. Groupware evolved into products where collaborators are drawn from
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beyond the confines of organisations, the collaborative office document suite Google

Docs25 is a prime example. Computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) arose as a

design-focused interdisciplinary field more generally concerned with the use of technol-

ogy for groups (Grudin 1994).

2.6.1 From Crowdsourcing to peer production

Crowdsourcing is the decentralised performance of work (Howe 2006), capable of “aggre-

gating talent, leveraging ingenuity while reducing the costs and time formerly needed to

solve problems” (Brabham 2008: 87). Over the last decade, organisations have increas-

ingly turned to web technologies as a way to outsource work loads (Zhao & Zhu 2014).

A common form of crowdsourcing is where contributors perform a stand-alone task

such as taking a photo or filling in a survey (Nevo, Kotlarsky & Nevo 2012). While crowd-

sourcing is primarily a mechanism to distribute simple, repetitive tasks, there has been

some attention towards crowdsourcing complex work (see Kittur et al. 2011), primarily

achieved by decomposing a larger goal into component tasks within a workflow (Bern-

stein 2013). However some kinds of work are difficult to deconstruct into predefined

workflows (Kittur et al. 2013) and constrained workflows are counter productive when

flexibility and adaptation is required Retelny, Bernstein & Valentine (2017).

TheWeb2.0 (see §2.4.2) has spawned emergent patterns of organisation from Internet-

mediated social practice. Peer production is a process based on open creation and sharing

which is decentralised, lacking formal organisational oversight and typically carried out

by a group of people with diverse motivations (Benkler 2013, Benkler, Shaw &Hill 2015).

The oft-cited exemplar of peer production is Wikipedia.

I argue there that peer production is the most promising form of collective action for

language conservation. Primarily because it is already being carried out by some commu-

nities using well-known generic services such as YouTube and Facebook (for example Cru

2015). However in general, the use of generic services confines the complexity of work

and favours somewhat temporary cycles of production and consumption. There has been

a lack of attention towards supporting peer production in mobile apps.
25https://docs.google.com/

https://docs.google.com/
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A particular challenges for designing peer production systems is that the the inherent

flexibility of systems, where participants can behave as they wish. Optimal solutions can

only be designed after we can observe how people use these systems (see Balestra 2018).

2.6.2 Computer Supported Language Documentation

Florian Hanke proposed Computer Supported Language Documentation as a framework

for applying and designing digital systems in support of language conservation (Hanke

2017). CSLD is an an abstract model of digital language documentation which one might

use to shape the design of digital systems. This was achieved by identifying a number

of productivity and reliability shortcomings of traditional documentary workflows, and

proposing more integrated, more parallel (and hence scalable) digital implementations

incorporating mobile apps.

CSLD adopts a number of positions in common with the present work. For exam-

ple, CSLD is similarly motivated by the ‘scale challenge’ as set out in §2.2 and similarly

explores the potential of mobile apps for language conservation, albeit in a narrow sense

of supporting workflows in service of documentary linguistics. Hanke was part of a team

that developed the Aikuma Android app (Bird, Hanke, et al. 2014) — which I adopted in

my own honours research (Bettinson 2013) and in the early phases of the present work

via an urban pilot study (§3.1) and initial fieldwork in Taiwan (§3.2).

Hanke’s elaboration on distributed-collaborative data in the CSLD model is relevant

for the design of app-based services which I describe in Chapter §5. His interaction

design work on Aikuma’s oral annotation process is the predecessor of the design process

culminating in the Image-Gesture-Voice method I describe in §5.3. While field testing

Aikuma, the app’s network synchronisation feature inspired the exploration of network-

facilitated fieldwork (Bettinson 2015), which ultimately manifests as the Aikuma-Link

prototype (§4).

That said, Hanke pursued a workflow-based approach in the traditional sense of being

organisation-bound, with fixed processes and pre-determined outputs drawn from docu-

mentary practice. CSLD is a generalised description of a kind of digital groupware upgrade

for linguist’s existing processes and goals, without being very specific about what a CSLD
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system might be or how it might be built. Hanke’s work incorporated tool engineering

and fieldwork as a relatively brief phase as a way of informing the theoretical framework.

Given the urgency of language conservation, I believe there’s a need to address prac-

tical matters lest we play into the academic ‘ivory tower’ architype. Thus my primary

criticism of Hanke’s work is that he avoids the kind of inquiry needed to support concrete

action. It’s not clear to me howmuch of what is described in CSLD may be built or what

it might look like in any detail.

In particular, I take issue Hanke’s claim that it is “not just feasible, but straightfor-

ward to efficiently collect substantial quantities of high-quality language data ...” (Hanke

2017: 190) (my emphasis) for two reasons. I can only assumeHanke is excluding the effort

to developing the software. Aikuma took years to develop and app’s respeaking activity

was the focus of a substantial part of Hanke’s thesis on the ‘consecutive interpretation

UI’. The challenge of developing software is a significant impediment to our ambitions

for digital language conservation. This is why I have devoted attention to the specific

challenge of low-resource software development (§4.1).

Secondly, it strikes me as a dangerous form of handwaving to make claims about a

course of action one has not actually done, i.e. the collection of ‘substantial quantities of

high-quality language data’. Evaluating a tool in controlled settings does not generalise

towards collecting ‘high-quality language data’ in a natural settings. I established a pilot

study (see §3.1) to establish the feasibility of large scale activity by giving it a go, or rather,

by asking others to have a go. That pilot study highlighted the gulf between what we tech-

nologists think can be done, and the reality as constructed by people other than ourselves.

Hanke’s claim is an another example of the blindspot technologists can have.

We would not expect a lone researcher to prove the veracity of language conservation.

Similarly the scope of concerns for large scale digital language conservation is such that

it can only be established by successful collaborations. Despite a multi-year effort to

develop tools and almost a year of fieldwork as reported in the present work, I have also

been unable to demonstrate high volume data collection (see critical analysis of this work

in §6.2). Ultimately, successful solutions require two things. Suitable tools, shaped by

input from the audience. Successful use of these tools depends upon a series of actions, in
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turn dependent on factors which are likely to be similar to those discussed in non-digital

programmes of language revitalization (as discussed by Hale & Hinton 2001, Grenoble &

Whaley 2006).

2.7 Saisiyat

Figure 2.1: Saisiyat tribe in relation to other tribal areas in Taiwan. Based on Council of
Indigenous Peoples data, Saisiyat area established by 2014-2017 fieldwork.

The Saisiyat people are an indigenous group traditionally located in the rural foothills

of the mountainous regions of Miao Li and Xin Zhu counties of North Western Taiwan.

Figure 2.1 illustrates existing Formosan language distribution including the Saisiyat lan-

guage. According to a Taiwanese census in 2000, Saisiyat tribe members number around

5,311 or around 1% of Taiwan’s indigenous population26. Ethnologue claims 4,750 speak-

ers of the Saisiyat language (ISO 639-3 language code ‘xsy’) and classifies the language as

‘threatened’ or 6b on the EGIDs scale (Paul 2009).
26https://eng.stat.gov.tw/public/Attachment/5428165355PNISNJPU.pdf

https://eng.stat.gov.tw/public/Attachment/5428165355PNISNJPU.pdf
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There are two dialects of Saisiyat that have arisen among Saisiyat populations sepa-

rated by themountainous border ofHsinChu andMiaoLi counties (Li 1978). The northern

‘DaÁi’ dialect in Wufeng township HsinChu county is moribund with only a few elderly

speakers. Most of the northern Saisiyat have adopted the Atayal language for everyday

communication.

The southern ‘DongHe’ dialect inNanzhuang townshipMiaoLi county extends through-

out two valleys thatmeet at Nanzhuang town, thoughNanzhuang itself is a predominantly

Hakka Chinese speaking community. Li (1978) said that the southern community was

adopting the Chinese Hakka dialect. This accords with my own experience travelling

through the southern range of the Saisiyat people where I encounteredmanymiddle aged

Saisiyat to have competency in Hakka. However I also found that Saisiyat people younger

than 40 years-old had limited Saisiyat language, excepting for the relatively isolated small

township of Xiang TianHe (towards-heaven lake) where I came to know a couple of fluent

Saisiyat speakers in their late 30s. I did not encounter Saisiyat younger than 20 years-old

that was not essentially a monolingual Mandarin-speakers. While this is by no means a

systematic survey, I think this is broadly representative of the demographics today.

Elderly Saisiyat in their 80s sometimes have Japanese competency reflecting the 50

year period of Japanese occupation between 1895 and 1945. DongHe village itself is

the largest concentration of ethnic Saisiyat but even so there are several ethnic Chinese

families and at least two families with that are ethnic Amis from the Hualien region in

Eastern Taiwan.

Saisiyat is a reasonably well studied language with a reference grammar (in Chinese)

(Yeh 2000) and a number of other works relating to linguistic description and typology.

Missionaries introduced orthography systems for aboriginal languages to assist in teach-

ing religious scripture. Formosan language standard orthographies can be seen widely

on street signs and tourist information signs throughout the island. Saisiyat orthography

features on landmarks, schools and even households where it is seen to be symbolic of

language revitalization even if it does not play a significant role in day to day life. How-

ever truly literate Saisiyat people are exceedingly rare, limited to a few individuals that
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have received training by virtue of taking part in linguistic research, or in the design of

educational materials.

I met only three individuals that I would describe as fully literate. It’s difficult to esti-

mate the number of those with lower, but functional, literacy since there is a general ten-

dency for literacy to be considered an expert practice of teachers (laoshi). Elderly Saisiyat

may not have literacy in Chinese, let alone familiarity with the Latin alphabet required

for the Saisiyat orthography. The major difference between Chinese and English writing

systems manifests in other ways. One Saisiyat friend and collaborator could somewhat

write Saisiyat by hand, but had no idea how to type into an alphabetic keyboard.

Tribal history is passed down by oral tradition but I believe there is evidence of an

interruption of oral history. In particularly, I asked Saisiyat elders if they recalled stories

of the sea or living by the coast, where the Saisiyat population was concentrated just a

century ago according to Japanese records. The sudden influx of Chinese immigrants (a

million strong following the defeat of theKMT in theChinese civil war) had the effect of the

Saisiyat people being pushed out from their ancestral homelands near the coast. Saisiyat

mythology is dominated by a small number of well known stories, and particularly one

celebrated by the bi-annual paStaáy event. This event marks the killing off of a mythical

race of a short dark-skinned people called the Daái and is considered to be an emblem of

reconciliation.

Rural Taiwanese communities are predominantly agricultural and of lower socio-

economic status than urban ethnic Chinese. Economic opportunities are limited and so

Saisiyat communities experience heavy outward migration towards urban and industrial

centres (Gao 2015). Saisiyat people often work in small-hold agriculture, growing crops

such as Shitake mushrooms, Chinese Mesona (for making grass jelly), and millet for the

production of millet wine. Professional work is difficult to come by but some tribal mem-

bers are employed by government agencies involved in the support of aboriginal tribes.

2.7.1 Community based language revitalization

A Saisiyat revitalization programme was established in 2012 (Gao 2015). This project is

chiefly administered by a few key individuals in DongHe village, including the primary
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Figure 2.2: Community-based Saisiyat revitalisation includes digital initiatives such as
recording dialog between elders and publishing on YouTube (and klokah.tw) with bi-
lingual Saisiyat and Mandarin captions.

school principal Ya’aw Kaybaybaw (高清楚). This project was supported by a grant from

the government Council of Indigenous People, which provided the means for the project

to hire staff to conduct some of the initial work such as conducting a survey of Saisiyat

villages, recording narratives from elders and instigating a Master-Apprentice learning

programme.

This has been further facilitated by a relationship between key Saisiyat individuals

and the project leader of Liu YuYang (劉宇陽). The Digital Center of Taiwan Formosan

Languages has provided assistance on a number of projects. These include producing

annotated video recordings of Saisiyat dialogs27, see figure 2.2, and the The Walo tribe

’mountain boar web’ (瓦祿山豬網) site28 which aims to teach Saisiyat to children via story

telling and interactive games.
27https://sites.google.com/site/walisanwalo/video
28http://pqwasan.org.tw/walisan/

https://sites.google.com/site/walisanwalo/video
http://pqwasan.org.tw/walisan/
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As an industrialised nation, Taiwan’s digital environment is well developed. Neverthe-

less, Taiwan’s Ministry of Education recognised a digital divide between urban and rural

populations and began a programme of rolling out ‘digital opportunity centers’ (DOCs) to

300 rural locations across the island29. In 2010 the DongHe DOC contained 20 internet-

connected computers for public use. However the computers have since been removed

as internet has been far less of a problem given the rapid adoption of smartphones and

high-speed cellular 3G/4G connections. The DongHe DOC was re-purposed to support

Saisiyat needs more generally. For example, the space is used for a regular meeting

between north and south Saisiyat to reach consensus on new Saisiyat words30. The goal

of the meeting is primarily to interact with a centralised government system to register

new words. This is achieved through a collaboration of Saisiyat people of varying ages

and digital competencies. This collaboration is emblematic of the kinds of collaborations

that digital collaborative tools must support.

29http://english.moe.gov.tw/content.asp?mp=1&CuItem=7154
30My short documentary with English subtitles may be viewed at https://youtu.be/5Wkf3BXd4tA

http://english.moe.gov.tw/content.asp?mp=1&CuItem=7154
https://youtu.be/5Wkf3BXd4tA




Chapter 3

First steps in collaborative tool design

舉目無親

To be a stranger in a strange land

Chinese idiom from Liu Wushuang by

Tang dynasty writer Xue Tiao

T previous chapter reviewed the background context for digital tool deployment for

language documentation. In this chapter I report on a revised pattern of digital tool

deployment based on the LC 2.0 proposal (see §1.0.2). This is achieved by an iterative-

inductive approach spanning three parts. In the first part in §3.1 I report the use of

the Aikuma Android app in pilot study to document immigration narratives of Somali

women. Having discovered the limitations and emerging opportunities of the Aikuma

as a ‘scalable’ tool, the second part of this chapter turns to the business of designing a

digital documentary method encompassing mobile and desktop tools. §3.2 reports a field

evaluation of the method among Saisiyat speakers in rural Taiwan.

Informed by this experience, the third part of this chapter changes tack to designing,

developing and deploying a bespoke software solution to address the difficulty of produc-

ing written annotations. §3.3 reports on the development of the Aikuma-NG annotation

tool designed in collaboration with the Saisiyat community in Taiwan.

3.1 Pilot study

In this section I report on a pilot study based on the use of the Aikuma mobile app to

record oral narratives spoken by Somali immigrant women inMelbourne, Australia. This

51
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study was intended to provide early experience of designing and deploying a digital docu-

mentary method ahead of the next part of the investigation comprising fieldwork abroad

on an endangered language (see §3.2).

The LC 2.0 proposal (see §1.0.2) is based on the assumption that the best way to

conserve the world’s languages at scale is to enable speakers to take up the task. This

entails a pattern of autonomous usage of technology such as mobile apps installed on

the user’s own phone. Conversely, the traditional pattern in research contexts is one

where researchers provide and mediate the use of technology. Aikuma has previously

been evaluated under the traditional deployment pattern (Bird, Gawne, et al. 2014).

The scope of this study was confined to the process of conducting fieldwork and the

use of the Aikuma app. The method employed results in audio recordings in line with the

BOLD method (Reiman 2010). I did not consider producing written annotations since

this is a well understood activity, and so far there was not the means to consider how it

might be achieved at scale.

3.1.1 Motivation

My teachers and mentors had made it plain that linguistic fieldwork is a challenging

undertaking which cannot be underestimated. A common theme of advice from expe-

rienced fieldworkers is that the researcher should prepare to the best extent they can. I

lacked experience in gaining entry into a community, explaining research to participants,

and recruiting participants from different cultural backgrounds. The pilot study was par-

tially motivated as an exercise in skills development.

The second motivation was to explore the use of Aikuma under the hypothesised

deployment pattern of the LC 2.0 paradigm. This entailed a different pattern of logistical

concerns such as providing phones, delivering training in the use of the app and establish-

ing a method to retrieve documentary data. These requirements had not been previously

addressed, and can be considered an aspect of fieldwork preparation that is specific to the

way in which I intended to use the Aikuma app.

A final motivation was to use the experience to provide feedback to Aikuma’s devel-

opers, so as to iron out any remaining bugs before embarking on fieldwork abroad. There
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were warning signs that there were a number of remaining bugs in Aikuma although these

were increasingly difficult to find without more widespread testing. Aikuma’s develop-

ers were very much enthused by the opportunity of another study to generate additional

opportunities to improve the software.

3.1.2 Method

The Somali language was chosen because I had gained some familiarity with the language

through a postgraduate field-methods course. I gained an introduction to the Somali

immigrant community through Georgia Birch, who had recently completed a PhD on

physical activity of middle aged Somali women (Birch 2013). Participants were Somali

women ranging in ages from late 30s to late 40s who lived in high rise apartment blocks

within walking distance of the university. The Somali community cultural norms con-

strained the possible modes of interactions to public places such as coffee shops and pre-

arranged meetings at the university.

I provided mobile phones with the Aikuma mobile app pre-installed for participants

to take home with them. I discussed suitable narrative topic areas with participants.

Participants would first record an oral narrative. They would later use the app to produce

an oral translation into English by a step-by-step process of playback and record. The

result is a series of audio recordings with phrase-aligned spoken translations.

I firstmetwith participants to explain the purpose ofmy study, andwhatwas expected.

As participation entailed a fair amount of work, we agreed to keep a log of time worked

to facilitate payment at au$20 per hour. I also hoped that creating an accessible reposi-

tory (web site) of Somali immigration narratives would serve as an additional incentive,

particularly in light of the concerns, expressed by the Somali women, that their children

would lose a connection with Somali language and culture.

I collected written consent and then began the initial training sequence as an informal

face-to-face training session. Regular meetings were organised to discuss ongoing work

and to swap mobile phones so that I could access the data. Part way through the study,

the Aikuma app had gained a new feature whereby the audio data could be automatically

uploaded to Google Drive. Participants readily agreed to move to this approach since it
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was less of a burden for face-to-face meetings. I provided phones fitted with SIM cards

and active data connections to support the data synchronisation feature. From this point

on it became unnecessary to swap the phones, and I could provide feedback soon after

any activities were performed on the device.

Based on this user-initiated deploymentmodel, participants needed to be able to oper-

ate the phone and app by themselves. Initially I assumed that a face-to-face demo of the

app would be sufficient. However over the course of the study I increased the extent of

training to include participant exercises. Later I produced printed documentation based

on a series of app screenshots showing each stage of the activity.

3.1.3 Results

The study ultimately failed to achieve continued participation. The total volume of data

was disappointingly low, comprising around a dozen short spoken narratives, three or

four oral translations and two ‘respeaking’ recordings. Participants were more inclined to

record Somali narratives but less inclined to perform the more time-consuming respeak-

ing and translation tasks. After around six weeks, participant motivation dropped off to

the point that no meaningful work was being done and I abandoned the study.

Participants found it particularly difficult to learn how to use the Aikuma app. In

response, I conducted repeated rounds of training, improving the training process each

time. In terms of gaining experience in participant training, the studywas certainly useful.

I settled on a pattern of demonstration followed by participant replication. The first

attempt at written documentation took the form of a reference manual, while the final

iteration was more akin to a follow-along guide.

A general lack of motivation to participate was not difficult to identify. I noted a shift

where participants moved from complaining about the method (app) towards a period

where participants said they were too busy to participate. It is possible to train partici-

pants to use software that is inherently difficult to use, but usability failures can neverthe-

less be demotivating:
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“...get the impression that [participant] doesn’t want to talk about problems

[with Aikuma] because she doesn’t fancy more training — easier to just avoid

doing the task.” (Field notes September 2014)

A more positive development stemmed from Aikuma’s network data synchronisation

feature. This is a vital first step towards scalable digital collaboration. The prototype

feature already enabled a new way of working. It was now possible to rapidly review

completed work and provide guidance. Previously this was only possible at face-to-face

meetings. That’s not to say that face-to-facemeetings aren’t desirable but it was undoubt-

edly useful not to have to rely upon such meetings to review work and provide feedback.

It was now possible to establish work schedules and take steps if they were missed:

“F didn’t trans[late] [the] locked door [story] as prom[ised]. Phoned her and

she did right away!” (Field notes September 2014)

Generally, however, the study showedAikuma fell considerably short of the type of tool

that is needed for the LC 2.0 autonomous usage context. The app’s technical capabilities

were reasonably sound, particularly with the addition of the data synchronisation feature.

However the app’s poor usability ultimately resulted in demotivated participants and the

failure to achieve a successful documentary outcome. The fault was not Aikuma’s alone.

In hindsight amajor contributing factor is an environmentwhere participants feel they

aren’t getting something out of the process. Cross-cultural challenges, and the short time

period of the study did not allow for the depth of relationship so that I could learn more.

It was rather easier for me to simply decide the software was at fault. Later as I gained

more experience of fieldwork in Taiwan, I came to understand that continual motivation

is the product of participants’ ongoing experience. Matters would have been improved by

continually reinforcing the by-product of participation, i.e. some tangible output which

reinforces the desire to pass on Somali language and culture.

3.1.4 ‘Fixing’ Aikuma

In this section I describe efforts to improve theAikuma tool in collaborationwithAikuma’s

developers. Pioneering technological solutions will always give rise to situations where
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improvement is needed. The pilot study was based on a pioneering solution, the research

prototype Aikuma. In this case there is no possibility of picking a mature solution ‘off the

shelf’. Later in §3.2 I consider a hybrid method of Aikuma with existing mature software.

One common software improvement is to correct unexpected behaviour, i.e. a bug.

Aikuma had matured to the extent that bugs were reasonably rare. Nevertheless there

were serious, data-loss inducing bugs encountered in the course of the study, some more

obvious than others. The most obvious is an app ‘crash’, resulting in the total loss of

whatever the user was doing. Less obvious is a bug where a chunk of recorded data was

missing from the respeaking or translation task.

To fix bugs the standard process is to replicate the conditions that produced the error

and to gather any error information from the device. This is not the kind of activity we

can expect layperson users to perform, and developers may not be motivated to do this at

all based on a vague bug report. Thankfully I was well placed to do this by engaging with

participants to find out exactly what they were doing and what went wrong. I then tried to

reproduce the error independently and then described the steps to reproduce the error in

an ‘issue’ posted to the Aikuma repository on GitHub. Aikuma’s developers were grateful

for contributions and for the most part the bugs were fixed.

We may encounter intermittent errors that cannot be easily reproduced. This is the

point where gathering information from the phone would be useful but this was difficult

without immediate access to the device. Android’s error reporting mechanism requires

attaching the phone to a computer shortly after the error occurs. The researcher-mediated

deployment model is more conducive to this process, suggesting that alternative error

reporting methods are needed for deployment contexts similar to the pilot study.

The most pressing need for improvement in Aikuma related to app usability. As a

research prototype, the app lacked the aesthetic polish and user interface optimisations

of popular mobile apps. Making an improvement of this sort involves a different process

since the remedy consists of a modification of the function of the software. Just as it’s

risky to assume a developer will be motivated to track down a bug, we cannot assume

developers are motivated to design and implement new design solutions. Furthermore,

the person best placed to formulate a new design is a person who has an understanding of
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(a) Recordings display state as coloured icons.
Red icons are incomplete.

(b) Context-sensitive action bar allows resuming
previous work.

Figure 3.1: Mock-up of proposed ‘stateful’ improvement to the Aikuma app.

why a user is facing difficulty. During the pilot study I foundmyself well placed to identify

usability failings and undertake the design of a suitable remedy.

I judged one aspect of Aikuma’s design to be particularly in need of a usability remedy.

A recording task in Aikuma comprises a number of sub-tasks which had to be performed

in linear order in a single sitting. For example, a recording task is followed by a naming

task, followed by a language selection task, followed by a participant identification task

and so on. Aikuma’s minimalist design meant it was difficult to tell one view (task) from

another and there was no representation of the current on-screen task in a larger context.

The typical pattern of mobile app usage is where users interact with apps in bursts

rather than in contiguous chunks of time (Böhmer et al. 2011). An example from the pilot

study is that participants were often interrupted by social interaction or the needs of their

children. They would return to the app later and be unable to recall what the current task

related to, and they would be unable to begin a new activity such as a recording. They

pressed the ‘back’ button to find the context, but Aikuma interpreted that as the intention

to cancel the entire activity. Understandably the user would be annoyed by the loss of

work and less inclined to repeat the experience.

I proposed a redesign so that the previously chained sub-tasks became stand alone

tasks. The design added an illustration of state such as whether a name had been entered

or a person had been associated with any given recording (Figure 3.1). The second part of

the design is an expansion of Aikuma’s existing ability to launch an action for a given
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recording. Each of the sub-tasks was added via an ‘action bar’, supporting a kind of

asynchronous performance of the range of sub-tasks and doubling as a method to edit

existing data (Figure 3.1).

This remedywas never integrated intoAikuma’s design. It was nevertheless influential

in the design of the workflow management scheme of the Zahwa application two years

later, see §5.2.

3.1.5 Discussion

In this section I discuss the findings of the pilot study and the broader implications for

later work. The study showed that technological solutions are as prone to failure as tradi-

tional solutions. I had come to understand the particular importance of software usability

for the participant-initiated software deployment model. Fundamentally, the design of

LC 2.0 tools implies a different set of design requirements dominated by the need for

usability.

It was helpful to gain experience of a broader set of factors related to digital tool

deployment. I aimed to show that a mobile software tool may form a useful part of a

documentary method, or indeed forming the basis of the method. No software is perfect

and it is to be expected that research prototypes will have more shortcomings than we’d

like. We do have some control over the way software is used, although the opportunity

explored here is to ask participants to use the software themselves. This is a less common

deployment model for research tools, and indeed had not been explored for Aikuma. A

direct consequence of this approach is that wemust provide adequate training to use these

tools and the design of trainingmaterials can only really occurwith the intended audience.

While software offers the useful ability to automate aspects of a documentary method,

it can also limit our ability tomodify themethod as we see fit. I lacked the ability tomodify

the tool in the same way that I was able to modify other aspects of the study. It may be

that shortcomings in the tool are such that they fundamentally threaten the goal of the

study, as seen here. This creates the need to collaborate with developers to remedy the

software, or to modify the software to better suit the deployer’s use case. This cannot be

achieved by vague reports of errors or wished-for features. I think there is a tendency
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for tool users, including linguists, to consider developers as having all of the ‘power’ in

software-related negotiations. However deployers have access to a particularly valuable

‘currency’ with which to bargain. They are well placed to contribute reproduceable bug

reports and user experience-informed design remedies which are particularly valued by

developers.

I was strongly motivated to help improve Aikuma to be a better tool for the LC 2.0

deployment model. Unfortunately Aikuma’s developers were moving on to new pastures

with the implication that software products of this type were at a dead end. This was

disappointing because I had found that Aikuma’s new network data synchronisation was

a particularly interesting development. Using this, I was able to remotely retrieve new

recordings and provide feedback to participants, and generally get a sense of how thework

was proceeding. In this ‘remote’ means other sides of Melbourne city, but it also crossed a

cultural barrier (limited scope for male-female interaction). As far as networks go, there’s

little difference between 50km and 50,000km. This suggested fresh opportunities for

app-based digital collaboration from ross-cultural and cross-national perspectives.

In early 2015 I explored these opportunities with a thought experiment-based talk1 in

Hawai’i. At the time I was disappointed by the reception of the talk. I have since learned

that virtually all stakeholders in language documentation respond considerable better to

solutions that exist in some form or another, even if just a prototype. That is to say, they

are more willing to discuss the potential for use, and design desiderata.

In the aftermath of the pilot study I faced a junction in the road. There was little scope

for investigating the LC 2.0 deployment paradigm with existing tools. One solution is to

step back from the LC 2.0 deployment paradigm and consider an evolutionary approach

based on the traditional researcher-mediated deployment model. This is the course of

action I took in a field-based study of a ‘hybrid’ digital method reported in the next section

(see §3.2). The other solution was to take matters into my own hands and make the leap

into software development. That is the broader course of action I took in developing the

Aikuma-NG annotation app (see §3.3) and subsequent tools reported in later chapters.
1ICLDC conference talk Towards Language Documentation 2.0: Imagining a Crowdsourcing Revolu-

tion, Hawai’i, February 2015.
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The Aikuma-Link service (see §4) is based on a thought experience drawn from the 2015

Hawai’i talk.

3.2 Field study with existing tools

In the previous section I reported on a pilot study, concluding that existing tools were ill-

suited to the proposed LC 2.0 deploymentmodel. In this section I report on a shift in focus

towards a more modest incremental advance on digital language documentation. This

was achieved by formulating a method based on the more traditional research-mediated

model and adopting a custom selection of digital tools including mature software and

the Aikuma research prototype. §3.2.1 reports on this activity in preparation for the

fieldwork evaluation of themethod in §3.2.2. §3.2.4 concludes this sectionwith discussion

reconnecting with the major themes of the wider investigation.

3.2.1 Documentary method

The traditional model of language documentation is well described. Hanke (2017) identi-

fied six steps:

1. Language production.

2. Recording media.

3. Record (metadata) keeping.

4. Annotation.

5. Transport of data.

6. Archiving of data.

Replicating traditional practice with computer systems is a valid way to seek produc-

tivity gains through automation and greater efficiency. Hanke’s computer supported lan-

guage documentation is an elaboration of this strategy (Hanke 2017). That said, unlike

computerisation processes in enterprise settings, there’s little scope to build complex inte-

grated ‘groupware’ solutions (as described by Ellis, Gibbs & Rein 1991). In practice, field

linguists find themselves thrown in the ‘deep end’, forced to establish ad hoc processes
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which include a number of individual software tools for specific activities (Crowley 2007).

Ad hoc in this context doesn’t mean hastily or ill-considered, but rather creatively for-

mulating a process creatively based on whatever is to hand. Generic ICT solutions such

as word processors and spread sheets are often adopted to organise the performance of

activities.

The opportunity I pursuehere is based on the assumption that somedigitally-mediated

activities may be performed by community members autonomously. Performance gains

may be achieved by distributing digital activities more widely under the distributed col-

laborative model (Hanke 2017: 88). This is compatible with the present environment

of ad hoc processes so long as there are documentary activities that can be performed

by speakers, and that there are digital tools that speakers are able to use. In contrast to

Hanke’s holistic theoretical approach, I take the view that incremental advances are more

likely to yield practical results. Accordingly, I engaged in the ad hoc process formulation

similar to that of other field linguists with two alterations. I integrated the Aikumamobile

app to explore a process that included adistributed andhence scalable activity. Secondly, I

performed some light development work to handle data interchange between digital tools

within the method.

The general method is based on the use of the Aikuma app as a ‘smart’ recording

device which has the ability to associate metadata with a recording sessions. In line with

the BOLD method, written annotations are to be deferred by instead relying upon oral

annotations. Where the earlier pilot study was based on autonomous operation of the

Aikuma app (without me present), this time I aimed to use Aikuma similar to the way

it had been field tested by it’s developers, by guiding the operation of the app with a

participant (Bird, Hanke, et al. 2014, Bird 2010). In this respect, Aikuma is not truly

scalable since I must mediate activity — the scalability agenda is deferred in order to

investigate the broader context of an ad hoc digital processes.

The SayMore tool offers a series of functions to organise documentary activity:

• Domain specific metadata management.

• Basic workflow management.

• Tracking of arbitrary binary files.
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• Written annotation feature supporting BOLD data.

It’s common to utilise a database app to organise file-based data, track workflow

progress and to establish good record keeping. SayMore fulfils these requirements in a

way that is tailored for the domain, negating the need for the linguist to engage in the

design of database schema which itself is a form of end-user development (see Fischer et

al. 2004). Data entry tasks based on typing are not well suited to mobile phones, neither

is database software or any other complex text-based view. A notebook computer has a

great deal of utility portable device well suited for data entry and displaying complex data.

SayMore’s support of the BOLD method makes it a particularly good fit for a process

which also includes Aikuma. I credit SIL for focusing on usable software aimed at a

more general audience than language scholars. In this sense, SIL are similarly engaged

in facilitating wider participation in documentary activity as I am in this work. SayMore

integrates a minimalist annotation activity which may also support the data produced by

BOLD-like methods, i.e. a series of time aligned audio signals.

I formulated a basic method whereby recording, respeaking and translating is carried

out with the Aikuma app andwritten annotations are performed in SayMore. To integrate

these tools, I developed a Python program (SayKuma) to transport data from the mobile

phone and onto a laptop computer and to translate the data formats between the Aikuma

and SayMore. The result is that recordings and metadata from Aikuma are transferred

into SayMore as new sessions. SayMore’s respeaking-aware annotation activity is then

be used for respeaking data drawn from Aikuma. In practice, this results in a fairly

streamlined annotation task where one may proceed through a series of audio segments,

hearing original and/or respoken audio as desired, without a great deal of UI interaction

that would otherwise be required, i.e. for marking segments and so on.

Neither Aikuma nor SayMore was designed to support concurrent collaboration, how-

ever both tools store their data in accessible data files that are straightforward to parse

and manipulate2. SIL have used a similar tactic to achieve distributed collaboration for

documentary project in Nepal (Khadgi 2017).
2SayMore uses a XML-based data file format while Aikuma used a mix of JSON and plain-text.
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3.2.2 Fieldwork

In 2015 I set off to Taiwan to conduct my first real fieldwork. I was motivated to focus

on Taiwan because of a broader interest in Taiwanese history gained as part of my Chi-

nese language studies. I obtained advice on suitable indigenous groups through a dialog

with Elizabeth Zeitoun at Academia Sinica. The Saisiyat people emerged as a suitable

group based on Zeitoun’s advice and the certain constraints such as a reasonable level

of language vitality so that fluent speakers would not be too hard to find. I was person-

ally introduced to a Saisiyat woman who had performed Saisiyat language-related tasks.

Thus began my introduction to the sa:wan family and the wider Saisiyat group located

in the Penglai region of MiaoLi county. They further introduced me to key people in the

DongHe village, including the middle school principal and the baba:i family I stayed with

in subsequent trips.

Taiwan is not what some might consider the most remote or challenging of envi-

ronments for fieldwork. However there were challenges enough. These included major

typhoons, the watery destruction of all but one of my research phones, a lost passport

and countless day-to-day issues such as broken down scooters and simply getting lost

in the mountainous terrain. Yet for the most part, gaining access to a community is an

exercise in building relationships which heavily leans on one’s ability to make friends and

communicate across cultural boundaries. Such are the challenges of fieldwork that we

must contend with before we begin doing any work at all.

I found the Saisiyat language to be rather less vibrant (more endangered) than expected

(see §2.7). While there were a good number of elders that spoke the language, a minority

of middle-aged people had language competency, and they seldom used it in day to day

life. The language has effectively been replaced by Chinese Mandarin and Hakka in the

South, and theAtayal language in theNorth. During this fieldwork I learned how language

endangerment is felt by community members. Saisiyat elders spoke of first Japanese and

then Han Chinese colonialism, the ways in which work and education contribute towards

the loss of value of indigenous languages, and their continued fears that the younger gen-

eration will lose the essence of what it means to be Saisiyat.
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In this first fieldwork trip, I had not yet the breadth of knowledge and relationships in

the community to find competent speakers or to organise staged performances. It would

have been somewhat easier to find speakers and usage of the language outside of formu-

laic or ritualistic contexts if I had worked on the larger Atayal language in neighbouring

regions. In any event, I don’t think this was a significant factor given the number of other

challenges.

One particular challenge I faced is where I began to feel uncomfortable in the face

of continual generosity of the Saisiyat community. For example whenever I visited my

friend WuMao, he would insist upon preparing food or rushing out to buy some despite

his limited means and my continued protests. I likened the experience to being a valued

guest:

“... where your host wants to look after you but it goes on day after day after

day, with the same people. My efforts to do something in return are rebuffed,

almost as if I had insulted them.” (Audio field notes August 2015)

I came to understand that the act of generosity was not about me, but rather it was an

opportunity for people to demonstrate a virtuous act. Reciprocating cannot take the form

of providing tangible assets in kind because that undermines the act of generosity. The

obvious solution can be observed by how other members of the community behave, such

as verbally affirming and complimenting the generosity and how happy that makes them

feel and so on.

This anecdote has relevance for researcher-participant collaboration. Broadly speak-

ing there is an effort cost to pay in participating in documentary activity. Inmany cases the

cost of participation is low and participants’ desire to be helpful (generous) is sufficient.

Low cost forms of participation include producing speech for recording, or facilitating the

recording of others. The Saisiyat people were inviting me to a culturally significant event

for recording purposes.

I collected tens of hours of recordings over a period of six weeks. The genres of speech

included oral histories, traditional narratives and formulaic discourse. There must be a

point in which we move beyond raw recording and onto the more arduous documentary
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tasks which turn raw data into primary data (Himmelmann 2012). Opportunities to

record far outstripped what I had been able to achieve in the more arduous tasks. I

continued to collect these recordings because it was expected of me.

Respeaking and translation are high cost tasks because they require extended periods

of undivided attention. If we are able to reduce the ‘cost of participation’ then these tasks

are an easier ‘sell’. Working with participants, I found that it was easier to perform a

translation inside on a laptop with the SayMore software (instead of Aikuma). It was

easier to intervene with the controls (helping participants) and to keep records (helping

me). However I found the total proposition was not a simple as finding the lowest cost

method. During the day, when younger participants were at work, I introduced myself to

a number of elders and attempted to recruit them for spoken translation tasks:

“easy to get laoren [old people] sitting outside to agree to doing a translation

with Aikuma. ...but it takes a lot of effort to explain why we should go inside

and work [with SayMore] — and they have little patience for it [when we do]”

(Audio field notes September 2015)

I found themobile app to be particularly useful for demonstration on-the-spot, partic-

ularly givenmy limited proficiency in Chinese. It is remarkable howmuch can be achieved

by performing an action and using a limited number of phrases such as ‘like this’, ‘then

this’ and ‘now you try’. Given the superiority of the notebook/SayMore alternative, on

a number of occasions I persuaded elders to go indoors to participate that way. This

was a harder sell, and on the couple of times elders did accompany me inside to work

on a computer, they lacked enthusiasm for the task. It became known as a mafan (麻

煩) ‘troublesome’, and elders politely declined further participation by suggesting that it

could be done ‘later’. My intuition is that the key difference between these scenarios is the

difference in motivational factors. The outside task is a public activity, and participants

may be motivated to share their experience of this novel action. Participation may also be

public performance of generosity.

A documentary project typically requires annotation of recorded material. However

I found it difficult to find anyone willing (or able) to do this task. I identified a single
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participant who had performed similar work for local Taiwanese researchers. I arranged

remuneration at a rate established by consultingwith local researchers. Unfortunately the

training process was difficult because the participant did not speak English, SayMore did

not have a Chinese localisation, and my Chinese ability was sorely lacking. Nevertheless

the participant was able to complete the first few tasks.

Coming to the end of fieldwork in September 2015, the majority of recordings had

yet to be annotated. I required a solution to continue this activity after I left, similar to

the network-based collaboration deployed in the earlier pilot study. I devised an ad hoc

solution to sync SayMore’s data files across the internet via the Google Drive service. The

ad hoc solutionworked as intended, resulting in the participant completing one additional

task. However I could not motivate the participant to complete all of the tasks.

3.2.3 Findings

Themost significant outcome of my first fieldwork to Taiwan was in acquiring the general

skills and experience of fieldwork and a better understanding of language shift in a com-

munity. I had failed to anticipate the breadth and depth of these issues, underestimating

how long it would take to become productive.

The Saisiyat community welcomed outside attention on their language and culture.

They had experience of previous language researchers, and I was able to identify a number

of key individuals who occupied important roles in Saisiyat language activism. These

included a former Saisiyat language teacher and story teller based in Nanzhuang, a school

principal in the Saisiyat majority village of DongHe, and a respected tribe member who

played a particularly strong role in Saisiyat maintenance and revitalisation.

At first the Saisiyat people Imet expressed caution towards the prospect of research on

their language. They had experience of local researchers and their document methods in

the traditional descriptive linguistic paradigm and had little enthusiasm for gruelling elic-

itation sessions. My focus on recording natural language was welcomed, chiefly because

it was less of a burden and because it implied an interest in Saisiyat culture, and not just

the form of language.
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I altered the previously formulated method based on the field experience. I used a

generic recording app instead of the Aikuma app for general recordings. This provided

the means to disable automatic gain control (AGC) and set levels manually. Occasionally

I used a camera to record video instead, extracting the audio for later processing. I also

switched to using a paper notepad for record keeping based on the requirement to con-

tinually edit paper notes opportunistically. Depending on whether an activity was outside

or inside, I could choose to use a notepad or bring my laptop along to type directly into

SayMore.

In line with the earlier Somali pilot study, I found that the harder challenge is to find

ways to recruit and motivate participants in the high ‘cost’ activities such as respeaking,

translation and even written annotation. I found that it was easier to perform respeaking

and translation activities in SayMore because it was more conducive to assisting a par-

ticipant, and maintaining good record keeping. However the Aikuma app proved to be

particularly helpful as away of demonstrating the respeaking and translationmethod, and

for recruiting participants. Both approaches played out through a process of negotiation

with participants.

During this initial fieldwork, I had yet to develop the depth of interpersonal relation-

ships and social capital to convince people to perform themore arduous tasks. The general

pattern of participation was of a large number of participants performing a small amount

of work each, often just a single translation or partially completed translation. It was rela-

tively easy to recruit participants to starting a task, but difficult to persuade them to finish

or to repeat the task. This suggests that better results might be achieved by focusing on

methods to lower the cost of participation and tactics to increase participant motivation.

The written annotation task is a special case. General familiarity with the Saisiyat

orthography is commonplace but communitymembers strongly felt that the act of writing

Saisiyat is a genre of task that belongs to an expert3. This presented substantial difficulty

in finding someone to annotate Saisiyat. When I found a suitable participant, it was

particularly challenging to train them in the use of traditional desktop software that was

only available in English. Nevertheless, the participant showed they could do the task,
3They would say laoshi or ‘teacher’.
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and they showed that they could use the ad hoc solution for network synchronisation of

SayMore’s data files.

I’m reluctant to draw a general finding from the lack of continued participation in the

annotation task. There are parallels with the Somali pilot study such as the use of network

data synchronisation methods. However the participant explained to me that she was

unusually busy and I have reason to believe this is true. I do believe that the complexity

of the annotation process was a factor, but equally it could be said that a simpler process

might have enabled larger pool of potential participants in the written annotation task.

3.2.4 Discussion

In this section I discuss the implications of the field investigation in Taiwan. I formulated

a method based on Aikuma, SayMore and a custom tool to synchronise data, and gained

practical experience of recruiting participants to engage withmethod. Primarily I learned

that engaging in collaborative research with an unfamiliar culture is an enormously com-

plex undertaking with profound implications for digital collaboration.

I set out with the belief that any kind of documentary activity would be sufficient. The

goal was to find ways in which modern digital tools and oral annotations can be helpful,

and which areas are in further need of improvement. With some modifications the basic

method proved to be functional and generally had a good ability to track workflow and

manage data exchange without needing to manage files and metadata manually as one

might do in process that relies upon a database. Aikuma displayed limited usefulness by

virtue of the mobility and immediacy of a mobile app. My lasting impression is of a sub-

stantial opportunity for mobile-based digital tools in the researcher-mediated paradigm.

However themost profounddiscoverywas that I lacked a robust framework for achiev-

ing ongoing participation in arduous tasks. I explained that I was interested in Saisiyat

language and culture, and participating in these activities would help baohu (保護) ‘pro-

tect’ Saisiyat culture. I heard Saisiyat elders use the same word in a recurring narrative

where they urged the child-bearing generation to safeguard Saisiyat culture by passing on

knowledge to the younger generation. However I did not explain how participation would

achieve this aim, and I did not demonstrate the result of previous participation. The need
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for these basic provisions is well documented (Yamada 2007, Czaykowska-Higgins 2009,

Leonard & Haynes 2010, Penfield et al. 2008). With some discomfort I must admit to

hand waving, i.e. it’s a problem to solve later, which then becomes drowned out by a focus

on logistics, tools, my own research aims and so on. Even if one is primarily exploring a

method rather than the documentary outcome, as in this case, these provisions are just as

important.

Participant motivation is hardly a new problem. One tactic used by linguists to foster

motivation are ‘side projects’ resulting in a tangible benefit such as a dictionary or a

children’s book. Newman (1998) uncharitably likened this to linguistic ‘social work’,

but I think today most ethnographic researchers would consider it ethical conduct. This

situation arises because there is a misalignment between a researcher’s goals and the

wishes of community members. I think the general idea of buying off participation is

unsustainable in mass participation contexts. If our proposal relies upon asking people

to perform activities that they have little interest in performing, then mass participation

may not be achievable at all. The implication is that mass participation is most likely to be

achieved where participation solves a problem faced by the community, and not solving a

problem faced by outsiders.

In light of this, it seemed a fundamental re-evaluation is warranted. The earlier pilot

study showed that it would be virtually impossible to pursue the LC 2.0 deployment

paradigm with currently available tools. In response I had moved further towards a tra-

ditional documentary model but this model was clearly an poor fit for the motivational

constraints of mass participation. I resolved to adopt a more robust collaborative model,

focusing on a problem faced by the Saisiyat community, and hopefully similar commu-

nities. Instead of buying off participation with vague promises of downstream benefits,

I should create a specific solution addressing a specific use-case. All that remains is to

identify a problem which is generally located in our common interests of documenting,

preserving and transmitting Saisiyat language and culture. The fieldwork experience con-

tributed towards choosing thewritten annotation task. I found therewas a lack ofmethods

to produce written annotations of Saisiyat that were generally accessible, and tailored for
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this cultural context. A specific use case in the Saisiyat community is producing written

annotations for video clips captured by community members and shared on social media.

The new strategy implies a shift away from adopting existing solutions and towards

crafting solutions specifically tailored for the audience. This became the motivation to

forge a new path based on the design and development of new tools, as described in the

final part of this chapter and in subsequent chapters. I have occasionally lamented the

lateness of the move to software development, taking place two years into the present

investigation. However as I will show in next section, the experience drawn from earlier

work with existing tools remains relevant. Only by taking stock of the shortcomings of

existing solutions, and by building relationships with communities, do we become well

enough informed to create a better solution.

3.3 Aikuma-NG

In the previous section I reported on a field study based on a digital documentary method

based on pre-existing tools. In this section I report on the design and development of

Aikuma-NG4, an app for producing written annotations and video captions. §3.3.1 sum-

marises the motivation to develop the tool. §3.3.2 lists the software requirements and

§3.3.4 discusses the implementation. §3.3.5 concludes this chapter with a summarising

discussion connected to the three research objectives of the broader investigation.

Research prototypes provided limited potential to investigate software features and

qualities that contribute to mass participation. The LC 2.0 proposal supposes participa-

tion via tools that are similar to popular apps, i.e. possessing qualities such as being easy-

to-use, bug-free, aesthetically pleasing and readily accessible from a public source. These

tools must also solve problems generally in the documentary problem space, and there

must be a specific use-case for the tool in the audience of minority-language speakers.

The general problem addressed here is producing written annotations, an ever-present

challenge in all documentary projects. The specific use-case is creating video captions for

media recorded by community members.
4The NG suffix is intended to mean both ‘next generation’ and Angular, a technology framework upon

which the tool was built.
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3.3.1 Motivation

The higher ordermotivation for creatingAikuma-NG is to pursue scalablemass participa-

tion in documentary activity. There is a considerable gulf between research software and

modern consumer software. The LC 2.0 proposition (see §1.0.2) is dependent on closing

this gap in order to achieve engagement with documentary tools. This creates the need

for a class of tool which combines documentary capabilities similar to research software

with the general design paradigms of consumer software.

The written annotation task is time consuming even under the best of circumstances.

There is a general need for attention towards accelerating the task. In the context of

collaborative documentation, this is akin to reducing the cost of participation. Traditional

annotation software is typically complex and difficult to use for non-experts. There is

an opportunity to re-imagine the annotation task by focusing on what is of value for the

non-expert audience.

Audio-based workflows (such as Basic Oral Language Documentation) have been

shown to result in productivity gains Boerger 2011. A tool for producing written anno-

tation mayn incorporate audio annotations (cf. SayMore). There is a future opportunity

to similarly integrate BOLD-like tasks as part of a re-imagined annotation task. Doing

so may result in added flexibility of documentary workflow without an associated cost in

complexity.

Finally, we seek to improve the productivity of development, thereby facilitating greater

ambition for software tools tomeet our aims. Recent advances in thewebplatform suggest

the potential for web technologies to be used in delivering stand-alone tools. There is

little prior experience of developing complex, full-featured consumer-like apps with web

technologies. There is a need to evaluate web technologies to discover the extent to which

they can be used to create software that is indistinguishable from software produced by

other means.
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3.3.2 Requirements

The first phase in software design is a process of discovering requirements for the sys-

tem (Kotonya & Sommerville 1998). This section describes the initial requirements for

the Aikuma-NG tool.

The software is intended to be used byminority language speakers, creating a top level

requirement to be usable by an audience of non-experts. The audience generally does

not have access to high-end computers, creating an additional requirement that the app

supports low-end desktop computers with low-resolution displays. In light of anticipated

use on laptop computers in remote locations, there is a requirement to operate without

an internet connection.

An anticipated use case is to migrate data from one computer to another. The app

requires a means to backup and restore restore data, both to ensure the safety of valuable

data and as ameans to facilitate transferring of work fromone computer to another. There

are two anticipated use cases for producingwritten annotations. The first is where the app

user aims to produce video captions for popular online hosting services such as YouTube,

and the second is where user-contributed annotations are exported into traditional anno-

tation tools aimed at expert users (the most popular being ELAN). Accordingly, the app

must export common data formats such as video captions and ELAN-compatible data

files.

A common use case is where recording is performed with mobile phones. The app

must support importing of common media formats including uncompressed and com-

pressed audio, i.e. wav and mp3 files respectively. It is likely that the app will be used

by multiple people, with each person performing multiple jobs and wishing to add or edit

records (metadata) for these jobs opportunistically. The app must support this kind of

asynchronous documentary activity (cf. §3.1.4).

The annotation task is time consuming and so the app must be as efficient as possible

to reduce the burden of performing annotations, i.e. reducing the cost of participation.

BOLD-like workflows are assumed to be a useful way of boosting annotation efficiency.

The tool must implement oral respeaking and translation tasks and support those tasks

as an optional part of the overall written annotation process.
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3.3.3 Developing in the field

Aikuma-NG was initially developed over a three month period from January to March

2016. This was followed by field-based development, testing and co-design with Saisiyat

speakers in Taiwan for a further eight weeks. The major challenge was to achieve a result

that is not only functional but of sufficient quality, i.e. substantially bug-free and exhibit-

ing a contemporary standard of usability. This can only be achieved with development

being performed in conjunction with speakers (Albright & Hatton 2008, Hatton 2013,

Bird, Gawne, et al. 2014: as described by). In this section I elaborate on the field-based

development process.

I have sought to draw upon prior software engineering practice, and in particular

usability engineering (Nielsen 1994a). However formal engineering practice is typically

the domain of larger development teams. Minority language software development is

a different proposition, where development teams are small, and where the audience

of users are geographically and culturally distant. Nevertheless, creating usable soft-

ware requires methods to identify usability failings which may later be remedied (Nielsen

1994b). A particular challenge for development in this context is finding a suitable usabil-

ity inspection method. ‘Thinking aloud’ (THA) is an established method which involves

monitoring a user’s engagement with software while they continually verbalizing their

thought processes (Holzinger 2005). In this way we aim to discover the cause of usability

failings.

In testingAikuma-NGwith Saisiyat speakers in Taiwan, I encountered some difficulty

with the THAmethod because I had some difficulty in following spokenMandarin. Addi-

tionally, the time pressures of the project meant it was necessary to rapidly implement

and test software changes. In line with the co-design paradigm, I sought a mode of col-

laboration where participants are active contributors in the development process. This

motivated the formulation of an accelerated low-resource form of usability testing and

collaborative design.

The rapid low-resource collaboration method is based on iterations of two alternat-

ing phases. In the first ‘thinking aloud’ (THA) phase the community co-designer per-

forms a task of their own choosing, one example is recording or importing audio and
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Figure 3.2: Aikuma-NG observational ‘solo’ testing session with Saisiyat-speaker ’oemaw
sawan in Nanzhuang town, MiaoLi county, May 2016.

performing an annotation (see Figure 3.2). This ‘solo’ phase is one where the engineer

co-designer records and observes the community co-designer without interaction. The

‘together’ phase is one where both co-designers repeat the task together. The community

co-designer operates the software and the engineer co-designer consults notes from the

earlier solo phase. The scope of the ‘together’ phase shifts over subsequent iterations.

Initially it serves as an elaboration of the ‘solo’ step. After a number of iterations, co-

designers have gained experience of working together. The community co-designer learns

how to provide detailed feedback and may even become confident enough to propose

entire design solutions. The engineer co-designer gains a better understanding of the

intended audience and the use-case for the software, as well as how to negotiate software

improvements in a cross-cultural setting.

Co-design does not remove the value of an engineer’s depth of understanding of

interface design. To illustrate, testing Aikuma-NG in Taiwan suggested that users could
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become distracted from the annotation task by wishing to correct a previous annotation5.

In line with the requirement to ‘re-imagine’ the annotation task (see §3.3.4), I considered

a design change was needed tominimise the chance of distracting from the task at hand. I

designed two remedies; a ‘prominent’ solution where all annotations remained on screen

but the current annotation was more prominent, and a ‘modal’ solution where the user

needed to shift between annotations to view them. Both solutions were evaluated in an

A/B test. Community co-designers showed a preference for the ‘prominent’ solution in the

‘solo’ phase of testing because they found it useful to cross-check annotations. However

during the ‘together’ phase, a discussion with the community co-designer resulted in a

proposal for a hybrid solution where annotations could be toggled on or off. If an annota-

tionwas ‘off’ then the text input boxwas ghosted out and the annotation vanished from the

transcript view entirely. The flexibility of this solution supports two use cases, a focused

annotation task, and an annotation cross-checking task. This design was implemented

and tested in the field and became part of Aikuma-NG’s final design.

3.3.4 Implementation

Aikuma-NG is a desktop annotation tool that has no commonalitywith theAikumamobile

app excepting that it also offers support for respeaking. The name reflects a continuity of

research agenda rather than software product. The tool was implemented as a Chrome

‘packaged’ app and published on the ChromeWeb Store, see Figure 3.3. The Chrome App

platformwas chosen because in 2016 it was the most feasible way to use web technologies

to build an app that behaved like traditional software. The app was tested on Windows,

MacOS and Linux, and byDecember 2016 had around 1,500 users worldwide. The project

is open source and the source code remains available on GitHub6.
5This is undesirable from a productivity standpoint because there are cognitive and interactional costs

incurred by context switching.
6https://github.com/aikuma/aikuma-ng
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Figure 3.3: Aikuma-NG in the Chrome App Store.

General design

An ongoing problem in software design is how to account for variations in the size and ori-

entation of the display of the device running the software. Web pages/sites that effectively

deal with this are said to exhibit ‘responsive design’.

Aikuma-NG implements a local workflow management scheme to manage the flow

of data through various activities. The main view displays a list of sessions where each

session consists of a set of metadata fields, source audio and any number of optional

‘secondary’ audio files, e.g. respeaking or translation oral annotations. Selecting a session

opens a session overview screen, see Figure 3.4. This view allows users to manage meta-

data and to playback audio with any annotations. The metadata fields include speaker

participants (with photos), languages andOLAC discourse types7. A customisable schema

based onuser definable ‘tags’ allowsmarking of sessions in support of the specific use case.
7http://www.language-archives.org/REC/discourse.html

http://www.language-archives.org/REC/discourse.html
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Theymay, for example, be used to record access control restrictions relevant for archiving

session data.

Figure 3.4: Aikuma-NG’s session status view offers a local workflow management imple-
mentation. Context-aware actions support the user’s workflow through the app itself and
a customisable metadata scheme supports the use of the app in the broader context of the
documentary process.

Modularisation

Google’s Material Design8 was chosen as UI ‘design language’ for the app. One of the

components of Material Design are ‘chips’9 which are flexible compact representations

of input, attributes and actions. Aikuma-NG utilises the chips paradigm in a number of

sub-components such as metadata entry fields which represent participants, languages

and customisable tags. A chip is a generalisable text-based label which pairs well with

text entry component to search for existing chips or to create a new one.

Aikuma-NG’s language selector (see Figure 3.5) is one example of a Material Design

based implementation of a common documentary task. The language selector imple-

mentation uses an autocompleting text entry search mechanism to find languages in the

8https://material.io/design/
9https://material.io/design/components/chips.html

https://material.io/design/
https://material.io/design/components/chips.html
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https://iso639-3.sil.org/ISO 639-3 list of languages. The user may also enter a new

or preferred language name.

Figure 3.5: The language selector component in Aikuma-NG

The tag and person (participant) selector components similarly rely on the text-based

autocomplete search pattern and Material Design chips. All of these metadata compo-

nents implement a tool-tip scheme where a question mark icon appears to the right of the

component. Hovering the mouse over the icon shows bubbles explaining that the icon

represents a help action, and clicking on the icon results in a pop-up with a more detailed

explanation. The implementation recycles as much as possible across these similar but

not identical components in order to reduce needless duplication and achieve consistency

in design.

Integrating BOLD

Aikuma-NG allows users to optionally produce oral (audio) annotations. To achieve this

the tool includes an implementation ofmain activity of the earlier Aikumamobile app, see

Figure 3.6. These are described as two different events, respeaking and translation, but

they differ only within the app in that translation first prompts for a language. Aikuma-

NG’s implementation is tailored for desktop computer sized display. There is a waveform

display which shows the progress across the source audio. Compared with Aikuma, there

https://iso639-3.sil.org/
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are a greater number of on-screen controls which enable actions such as undoing previ-

ously recorded segments — again facilitated by the progress visualisation on the audio

waveform.

The respeaking and translation activities adopt a form of documentation based on

demonstration rather than explanation, or self-initiated sense making (Carroll 1997).

Context-sensitive help tips take the form of small pop-up messages. Each time the user

performs an action such as pressing a key, the next tip is displayed. Initially the tips

prompt the user to perform basic actions such as playing and recording. As the user

continuesworking, the tips provide additional guidance such as re-pressing the play key to

re-start the audio playback from the current span, undoing segments and fast-forwarding

through the source signal.

Figure 3.6: BOLD-like respeaking activity in Aikuma-NG. The black box is a temporary
tip alert that appears several times offering guidance on basic controls for the activity.

Re-imagining the annotation task

There is an opportunity to re-imagine the annotation activity by reassessing the suitabil-

ity of traditional approaches for minority language speakers. Aikuma-NG’s annotation

activity is focused towards orthographic annotations of natural speech, see Figure 3.7.
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The implementation was refined through a process of co-design with Saisiyat speaking

participants (see §3.3.3).

Figure 3.7: Aikuma-NG’s annotation interface showing multiple annotations aligned to a
segmentation derived from an oral translation.

The audio waveform display, commonly found in annotation software, provides a

basic visualisation of content over time. It’s common for annotation software to display

annotations in variable width boxes that are sized to align with the portion of audio signal

which they represent. Aikuma-NG’s design instead visualises spans as shaded boxes

overlaid onto the audio waveform signal. Annotation text appears in a full-width box

underneath and only for the currently selected annotation. A separate transcript window

presents the overall annotation in a vertically scrolling window. This design focuses on

the production of a transcript, and the transcript becomes a second navigation option

providing a way to quickly navigate to a span of audio associated with the text of an

annotation. This provides an alternative to the slow and imprecise method of using a

scroll gadget on a signal waveform to navigate to regions of interest.

Decoupling span visualisation from text-input allows the waveform overlay ‘shaded

box’ to be extended to the casewhere the operator isworkingwith previously unsegmented

audio represented as an emphasised shaded box that grows in size as the user continues

to hold the play key. After an annotation is entered, the shaded box is deemphasised and

appears like any other annotation box. Aikuma-NG shows the span shaded boxes for a
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currently selected annotation. If the user switches to a different annotation ‘track’ then

the shaded box display updates to reflect the annotations spans of this track.

The annotation task optionally supports spoken annotations (BOLD). If the user has

provided spoken annotations there is no longer the need to perform actions to mark a

span of signal, e.g. holding the play key tomark. Theymay instead progress directly to the

next span upon pressing return. Minimising user interaction in repeated (high frequency)

events is a particularly useful optimisation that considerably improves the efficiency of the

annotation task.

To account for a variety of different workflows and working preferences, Aikuma-NG

supports annotations being aligned to spoken annotations, or creating a new segmen-

tation as part of the annotation process. Segmentations are represented as numbered

‘tracks’ and annotations aligned to a track are grouped together visually. Within a track,

annotations may be individually enabled or disabled. For each annotation, the user may

select which audio signal to listen to. If more than one annotation is enabled then the

annotations are interleaved in the transcript view, and entering an annotation will shift

the app’s focus either the next annotation text input box, or to the next span if it is the final

annotation (see §3.2 for the motivation). The user may focus on producing an annotation

of one type, thus maximizing productivity by reducing context switching. They may also

enable several annotations to check annotations in the transcript view, or to interleave

typing annotations of different types if they prefer.

3.3.5 Discussion

This chapter began by investigating the use of the Aikuma mobile app in an urban field-

work pilot study into self-initiated use of a mobile app research tool (see §3.1), followed

by a Taiwan-based investigation using a selection of tools including Aikuma and SayMore

(see §3.2). I found that documentary capabilities are secondary to the need to engage with

minority language speakers. Initially I considered the cost of participation, focusing on

themethod, and ‘usability’ shortcomings. Howevermass participation cannot be achieved

by combinations of ‘tolerable’ software. To have any real chance of being adopted, tools

must provide solutions to problems faced by communities, and in a form familiar to the
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audience rather than outside experts. These findings set the scene for a pivoting towards

software engineering. TheAikuma-NG annotation tool (see §3.1) was designed to address

a commonproblem faced by the Saisiyat-speaking community in Taiwan, while also aspir-

ing to be a general purpose consumer tool.

This chapter makes some foundational contributions towards the scalability, work-

flow and implementation research objectives of this work (see §1.3). Aikuma-NG explores

scalability in two ways. Firstly, by recasting the written annotation task in a form suitable

for the general audience. Secondly, by incorporating the scalable BOLD-like oral annota-

tion task and enhancing the annotation task by using oral annotation data. Aikuma-NG

includes a basic ‘local’ workflowmanagement scheme. This scheme tracks the state of a

number of concurrent tasks, allowing the user to progress each task opportunistically as

part of a documentary process. By virtue of being the first tool in this broader work, the

technical implementationwas themost pressing problem. Aikuma-NG’s implementation

provided a vehicle to investigate a general implementation pattern based on the web tech-

nology platform, reusable software components and contemporary user interface design.

Web technologies (see §2.4.4) were becoming a viable platform for software tools in

the traditional category of stand-alone (installed) software tools. Ideologically, I believe

the web platform is well suited to this genre. The web is the most open and accessible

software platform with the lowest barrier to entry. However the choice must be practical.

There was a need to discover the extent to which web-based software could substitute

for traditional software. To that end, the 2016 state-of-the-art of web technologies were

adopted for Aikuma-NG. The combination of new technologies and my inexperience as a

developer made this taxing work. However the web platform exceeded expectations and

this is borne out by the result. Developed with similar resources as the earlier Aikuma

‘native’ android app, Aikuma-NG is significantly more ambitious, and subjectively closer

to commercial grade software. The vibrant ecosystem of freely available software compo-

nents andwidely available documentationwere particularly beneficial. The universality of

the web platform opens the door for the potential to avoid needless replication by focusing

on a set of reusable software components for language apps such as the language selector

(see §3.3.4).
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There are costs associated with adopting the web platform. We must rely upon the

web browser, and by extension web standard APIs, to display content, and to import and

export data. One problem in 2016was that there was noway guarantee that data stored by

the appwouldnot be arbitrarily erased by thewebbrowser. Aikuma-NGwas implemented

as a Chrome packaged app because Chrome offered proprietary APIs which provided a

solution for this.

Web browsers run web apps in an isolated ‘sandbox’ to ensure the security of the local

computer is not compromised. This places a number of restrictions on web apps that, at

best, are irritating to work around and, at worst, stop us from doing what we otherwise

might want to do. SayMoreX10 is a more recent re-implementation of the tool using web

technologies. This is achieved by the Electron framework11 as the means to create cross-

platform installable desktop software. If SayMoreX were a ‘normal’ web app running in

the browser then it would not be able to freely read access files outside of the sandbox

which severely limit the app’s focus on record keeping and metadata.

Another challenge arises from hefty reliance on large third-party JavaScript depen-

dencies, necessary to implement even a basic web app. The software ecosystem has been

advancing at a particularly rapid pace. This is helpful in the sense that these advances

result in tangible improvements. Less helpful is the significant burden of developers

keeping up with the latest generation of technologies and software platforms.

As a developer, it’s all too easy to be consumed by the details of technical implemen-

tation. The primary contribution towards an app’s utility is the extent to which the app

is well designed. Design in this context means the macro design of a solution’s struc-

ture and the micro design of the user interface. Good design expresses a solution in the

most natural way for the audience and to do that, we need to find out what works for

the audience. In the fine tradition of field based ad hoc solutions, a two-phase ‘solo’ and

‘together’ process was used to further refine Aikuma-NG. As with any task, we learn from

doing. However learning isn’t limited to expert developers. A community participant,

with no prior experience of software development, learned from the co-design process to

the extent that they played a more fundamental role in the design conversation. In this
10https://github.com/SayMoreX
11https://electronjs.org/

https://github.com/SayMoreX
https://electronjs.org/
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way they become prepared to initiate a process of crafting new digital solutions on their

own terms.

In hindsight, the design of Aikuma-NG suffers from a lack of clarity towards the

intended audience. The design conflates two quite different use cases, the first being a

community tool to produce video captions (see §3.2.4) and the second being a general

purpose tool for language documentation. Most of the app was built prior to heading to

the field, and feature creep resulted in the addition of metadata features and support for

complicatedworkflows. More recent understanding of collaborative design, as I described

in Bettinson & Bird (2017) and elaborated in Bird (2018), emphasises the need for partic-

ipatory design right from the conceptualisation stage. This would likely have resulted in

an app with a narrower and clearer use-case.

There are a number of other design successes and failures. One successful example

is the use of context sensitive tool tips to guide the user in the operation of a task. A less

successful example is the adherence to desktop software influenced designwhere complex

tasks result in a large number of on-screen configuration elements. A better approachhere

is the modern design principle of capture of the user’s intent early, and then minimising

the amount of irrelevant information in subsequent actions. This is a general solution

pattern that is well suited to accounting for different use cases while avoiding unnecessary

complexity. For example, Aikuma-NG could have asked the user if they wish to create a

basic annotation, or if they wish to use a spoken annotation workflow. The subsequent

activity would then be tailored to these use cases.

We hope for our tools to be adopted by other communities. Software repositories are

increasingly the dominant way for audiences to find and install new software. Publishing

software on these repositories is an opportunity to promote our solution. For example,

Aikuma-NG’s listing on the ChromeWeb Store offers a selection of screenshots and mul-

tilingual texts which describe the purpose of the app (the solution) and a series of unique

properties of the tool. It is a useful exercise to consider how we describe a solution in

a way that is most easily discovered and recognised as being of relevance for the target

audience. Furthermore, I have come to believe that creating a mock store listing, and

comparing this against existing search results on popular app repositories is an essential
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tool for competitive analysis. Competitive analysis in this context s useful less for com-

mercial reasons but as a method to ensure our efforts focus on distinctive features that

are not available elsewhere, i.e. avoiding duplication. The mock listing should also serve

a manifesto for app design. Where design decisions deviate from the manifesto, then it

should be updated.

Wehope for a large audience for our software. One of the reasons for doing so is to seek

further improvements made possible through interaction with a wider variety of users.

Counterintuitively, the audience of Aikuma-NG users were not inclined to report bugs

or make feature suggestions. Even more surprising was the revelation that researchers

also behave similarly and do not seem to consider that they could be a part of a software

improvement process12. Public users of free software do not have a relationship with the

software provider, and in the global economy of free software, the default response to

any software shortcoming is to seek an alternative. The implication is that design and

testing is reliant13 on collaborators with ‘skin in the game’, e.g. a commitment to using and

improving the tool. It may well be other genres of software might engender an audience

that will reach out to developers but I think it best to establish a relationship with a small

number of co-designers drawn from the intended audience.

When I returned from fieldwork in June 2016, I faced an extended period away from

the Saisiyat community as I focused on incorporating the network, cloud-hosted data stor-

agemodels, andmobile interface design. Exploring these areas required another iteration

of tool design and development. For over a year I had been thinking about the potential for

network-based language crowdsourcing. Conceptualising a brand new documentary tool

meant there was a lack of prior work to draw upon, and this strongly suggested a round

of prototyping was warranted (as Brooks says, one must be ‘thrown’ away before one may

be built Brooks Jr (1995)). The specific use case is drawn frommy own experience where,
12To illustrate: I learned that an Australian researcher was using Aikuma-NG in their project only because

I happened to attend a conference presentation where it wasmentioned. They stopped using the app because
of some minor issue, which I would have been happy to fix if asked.
13When developing online applications there are ways to automatically collect and transmit ‘telemetry’,

assuming that users agree to it.
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having returned from fieldwork, there were a number of recordings which required addi-

tional consultation with a community member — such as identifying participants, provid-

ing consent or producing a translation and so on. A collaborative workflow management

tool could achieve these aims by facilitating different roles and capabilities of researchers

and community consultants. The researcher could use a desktop web app to create and

customise a ‘job’ which would in generate one or more tasks for community members to

do on their phone. I explore this solution in theAikuma-Link service presented in Chapter

§4.



Chapter 4

Aikuma-Link: a tool for network
collaboration

So much of art, so much of creation is

discovery, and you can’t discover

anything if you can’t see what you’re

doing.

Bret Victor

I the previous chapter I explored the design of software tools suitable for minority

language speakers. I aimed to de-specialise the annotation task, adapting a known

solution to a new audience with a process of field-based collaborative design. However

our ultimate goal is to achieve distributed large-scale collaboration. There is no direct

prior art, but the potential may be seen clearing in other domains such as ‘groupware’ for

businesses and Wikipedia for the general public. Hatton (2013) described a wished-for

scenario:

“And now we can start to dream of seeing collaborative teams that start to

gather in the village, process in the local university and share quality material

with international linguists and archives.”

In this chapter I shift focus towards the design of digital systems for collaborative

language documentation. Digital collaboration cannot be achieved with an ‘app’. It is

better conceptualised as a service that includes one or more client apps and a data service

to support the flow of data between collaborators. In accordance with applied research

87
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(cf.Kothari (2004)), my aim is to address the specific, practical problem of deploying

collaborative systems in the minority language domain.

To achieve this I begin by elaborating on the constraints of minority language tool

makers as a case of low resource development in §4.1. In §4.2 I discuss the ‘serverless’

data infrastructure paradigm as a low resource mitigation strategy drawn from emerging

practice in mobile development, and the role of rapid prototyping in §4.3. In §4.4 I

propose a minimal job-based workflowmanagement scheme which strikes a compromise

between simplicity of crowdsourcing solutions and flexibility of enterprise groupware.

In §4.5 I present Aikuma-Link, a prototype implementation of a collaborative service

for language documentation tasks. The design of the service is described in §4.5.1 and

the technical implementation in §4.5.2. Finally, I conclude this chapter in §4.6 with a

summarising discussion of the contribution in the context of future LC 2.0 tools.

4.1 Low resource software development

There are few problems that cannot be solved given unlimited time, money and exper-

tise. Yet all projects are subject to practical limitations and software development is no

different. A practical implementation pattern must be shaped by the demands of the

environment in which tool development will occur. This is particularly salient because

crafting tools for minority groups, in support of niche altruistic goals is generally not the

kind of activity commercial developers are drawn to.

To some extent, newer technologies and maturing software development practice

allow us to become more ambitious with the same resources, e.g. Aikuma-NG. However

digital systems for collaboration are, by their nature, larger systems. Extensive attention

has been given to the design of systems supporting collaborative work, i.e. the field of

computer supported cooperative work (Wilson 1991). Prior work is based on deployment

context in enterprise settings. There has been little attention towards the design of sys-

tems suitable for low resource software development.

Two basic resources are most relevant for low resource development: money and

expertise. Funding constraints limit the number of developers, the length of time they can
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be hired for and restricts ongoingmaintenance of software and supporting infrastructure.

Developer expertise is a particularly important resource and is generally the result of

training, general software development experience and specific experience relevant to the

current project. Developer experience and software complexity are oft cited constraints

for development productivity (Wagner & Ruhe 2008).

The rise of themobile platform has ushered in a new age of ‘indie’ development. Thou-

sands of developers ply their trade developing mobile apps for direct sale to consumers

via themajormobile app stores. Many of them are sufficiently small, or the product is suf-

ficiently niche, that they too are engaged in low resource development. Such is the extent

of this new genre of software development that the broader ecosystem of technologies and

third-party services has adapted to meet the needs of mobile developers.

A property ofmobile apps is that they are specialised and simplified software artefacts.

That is part of what makes them suitable for low resource development. I take this to be a

compelling argument for design simplicity, or minimalism, when turning to the design of

digital collaboration services. Constraining the scope of a collaborative service becomes a

low resource mitigation tactic.

Software reuse has long been established as a tactic for reducing the work of devel-

opment (Frakes & Kang 2005, Sametinger 1997). Well resourced teams are often more

prone to reinvent prior solutions to exert a form of ownership, often described as not

invented here syndrome (Katz & Allen 1982). The flip side of this coin is the constant

pressure for developers to simply get the job done (Adolph, Kruchten & Hall 2012). For

indie developers, the vanity of not invented here is a distant concern to getting their app in

the store. So it’s unsurprising that mobile developers have shown particular willingness

to adopt commercially available components and frameworks allowing them to focus on

development unique to the project (Fayad, Laitinen & Ward 2000).

In conclusion, there is a need to develop tools for digital collaboration, but the pres-

sures of low resource development are ill-aligned with previous accounts of complicated

systems designed for enterprise customers. However the emerging pattern of indie devel-

opment creates the opportunity to learn from a community of practice already engaged

in low resource development. Even where our domain differs from typical mobile apps,
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e.g. potentially complicated workflow management, we may still draw upon the tactics of

minimal design and software reuse or even outsourcing in pursuit of getting the job done.

4.2 The ‘serverless’ architecture

Digital collaboration requires a means to coordinate data among many web sites and

apps, i.e. clients. Traditionally this is achieved by a server hosted on the internet which

runs a web server, database and a custom server application (Berson 1992). To illustrate,

Fuchs-Kittowski & Faust (2014) describes a client-server architecture for crowdsourcing,

see Figure 4.1. Custom software running on a server accepts contributions from mobile

devices, storing the data and then processing and presenting the data for consumption in

another web view.

Backend-system (Server)

Storage Processing PresentationCapturing G(UI)

Web/MobileMobile

Participant Campaign Organiser End user & Participant

Figure 4.1: A general architecture for crowdsourcing, as given by Fuchs-Kittowski & Faust
(2014).

One of the drawbacks of the traditional client-server architecture is that it involves

bespoke development and ongoing maintenance of critical ‘backend’ infrastructure. As

discussed in the previous section, LC 2.0 tools are likely to built under low-resource con-

ditions. One of the consequences of low resources is the impact on the sustainability of

services that rely on persistent infrastructure. It is sadly all too common for this to be

overlooked. For example, the ‘Ma’ series of minority language dictionary apps (see Carew

et al. 2015) became non-functional scarcely a year after they were released because the

server infrastructure failed to be maintained.

An emerging alternative is based on ‘managed’ backend data services, sometimes

called the ‘serverless’ paradigm because the developer does not need to manage a server.

Outsourcing the backend service leaves the maintenance of critical data infrastructure to
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well resourced technology giants. This model has come to be known as the ‘backend as a

service’ (BaaS) or ‘mobile backend as a service’ (MBaaS) (Sareen 2013). BaaS providers,

such as Google’s Firebase1 service, have grown in scope to includemobile specific systems

such as ‘push’ notification services, and general app convenience services such as user

authentication. One compelling feature of Firebase is integration with Google’s cloud

storage service, providing a cost-effective route for uploading, storing and distributing

media resulting from documentary activity.

BaaS services have been introduced to meet the rising demand of mobile developers

seeking to reduce their development costs and easing the burden of maintaining data

service infrastructure. As discussed in §4.1, language app development is a form of low

resource development in commonwith indiemobile app development. There is an oppor-

tunity to evaluate the serverlessmodel as in an LC 2.0 deployment pattern tailored for low

resource development.

4.3 In consideration of prototyping

In this section I discuss the importance of prototype development and the ramifications

for architectural design. Future LC 2.0 tools will be novel, they will offer capabilities that

did not previously exist. This entails a process of discovery. Victor (2012) argued that

designers require an immediate connection with what they’re building. Prototypes are

temporary artefacts to help forge a connectionwith an evolving design and are particularly

valuable for first-of-a-kind solutions (Tanik & Yeh 1989).

Prototypes do not have be complete, efficient or robust. However we must be able

to produce prototypes rapidly and cheaply (Luqi & Steigerwald 1992). Therefore speed

of development is emphasized over a number of qualities we desire in production ready

software. Web technologies are particularly well suited to rapid prototyping (Hendler

2009). The just-in-time (JIT) compiled nature of web technologies allows rapid cycles of

modification. It’s possible to make a change to a UI element or application code and see
1https://firebase.google.com/

https://firebase.google.com/
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the result immediately. I found that the elimination of lengthy compile processes was a

substantial boon for the development of Aikuma-NG.

Rapid development requires more than the elimination of compile times. We expect

an app to behave in a certain way after the user performs a series of actions. There is

a need to develop model for data and behaviour across multiple components (Pastor et

al. 2008). Typically, an app state is expected to persist only as long as the app session.

However during development, there is a need tomake a change and assess the result in the

current app state. Test driven development (TDD) processes solve this problem because

each component is accompanied by a test suite declaring the expected range of behaviour

(Beck 2003). Managing unit tests, and automated testing, is a considerable undertaking

of it’s own, which is why TDD is seldom undertaken in low resource development contexts

(Joorabchi, Mesbah & Kruchten 2013).

If unit testing is a stretch too far, rapid prototyping still requires a similar way to

repeat the execution of a software component in a broader behavioural context. We wish

to perform software modifications and see what impact that has on the present view,

even if that means that the web app itself has reloaded. Meeting the requirements of

the prototyping lifecycle of LD tool development requires an architecture that supports

non-volatile representations of app state.

4.4 Aminimal collaborativeworkflowmanagement scheme

Popular mass collaboration systems, such as Wikipedia, have demonstrated capability to

address large data-related problems with limited centralised resources. We hope to do

something similar for the world’s languages.

Digital collaboration requires processes for organising work andmanaging the flow of

data between members of a group. Computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) is a

field devoted to the techniques, software and enabling technologies of supporting group

action (Wilson 1991). Workflow management is a more generalisable field devoted to

systems that organise distributed asynchronous interactions (Jablonski & Bussler 1996).

Previous work on CSCW and workflow management are predominantly devoted to the
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office environment of enterprise (Bowers, Button & Sharrock 1995). There is seemingly

no upper limit to the degree of complexity of workflow management systems in enter-

prise ‘groupware’ (Ellis, Gibbs & Rein 1991, Grudin 1994). The larger and more complex

the modes of collaboration, the greater the demand upon organisers and collaborative

infrastructure (Fanderclai 2004).

Enterprise groupware has little relevance to the tools that are feasible to implement

under low resource conditions. Thankfullywemaydraw inspiration from thepopularity of

simpler collaborative systemswhichhave come to bedescribed as crowdsourcing. Crowd-

sourcing is a “model capable of aggregating talent, leveraging ingenuitywhile reducing the

costs and time formerly needed to solve problems” (Brabham 2008: 87). A common form

of crowdsourcing is where contributors perform a stand-alone task such as taking a photo

or filling in a survey (Nevo, Kotlarsky & Nevo 2012).

There is an opportunity to investigate a simplified collaborative workflow manage-

ment scheme for collaborative language documentation. This scheme must be designed

such that an implementation is practical under the constraints of low resource develop-

ment. There is little to be gained in dreaming about comprehensive systems of comparable

complexity to enterprise groupware. At the other end of the complexity scale, single-

task crowdsourcing pattern lacks the flexibility to manage the broad range of potential

documentary workflows. We require a minimal scheme that includes a means to define

a specification for documentary tasks and manage the flow of data resulting from those

tasks.

We may conceptualise a documentary record as a collection of related data compris-

ing recording and a series of additional records about that recording (metadata). I use

metadata in the broad sense to include the ‘thin’ variety for discovery purposes and the

‘thick’ variety comprising annotations, commentary and analysis (Nathan&Austin 2004).

Documentary tasks are the result of a call to action to create a new documentary record

or provide metadata for an existing record.

It’s common for business systems software to represent a call for action as a ‘job’ (Van

Der Aalst & Van Hee 2004). A job typically includes a description of what is expected,

how it will be achieved and will reference the material necessary to complete the job. A
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minimal example in the present context is a process where a researcher uploads an audio

file and then specifies a translation task into a particular language. There may be more

than one task. A job specification is a request for work which describes a series of tasks.

There must also be a means for the speaker to perform a job. This is achieved by

implementing documentary tasks which can be performed by speakers. In this integrated

model of workflow management, we define a single system (or service) that is minimally

tailored for the performance of the documentary tasks that are offered. There is universal

requirement for obtaining informed consent so this is included as a form of obligatory

task, followed by a series of optional documentary tasks akin to action workflow man-

agement (Medina-Mora et al. 1993). Performance of the job by a speaker results in a new

bundle of datawhich is provided to the researcher. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Documentary Record

Missing
Data

Aikuma-Link

Job specification

Task spec.Media &
Metadata

Linguist

Task spec.

Speaker

ConsentNew
Data

Export Tasks

Existing Data:
Media & Metadata

Figure 4.2: A minimal job-based workflow management scheme. A job specification
describes a series of tasks and includes the media, metadata and instructions necessary
to complete the task.

I take ‘minimal’ to mean a set of features that are well justified by balancing their

value against implementation complexity. One feature I judge to be well justified is the

inclusion of local workflowmanagement for both researchers and speakers. This includes

a simple scheme for linguists to manage a series of concurrent jobs from job creation

through to retrieving the results of a completed job. For the speaker, there must be a

system to coordinate the performance of job tasks, providing an indication of progress

and the potential of resuming an incomplete session.

However I exclude amechanism tomodel entire documentary records. That is the kind

of business process modelling that results in complex ‘groupware’ solutions for business.

In this domain there is no general agreement on processes and there is no universal
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documentary data model. Researchers have their own ideas about how things should be

done, and their own preferences as to how documentary records should be modelled and

stored. Considering burden of complexity and the apparent lack of universal value, this

problem cannot be justified for inclusion in a minimal workflow management scheme.

One capability we might hope for is to deconstruct a larger goal into a series of

sub-tasks that can be distributed among participants (Bernstein 2013). This may still

be accomplished with the minimal scheme proposed here, albeit that it requires the

researcher specify a series of smaller jobs based on the deconstructed subtasks and dis-

tribute those to different participants.

4.5 Aikuma-Link

In this section I present an architecture for digital collaboration that supports the pro-

totyping and low-resource constraints. This is achieved by reporting on Aikuma-Link, a

functional prototype based on the architecture. The design of the service is described in

§4.5.1 and the technical implementation in §4.5.2.

4.5.1 Design

In this section I describe the design of the Aikuma-Link prototype.

Aikuma-Link is a digital service aimed at a persistent problem faced by linguists

returning from fieldwork. There is often a need for further consultationwith native speak-

ers to make proper use of materials that have been collected during the limited window

of fieldwork. This stems from a fundamental shortcomings of the linguist-focused tradi-

tional research model (Glenn 2009). However it is also a problem well suited for digital

collaboration systems. There is the potential to subcontract native speakers (in a manner

similar to Mihas (2012)) at a distance, thanks to the capabilities of global ICT networks.

Aikuma-Link aims to link two types of individual: linguists and minority language

speakers. A linguist persona is synonymous with the researcher role as defined in Com-

puter Supported Language Documentation (Hanke 2017). Linguists may create a request

for work, i.e. a job, to be carried out by the speaker on their own mobile phone. The
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data resulting from performance of a job is uploaded to a server and may be retrieved by

the linguist. This is achieved by a service solution based upon a desktop web app for the

linguist, mobile web app for the speaker and a common data infrastructure.

A job is specification for one or more documentary tasks offered by the mobile web

app. These include:

• Obtaining informed consent

• Metadata entry (participants, language, etc)

• Respeaking

• Translation

• Recording (new) audio

The respeaking and translation activities are enhanced versions of the BOLD-like

method for recording interleaved spoken annotations as implemented in the earlierAikuma

app (Bird, Hanke, et al. 2014). I discuss the design of the spoken annotation activity

further in §4.5.1.

The linguist’s view

Aikuma-Link offers a portal for linguists via the app’s home page. This employs a simple

‘federated’ log-in system allowing linguists to quickly register by authenticating through

the linguist’s existing Google or Facebook accounts. Once logged in, the linguist is pre-

sented with a view that lists existing jobs, see Figure 4.3. A job list is scrolling list of

jobs, where each displays a limited set of information for each job including the name,

date and series of activities as part of the request for work. To aid in the organisation of

jobs, there is a generic mechanism to apply user defined ‘tags’ to jobs. This is intended

to be customised by the linguist to reflect their own workflow processes (as adopted in

Aikuma-NG, see §3.3.4).

Selecting an existing job (or clicking the ‘add job’ button) navigates the app to the ‘edit

job’ view. The edit job view has the appearance of a formwithmultiple fields for data entry
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Figure 4.3: The linguist’s view showing a list of existing jobs.

organised in named sections: themetadata section, consent section and activities section,

see Figure 4.4. On returning to an existing job, a number of fields will be pre-filled in with

their current values.

The data fields in the first section of the job view are independent software components

carried over fromAikuma-NG (see §3.3.4). The later sections are specific toAikuma-Link

beginning with the consent section which offers the chance to configure the means by

which informed consent is obtained. Consent is an obligatory activity for every job. Every

consent is based on some form of text which is shown to the speaker when the mobile app

first launches. Typically a linguist may be interacting with several participants and also

creating jobs for different types of activity. Linguists may create and save invitation texts

for reuse in new jobs. They may also customise the invitation for the individual job.
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Figure 4.4: The linguist’s view on the job editing screen. Each job must contain a specifi-
cation for how to obtain consent and one or more activities.
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Aikuma-Link supports two methods for obtaining consent. The first is a simple ‘OK’

button which is presented underneath the consent request text. This would typically be

used where informed consent has been previously obtained and we are seeking additional

consent to use the data from the activity to follow. The second method asks speakers to

record verbal consent. Potentially thismight be used to fill in a gap, where consentwas not

previously documented, i.e. we are requesting the consent of a person to use recordings

the linguist has already made. The linguist may also request that the mobile app captures

the geographic (GPS) location of the speaker.

The activities section of the edit job view is where the linguist enables and configures

one ormore optional activities such as record, respeak, translate ormetadata. These activ-

ities use a similar mechanism as the consent configuration process to store and retrieve

customised fields and descriptions. Respeaking, translating and metadata activities are

based on the transmission of an audio file to the speaker. Configuring those activities

requires uploading of a media file, or selecting a previously uploaded media file. In the

case of recording and translate activities, the linguist also selects a language.

The metadata activity is the most flexible, and therefore complicated aspect of spec-

ifying a work request job. Aikuma-Link’s model for a metadata activity type is based on

three properties:

• Metadata type, e.g. language, location, speaker etc.

• A response activity

• Speaker group-specific instructions

We anticipate defining a type once and then re-using it in subsequent jobs. Twometa-

data activity types may result in the same metadata record, but an activity type defines

the way in which it is collected. For example, we may request the identity of a speaker to

be performed by endangered language speakers, by recording their name, and with the

instructions in the language of the speaker. Wemight request the same information from

someone else, but by typing a name, and the instructions might be in a language of wider

communication.
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Aikuma-Link implements this capability via amaterial design ‘chip’ selector similar to

the tag and language selectors (see §3.3.4). At themost basic level, a chip selector displays

a list of named chips, see Figure 4.5. Assuming that we have defined a metadata activity

type, all we need to is search for it using the autocomplete method.

Figure 4.5: The metadata activity ‘chip’ selector as it appears on the edit job view.

Figure 4.6: Adding or editing ametadata activity type triggers amodal (pop-up) as shown.

The chip paradigm allows a process of triggering a data type-specific activity when the

user creates or edits an entry. For example, we wish to create a new metadata activity

type by typing ‘speaker’. Upon hitting return a modal view2 appears, see Figure 4.6. The
2These are better conceptualised as modals rather than pop-ups because they are full-screen modals on

mobile devices.
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modal is used to define a metadata activity type by adding a description for the linguist,

instructions for the speaker and specifying one of five response types. Response types

include text, recorded audio, the language selector, the people selector or a photo selector.

The final part of the linguist’s edit job view relates to the act of publishing a job. A job

may be unpublished, remaining in an editable draft state. When publishing a jobAikuma-

Link creates a unique web link. A link icon copies the URL to the computer’s clipboard to

facilitate the process of sharing the link with a speaker, typically by pasting it in an email

or social media messaging function etc. When a job is published it is no longer possible

to edit the other fields of a job.

The speaker’s view

The speakers view is intended to be accessed on the speaker’s own mobile phone. This is

achieved by the speaker clicking on a unique job-specific web link. Typically this would

occur from another app on their phone such as an email client, or social media app. The

speaker is a guest user of the system so there is no need to log-in or register. The mobile

web app has the appearance of a native app rather than a desktop web site. On first

opening a job link, Aikuma-Link displays the invitation text defined by the obligatory

consent activity defined by the linguist.

Themobile app implements a basic form of local workflowmanagement to coordinate

the performance of a series of tasks. There is a need to represent progress of multiple

tasks within a job, and to allow the user to navigate to earlier tasks. Primarily to support

the user reminding themselves of what they have done previously, or re-doing that task.

This is achieved by integrating ‘tabs’, a common UI scheme for labelling a particular view

(a tab’s content) and facilitating navigation to another view by selecting another tab. Job

workflow is based on a series of tasks that are performed by a tab, and job progress is

represented as progress from left to right across a series of named tabs/tasks such as

consent, respeak, finish.
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Designing for mobile

Designing effective user interfaces for mobile devices presents a number of challenges

over and above design for desktop computer displays (Dunlop & Brewster 2002). A spe-

cific challenge arises from the dramatic variation in screen size, resolution and aspect ratio

ofmobile displays. Responsive design is the general principle by which user interfaces are

designed to account for display size variation and orientation changes (Gardner 2011).

There has been a general tendency for ever larger screen sizes in mobile phones. This

is illustrated by the choice of mobile phone development targets for Aikuma-Link. The

minimum specification, and hence the smallest screen size at 4-inches, was based on the

Nexus 5 device released in 2013. The mid-range (ideal) target was the 2015 Nexus 5X

(slightly larger screen but with higher resolution) and the high-end target was a 2016

Samsung Galaxy S7. An example of responsive design comes from the display of the

workflowmanagement tabs on the bottomof the user interface, see Figure 4.7. Depending

on the device, and the orientation, the tab bar appears in full formwith icons, a condensed

text-only form or is not displayed at all.

On mobile devices, responsive design is shaped by the ramifications of the screen

layout for touch-screen interaction. A mobile is held in a person’s hands, and interaction

with the touch-screen display is constrained by the need to hold the phone and their ability

to use free digits to touch the screen. The mobile developer must design for a particular

manner of interaction with the device. An example of this can be drawn from the earlier

Aikuma mobile app. That app implemented a landscape only view for the central oral

annotation activity. It offered two large buttons for play and record. The device is held

in two hands and the operator’s left and right thumbs press play and record buttons

respectively.

BOLD onmobile

The Aikuma-Link mobile app offers a similar activity for performing respeaking and

translation tasks. It is a re-implementation of Aikumawith an emphasis on contemporary

mobile design. The implementation includes a number of additional features including
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(a) Aikuma-Link Mobile respeaking in portrait orientation

(b) Aikuma-Link Mobile respeaking in landscape orientation

Figure 4.7: Aikuma-Link: Responsive Design
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slow play and fast forward, an undo previous function and a novel amplitude display to

assist in fast forward operations. The app adopts a similar design based around large play

and record buttons but the enhancements result in more on-screen elements including

buttons. Aikuma-Link supports both landscape and portrait views with the addition of

a portrait view motivated by the observation portrait (one-handed) use of mobile phone

apps is widespread (Karlson, Bederson & Contreras-Vidal 2008). The portrait and land-

scape orientations of the oral annotation activity are shown in Figure 4.7.

The human hand is poorly suited to thumb operation of mobile devices and there

has been rising concern at the incidence of musculoskeletal injury in young heavy phone

users (Gustafsson, Johnson & Hagberg 2010). There has been little research into mobile

user interface design to address these concerns, excepting for general conclusions that

on-screen buttons should not be too small (Xiong & Muraki 2014). I have focused on

ergonomic optimisation in light of the fact that it is intended to be used for extended peri-

ods of time. There is a need to both respond to variations of display size and orientation

changes through an adjustment strategy dictated by mobile ergonomics. I refer to this

strategy as responsive ergonomics.

Responsive ergonomics begins from the observation that thumbs do not have the

flexion (contraction) range of fingers and that while in flexion-extension thumbs move

more slowly and are more prone to fatigue. The advantage of the thumb is that they more

easily rotate. These properties combine so that the range of the screen that is comfortable

to access extends in a arc from the bottom left and bottom right of the screen. However

it is also uncomfortable to flexion thumbs to press in the very closest corner of the screen

to each respective thumb. The thumb’s range (maximum extension) is also limited. As a

consequence, particular as mobile screens have grown to five and even six-inch displays,

is that the top half of the screen is unreachable in portrait orientation3. As a consequence

there is a ‘sweet arc’ that roughly describes the comfortable range of screen interaction,

extending from the bottom left and bottom right corners. We may therefore draw these

conclusions for ergonomic design.

• Avoid the extreme left and right edges in landscape orientation.
3A fact often lamented by technology pundits when reviewing large-screen phones.
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• Avoid the bottom region in portrait orientation.

• Interaction should occur in the bottom half of the screen in portrait orientation.

• Frequent interaction should be in the ‘sweet arc’ in either orientation.

These conclusions shape Aikuma-Link’s mobile button placement strategy. The play

and record buttons are frequently used and pressed for extended periods so they have

priority. The earlier Aikuma app, whether by design or accident, is based on two oversized

buttons that comfortably cover the sweet arc. Aikuma-Link retains the oversized play

record buttons, see Figure 4.7b. However Aikuma-Link’s design includes a number of

additional buttons for slow play, fast forward, undo and cancel. These are smaller and

are positioned towards the centre of the screen to avoid the edge (thumb flexion). On

particularly small displays, these are shifted underneath the main buttons, but inset from

the left and right edges of the screen.

In portrait orientation, the local workflow management tab bar increases in height

and the secondary buttons are placed underneath the play and record buttons that are

considerably reduced in size, see Figure 4.7a. This layout ensures that the frequently

accessed play and record buttons are positioned sufficiently up the display that they too

land in the sweet arc of optimum thumb interaction.

It may nevertheless be the case that we judge one orientation to be preferred. For

extended periods of use, I foundAikuma-Link’s landscape display to bemore comfortable.

I suspect this is because single hand (thumb) operation doesn’t allow the thumb to rest

in the same way as the two-handed landscape mode. Inspired by a feature from mobile

camera apps, Aikuma-Link suggests the preferred orientation by flashing a translucent

‘rotation’ icon while in portrait orientation (top right of Figure 4.7a). While we may judge

that a change of orientation delivers a better experience, this is ultimately down to the

user.

There are two further enhancements to the spoken annotation activity over the earlier

Aikuma implementation. One is a segmented bar that provides an indication of progress

through the task. The other is the amplitude display loosely analogous to a traditional

waveformdisplay. The amplitude displaywasmotivated by the need for a compact display
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for alerting the user to upcoming speech, particularly when fast-forwarding. The ampli-

tude display does away with the redundant bottom half of a waveform and represents

amplitude as a smoothed solid on a time line. I remain unconvinced as to whether this

prototype design justifies the degree of space required for the amplitude display in the

oral annotation activity. However it may be useful in other mobile contexts.

4.5.2 Implementation

In this section I describe the technical implementation ofAikuma-Linkwith a focus on the

changes compared to the implementation of Aikuma-NG (see §3.3.4. The app is largely

based on the same web-based technology stack, e.g. the Angular JavaScript framework

and the Angular Material UI framework. However Aikuma-Link is deployed as a web

service with both the linguist’s view and the speaker’s view accessed over the Web.

The most significant change is that Aikuma-Link adopted the Firebase4 backend-as-

a-service (BaaS) in place of a local storage data model. Firebase provides the hosting of

static web assets including the web app itself. Once the app is downloaded in the browser,

the app accesses Firebase services over the network via a Firebase-provided JavaScript

library. The desktop and mobile apps are implemented within a single web app as a

complexity reduction strategy to aid rapid prototyping. The basic architecture is given

in Figure 4.8.

One may ask to what extent is adopting Firebase (or similar) equivalent to traditional

practice such asweb-basedRESTful APIs? The traditional approach is to store data locally

and perform a synchronisation operation over the network. There is a need to be mindful

of how long the operationwill take to complete. However BaaS providers typically provide

a software component to manage network access transparently. The latency of store and

retrieve operations is typically lower thanweb-basedAPIs. A consequence is that it’smore

common to integrate network access to data on a continual real-time basis rather than

relying on a discreet synchronisation phase.

Web app software components typically take the form of custom HTML tags. Inter-

component communication is usually achieved by binding JavaScript variables to HTML
4https://firebase.google.com/

https://firebase.google.com/
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Server (BaaS)

Web Server

API

Database

Web App

Mobile View

Web App

Desktop View

Desktop Browser Mobile Browser

Figure 4.8: Basic architecture of Aikuma-Link. The web app presents tailored views for
desktop and mobile clients and relies upon a back-end as a service (BaaS) provider for
web hosting and data storage.

attributes. When the component’s internal data model changes, i.e. as a result of user

interaction, the component emits an event with the new data model. This approach

requires fetching of all of the data required for all of the components on any given view

before the view is initialised.

The Aikuma-Link architecture adopts an alternative approach that avoids the need

to pre-fetch all of the data. Software components are instead initialised with a string

that represents a path to the component’s data model in the document-based database

paradigm. Each component interacts directly with the Firebase library to retrieve and

store network data. This approach has particular value for rapid prototyping (see §4.3).

Anumber of pre-existing componentswere ported fromAikuma-NG to theBaaS archi-

tecture of Aikuma-Link. An example of how such a component is used can be taken from

the app’s ‘edit job’ view from the linguist’s app. This view is built with a HTML template

that specifies a number of sub-components, most of which are associated to properties

of job document. The ‘edit job’ view passes a data model handle to each component.

The handles are constructed by the view controller by appending a component specific

property to a data model path for the current job. An example handle for the language

selector component might be /job/45/language. Assuming this handle is stored in a

variable called ‘variable’, the handle is passed to a component via a standard process of

JavaScript framework attribute binding:
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1 <language -selector data="$ctrl.variable"/>

Listing 4.1: Passing a database path to an Angular custom component

$ctrl is Angular 1.x syntax for indicating that the variable to bind is a property of the

JavaScript controller logic. A component uses this text path in the variable to obtain

a Firebase reference object5 used to read and write the data. The following JavaScript

example shows the transformation of a text path into a Firebase object and retrieving data

the Firebase API:

1 let ref = firebase.database().ref("pathstring")

2 ref.once("value")

3 .then(function(snapshot) {

4 ... do something with data

5 })

Listing 4.2: Accessing Firebase BaaS data from a text path

Thismechanism can be used to watch higher order collections of data for changes. For

example, the ‘edit job’ view registers a watch operation on the job document. Each time

a change occurs to any field, the view logic will perform validation checks, ensuring that

all activities are correctly configured and enabling or disabling the publish action. This

event-based data architecture is a natural fit for web technologies which are event-based

nature.

Modularising an activity

Aikuma-Link’s ‘edit job’ view is a simple case where a series of atomic components are

bound to a single document. A more complex case arises from documentary activities.

Aikuma-Linkwas intended to be a general job-based scheme that could be expanded with

further activities over time. There is a need for a modularisation scheme beyond what can

be accomplished with self-contained custom HTML components.

An Aikuma-Link activity requires two web views. One for configuring the activity

(such as uploading a media file or specifying the name and formats of metadata), and
5https://firebase.google.com/docs/reference/js/firebase.database.Reference

https://firebase.google.com/docs/reference/js/firebase.database.Reference
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a main web view for performing the activity in mobile browser. The views are consumed

by parent components in different ways. A ‘configuration’ web view is consumed as an in-

line component, e.g. it is inserted into a page so that it appears next to the configuration

views of other activities. The ‘performance’ web view is consumed as a ‘modal’ view such

that it occupies the entire mobile screen until it is complete. Figure 4.9 illustrates the sub

components of an activity module.

Admin Job Edit Component

Desktop View

In-Line Web View

Activity Software

Configuration

Data Model API

Activity

Modal Web View

Mobile View

Activity Schedule Component

View Logic

View Logic

Component

Figure 4.9: The software architecture of an Aikuma-Link activity. Each activity is a
JavaScript module with a three sub-components: a common API and data model, a con-
figuration web view for in-line consumption and a full-screen ‘modal’ web view for the
activity itself. Inset images are the web views for the respeaking activity.

The simple path-based scheme described earlier suffices for configuring the activity.

However the performance component must create and store new data. Aikuma-Link

was primarily intended as a tool for one-to-one jobs but was designed support one-to-

many jobs, e.g. crowdsourcing. The common data model for an activity is split into two

database locations. The first for configuration data and the second is for datawhich results

from performance. Performance data is an extensible list of performance sessions. The
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parent component of the performance component is responsible for providing a database

pathway that includes a unique session component, e.g. /jobsessions/jobid/sessionid.

The parent component in this case is the mobile activity scheduler that loops through

activities in a job. It constructs the database location by combining the id of the job and

creating a unique session id. Themobile app’s only use of local storage is to set and retrieve

a session id. This is required to support speakers resuming previous sessions.

Crowdsourcing and data security

Crowdsourcing services minimise the cost of participation by removing the need to iden-

tify and authenticate participants. Crowdsourcing systems support two types of user; an

authenticated user with the right to create new tasks, and an anonymous guest user that

only has access to the performance of these tasks. Aikuma-Link extends this approach to

a de-anonymised context of speakers known to linguists, but not ‘known’ to the system.

The serverless paradigm presents fresh challenges for ensuring the security of data,

particularly where public guest access is part of the design. On the authenticated side,

Aikuma-Link offers a sign-up process to linguists for the app’s desktop view. This is

accomplished by a low friction ‘federated’ log-in scheme through Google or Facebook.

Firebase offers database rules which may optionally include data validation and security

access rules6. The starting point is to ensure that user data of linguists, such as names

and email addressed, is adequately secured by authentication rules.

By definition, supporting guest access of a system means that some data must be

publicly accessible. However there is a difference between accessible and discoverable.

An appropriate mechanism is to minimize the rights of a guest user, and obfuscate the

location of data. This is scheme employed by YouTube for private videos; they are private

because the unique URL to the video is not listed in search results. Aikuma-Link uses a

similar system for the performance of jobs. A link to a job takes the form of aikumalink

.firebaseapp.com/#/m/uyqBzxX1Y7 where the ‘m’ tells the app this is a mobile performance,

and the unique string is a job identifier.

6The rules are similar to those of other document-based databases such as MongoDB

https://www.mongodb.com/
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The storage of media files is a potential target for abuse — attackers often use poorly

secured cloud storage services to distribute illicit material. Aikuma-Link uses the obfus-

cation tactic again to so that the data resulting from performance is stored with both the

job and a unique session id. Unlike the job id, the session id is never visible. Guest users do

not have permission to retrieve the parent database sessions object, or to list the contents.

This is not a completemitigation of risk. Web technologies are fundamentally insecure

in that the source JavaScript code for a web app can be viewed, and the contents of

variables can be inspected at run-time. Nevertheless Aikuma-Link shows that reasonable

securitymitigation is possible under the serverlessmodel if one carefully adopts aminimal

access and local obfuscation strategy.

4.6 Discussion

In this chapter I reported on an investigation into the architectural features of a col-

laborative language documentation service. I proposed an architectural pattern suitable

for rapid prototyping within the low resource development environment typical of non-

commercial app development. In this section I discuss the implications for the broader

formulation of an LC 2.0 deployment pattern.

The Aikuma-Link prototype was developed as a practical implementation of a collab-

orative language documentation service. Such a service differs from stand-alone software

artefacts in that they must include a means to perform documentary activity and a way to

coordinate the flow of documentary activity from recruitment to performance. Aikuma-

Link offers a number of documentary tasks including a re-imagination of the oral annota-

tion activity of the earlier Aikuma app. Collaboration is supported by aminimal job-based

workflow management scheme implemented on top of a simplified data model based on

an existing backend-as-a-service (BaaS).

Aikuma-Link is not an LC 2.0 tool in the spirit of community-initiated collaboration.

Focusing on the linguist has limited potential to advance the LC 2.0 agenda (see §3.3.5).

The design arose from the need for a simplified use-case that would nevertheless be useful

for interrogating a number of architectural approaches for LC 2.0 tools. This is not to
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say that the general solution pattern is not useful. With trivial modification, Aikuma-

Link could be adapted to elicit multiple responses for the same set of documentary tasks.

This pattern of crowdsourcing is a potentially powerful investigative method. Given the

architectural similarity of crowdsourcing solutions and LC 2.0 community-designed apps,

we might hope for fruitful cross-pollination between these methods.

The job-basedworkflow schemedescribedhere also limited application for the broader

pattern of LC 2.0 tools. Collaboration is usually not taken to mean one group exclusively

specifying thework to be done and another group performing all of thework. Theminimal

workflow scheme described here is nevertheless helpful to derive fundamental insights.

One such insight is that collaborative systems require two tiers of workflowmanagement.

At one level there must be a local scheme to manage the performance of actions, as in

performing a number of documentary tasks in Aikuma-Link’s mobile app. Coordinating

activity between different individuals across a network is a different layer of workflow

management. Those systems are most visible in Aikuma-Link in the mobile and desktop

views respectively. However in a peer-to-peer collaborativemodel, collaborative and local

workflowmanagementmust be consolidated and presented in the sameway to all collabo-

rators. This insight contributed towards the comprehensive social workflowmanagement

scheme proposed in the next chapter (see §5).

Inspired by crowdsourcing services, I proposed a de-anonymised form where guests

are known to one class of user but not to the system at large. Instead of identifying indi-

viduals, de-anonymised crowdsourcing tracks task performance sessions instead. This

allows a form of link-based ‘onboarding’ as a useful tactic to rapidly recruit guest partici-

pants via a simple web link. This scheme is undeniably helpful as a door-opening exercise.

However in shifting towards more democratic models of collaborative engagement, we

hope participants will sign up once the door has been opened. This is a model I explored

later in the the Zahwamobile app, see 5.

4.6.1 The ‘serverless’ paradigm

The serverless paradigm is onewhere network data infrastructure is outsourced to a third-

party provider of a backend-as-a-service (BaaS) solution. The proposition is not merely
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outsourcing of infrastructure although that alone is compelling. The proposition is ele-

vated further by the integration of a wide range of services relevant for modern apps. For

example, it is increasing standard practice to store media files on one of the major cloud

providers such as Microsoft, Amazon and Google.

Onepotential pitfall of serverless solutions, particularly forweb applications, is achiev-

ing a good standard of data security when anyone may inspect your app’s source code.

I described a minimal standard of practice which involves careful design of database

schema to match authentication rules and a basic tactic of obfuscation for jobs, and of

job performance sessions. These measures achieve a reasonable though not ‘bulletproof’

standard of data security.

An emerging concern involves the BaaS pattern of implementing data model manip-

ulation logic within the client app. There is a risk that an app could fail or unexpectedly

close without completing a transaction, leaving the data model in an invalid state. It is

desirable to implement a transaction model so that we may have good confidence than

an extended operation will complete as expected. BaaS providers moved to address this

need by adding the means to upload fragments of code to implement transactions, such

as Amazon Lambda7 and Cloud Functions for Firebase8.

One critical shortcoming of Firebase in 2016 is that the service did not offer local

storage caching outside of the lifetime of the session. Mobile app usage is typically frag-

mented (Ames 2013, Leiva et al. 2012). The earlier 2014 Somali pilot study (see §3.1)

showed that app users expect to return to an app and carry on working. Recent web stan-

dards such as the service worker9 allow us to support offline use of web apps. However a

restoration of state requires a restoration of data which may no longer be reachable via a

non-caching BaaS solution such as Firebase.

Looking forward to an LC 2.0 tool, taking the form of a canonical mobile app, there

is a need to allow for comprehensive use of the app offline, not merely a resumption of

the present activity. Achieving this will require a mechanism for caching data locally

and performing opportunistic synchronising to the BaaS. In the next chapter I describe a
7https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/features/
8https://firebase.google.com/docs/functions/
9W3C draft specification: https://www.w3.org/TR/service-workers-1/

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/features/
https://firebase.google.com/docs/functions/
https://www.w3.org/TR/service-workers-1/
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hybrid offline BaaS data service as part of the Zahwa app (see §5.1) as a solution for both

the transaction reliability and comprehensive offline requirements.

These concerns should not overshadow the fact that a web app backed by a BaaS data

solution is a simple and capable pattern for rapid prototyping collaborative services. In

§4.5.2 I providedminimal examples of how this is achieved but those examples are incom-

plete and based on outdated technologies. WeWrite10 is a minimal working example of

an Ionic app backed by Firebase. Created to support a workshop for the Transcription

Acceleration Project (TAP) in early 2017, participants built on this example to create a

real-time collaborative annotation prototype.

4.6.2 Mobile design and responsive ergonomics

Aikuma-Link provided an opportunity to engage with the special requirements of mobile

app design. Typical mobile apps are used over time spans measured in seconds (Ravin-

dranath et al. 2012). We must design LC 2.0 apps with special attention to ensuring that

these apps remain comfortable and easy to use during extended sessions potentially as

long as an hour at a time. The deployment target is devices owned by minority language

speakers. There will be a wide range of devices with a similarly wide range in screen sizes.

The consequences of poor ergonomics of mobile phone use has been widely noted

in a medical context but there has been little practical discussion of design approaches

to ensure maximum comfort. The problem is exacerbated in recent years by the trend

towards larger screen devices. I proposed responsive ergonomics as a lightweight series

of guidelines for low resource developers to ensure their designs are headed in the right

direction before user testing begins.

These guidelineswere demonstrated in a description ofAikuma-Link’s oral annotation

activity. The activity is a significant overhaul over the earlier Aikuma app, adding a range

of technical features and supporting both portrait and landscape orientations. The result

is a fairly complex set of on-screen controls which may be closer to the norm for LC 2.0

apps.
10https://github.com/Lingomat/WeWrite

https://github.com/Lingomat/WeWrite
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I will make a final recommendation to developers coming from desktop web back-

grounds. They may attempt a similar process of responsive design as I have discussed

here, and theymayutilise the standardmethodof screen selectors of cascading style sheets

(CSS). Achieving similar results to those demonstrated here requires complicated CSS

which becomes unwieldy and difficult to maintain. For complex activities, I recommend

instead designing individual templates for portrait and landscape orientations. I believe

this is better suited to achieving optimal positioning of elements in relation to the all-

important sweet arc of our audience’s weary thumbs.

4.6.3 Aikuma-Link in retrospect

The rapid pace of progress in web technologies means that the 2016-era Aikuma-Link is

based on a set of obsolete technologies and an architectural approach that I have since

abandoned. Placing this in context of the 2019 state of affairs, there have since been

two entire generations of web technologies since Aikuma-Link. The next generation was

second-generation JavaScript frameworks, the widespread adoption of the Typescript

dialect, and the Node Package Manager revolution in web build tooling. In late 2016

I adopted the ‘super’ framework Ionic11 as a migration path and as a tactic to mitigate

against further changes. This technology stack was adopted for the implementation of

Zahwa during 2017, see §5.

4.6.4 Future work

Aikuma-Link provided a means to gain experience of mobile design and to address the

architectural demands of collaborative systems. It was clear to me that the ‘final’ project

in the search for an LC 2.0 tool should take the form of a canonical mobile app. The task

at hand would be to combine recent architectural and design advances with a production

quality deployment strategy similar to Aikuma-NG.

I am grateful of Steven Bird’s focus on collaborative design process of mobile apps,

including spearheading twomobile app designworkshops in June and September of 2016.
11https://ionicframework.com/

https://ionicframework.com/
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Theworkshops provided a sense ofmomentumofmobile app design forminority commu-

nities. The June workshop resulted in one app concept that was particularly relevant for

the present work. The concept, proposed by Steven Bird and Amina Mettouchi proposed

an app documenting cooking recipes by means of capturing talk about a series of photos.

Soon after I was working on the mobile respeaking activity of Aikuma-Link. This

includes an amplitude display to provide notice of upcoming of speech signal during fast

forwarding. I was unsatisfied with the amplitude display and wondered what would be

the most useful thing for an app to display to help with language production? The cook-

ing app design provided the answer: user-contributed photos. By incorporating photos

as prompts throughout a recording activity, the activity could anchor and contextualise

speech production. Instead of telling people what to do, as Aikuma-Link does, the app

could show them what to do in service of their own agenda, because they had chosen

the photos. This basic concept is incorporated into the Image-Gesture-Voice method

described in §5.3 as implemented in the Zahwa app described §5.



Chapter 5

Bringing it all together

知行合一

The union of knowledge and practice

Chinese idiom drawn from the work of

16th century philosopher Wang

Shouren

I the previous chapter I introduced a network architecture for digital collaboration and

an implementation pattern oriented towards prototyping. In this chapter I present

research on the architecture of large-scale language conservation systems including the

implementation of a consumer grade mobile app Zahwa.

This is achieved by drawing together the three research themes of this overall work:

collaborative architecture, workflow management and scalable activity design. In §5.1

I describe offline-first design as a means to attain ‘meaningful’ use of offline collabora-

tive apps. In §5.2 I present mobile workflow management as an integrated solution for

coordinating work performance under a model of distributed socially contextualised col-

laboration. In §5.3 I present Image-Gesture-Voice, a scalable mobile-first documentary

method.

I draw these contributions together in §5.4 by reporting on Zahwa, a mobile app for

documenting minority language how-to knowledge (procedural discourse). I describe

the design of Zahwa in §5.5 followed by the implementation in §5.6. Finally, I offer a

summarising conclusion in §5.7.
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5.1 Offline-first design

The knowledge preservation app is data intensive; it must store and access two types of

data — structured data and binary media. A collaborative knowledge preservation service

comprises themobile app and a central server accessed via a network (see §4.6.1). Despite

the usefulness of a network for collaborative action, we must also support the situation

where the network is unavailable, unreliable or too expensive to use without severe limits.

Even in the United States, poor network availability remains a concern for technological

solutions for minority language communities (Carpenter et al. 2016).

The offline-first model1 is where apps rely upon a local database and synchronise

with a server database when a network connection is available (Sauble 2015). While this

allows an app to support many features even while offline, it is inevitable that network

loss degrades an app’s usefulness in some way. We may, however strive to achieve a level

of ‘meaningful’ usefulness. The challenge is to select appropriate data synchronisation

strategies to support the features we need (Prasad 2011). In this section I describe offline-

first design as an elaboration of the offline-first pattern to support a collaborative service.

5.1.1 Mobile access data models

Giguère (2001) identified three data connectivity models for mobile applications:

• The always connectedmodel assumes a persistent connection to a central database.

When connectivity is lost, the app cannot run.

• The occasionally connectedmodel assumes the server is only occasionally available.

The app relies on a local database replicated from a server database.

• The always availablemodel is a blend of the former models. The app may connect

directly to the central database or utilise the local database depending on network

conditions and costs.

The always connected model is similar to a web browser and a web site/server. It

is a poor choice for mobile apps because there is no ability to mitigate the consequences
1http://offlinefirst.org/ offers a repository of research and examples of offline-first practice.
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of network loss. Even when a network is available, all data accesses are subject to addi-

tional latency resulting in slow and unresponsive apps. This is nevertheless a common

pattern because it is the easiest, hence cheapest, way to deploy a view to a mobile device.

An extreme example is where mobile app views are fetched from a web server. Serving

network-fetched web pages as views in mobile apps is an anti-pattern, i.e. a commonly

recurring bad solution (Brown et al. 1998). The always connectedmodel has no place in

the data infrastructure of collaborative language apps.

Occasionally connected and always available are similar, differing only in that the

always available incorporates some intelligence in order to account for variations in

network availability, speed, cost and so on. Today, the occasionally connected model

is rare since it was born of a time when temporary internet sessions were established via

dial-up models. The always available model incorporates intelligent network caching

to achieve a suitable trade off between data access speed and data age (cf. Podlipnig &

Böszörmenyi 2003). This model is becoming commonplace on the mobile platform, and

is well-supported by the mobile operating systems.

5.1.2 Conflict-free collaborative data

Collaborative services of the kind described here rely on a distributed data model (Hanke

2017). In the distributed model some data is always available to the app, but the total

shared state of data is distributed across the network server and other mobile devices.

Mobile clients are distributed data nodes connected via a network.

In general collaborative services will utilise a server as a central hub since the server

is the only node that may be reached at all times, and the server is the only node that

replicates all shared data. When possible a node connects to the server and performs

a synchronisation process to achieve consistency between the local device data and the

server. Since this is done sporadically, shared data is in a constant state of desynchro-

nization between nodes. This model is said to be eventually consistent (Vogels 2009).

Distributed data must be compositional in order to support the merging process of

data synchronisation. There is a potential for merge conflicts given that data nodes may

update shared data simultaneously. Conflicts can sometimes be resolved automatically
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but often require human intervention (Brun et al. 2011). However manual conflict reso-

lution is complex and ill suited for mobile apps. Many distributed systems aim to avoid

merge conflicts entirely. To achieve this, distributed systems employ conflict-free repli-

cated data types (CFRDs) which may be freely merged, negating the need for conflict

resolution (Shapiro et al. 2011).

In the present context, we require aminimal CFRD to support collaboration. Operation-

based CFRDs are those where state is propagated by transmitting update operations

rather than entire records. A simply but useful conflict-free data type is the list of items,

synonymous with with arrays or sets. We may freely merge two lists as a union (set)

operation. A useful example for the present use case is where a documentary record may

be composed of a list of further contributions such as annotations, translations and so

on. Given that each data node represents contributions in a list, individual contributions

may be gradually replicated across a distributed data model with each node appending

the contribution to the list.

5.1.3 Synchronisation tactics

Synchronisation is process whereby two versions of a shared data model are brought into

consistency. Opportunistic synchronisation occurs when a network is available, but we

may also specify the type of network. Wi-Fi only synchronisation is a common way to

defer network access until the cheap network becomes available (Pelusi, Passarella &

Conti 2006).

Given that the server database for data intensive apps will hold a very large volume of

data including multimedia files, we aim to sync a portion of the total data that represents

the local user’s activity. Synchronising local data with a back-end service is frequently

cited as a source of development difficulty formobile apps (Joorabchi,Mesbah&Kruchten

2013). Supporting offline features is further complicated by the need to implement a

number of synchronisation tactics including:
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• Pre-caching fetches data from the server in anticipation that it will be useful. The

choice of what to synchronise is determined by the needs of app features and the

user’s context.

• Manual replication pushes or pulls data from the server based on a user action.

Thismight include uploading content created by the user offline, or a deferred down-

load of content at the user’s request.

• Real-time synchronisation is a tactic useful for time sensitive queries that can

only occur online. Social features and notifications are common use cases.

Pre-caching is a useful tactic to support the offline use of an app however it should be

deployed cautiously since the app will utilise the network regardless of the user’s interac-

tion. We aim to achieve a suitable trade off between data volume and offline usefulness.

I describe Zahwa’s cached BaaS data service implementation in §5.6.3.

There must be a means to synchronise collections of data include a number of media

files for a documentary session. Structured data, i.e. data that resides in a database,

may be synchronised in a single operation because the total volume of data is typically

small. Large media files are a special case. This is conceptually like trying to pass a ladder

through a series of automatic doors that are opening and closing. In this analogy the doors

represent a temporary internet connection. In general, media files should be transmitted

one after another. It is technically possible to implement some kind of resumeable file

transfer scheme but this is an additional layer of complexity.

A common requirement is to synchronise a bundle of data including structured data

and multimedia data. For example a mobile app can only display a documentary session

when it has both the metadata and the multimedia data. This creates a need for a coor-

dinating mechanism to manage the synchronisation of bundles of data. Figure 5.1 shows

such amechanism implemented via low andhigh level synchronisation components. Both

low and high-level synchronisation must resume synchronisation operations when the

app restarts, or the network is restored.
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Figure 5.1: Regardless of low-level replication method, the offline-first app must imple-
ment high-level synchronisation for collections of data.

5.1.4 Supporting discovery offline

Most mobile apps, and certainly collaborative mobile apps, require some form of content

discovery. I use discovery to refer to the various ways in which an app supports discov-

ering new content and search to refer to the mechanism of matching search data with

full records. Content discovery in mobile apps can take many forms, including a map-

based representation of nearby activity. I describe a range of discovery features in the

Zahwa app in §5.5.3. In this section I focus on offline-first mechanisms to meet the data

requirements of mobile content discovery.

At a basic level the app must retrieve data (an item) contributed by someone else

which resides on a central server and not on the local device. A useful tactic to meet

the requirements of the offline-first pattern is deferred retrieval, conceptually similar to

searching through a library catalogue and ordering a book to be delivered later. Where

an app under the always-connected data model will fetch an item immediately, deferred

retrieval means we the appUImust account for the asynchronous process in the following

was:

• Mark the item for retrieval.

• Show that the item is queued.

• Optionally show item retrieval progress.

• Show item retrieval is complete.
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• Make item available to use.

• Optionally notify the user.

However before this can take place, there is a need to ensure the app has suitable data

to support the content discovery features. We need two kinds of data: a ‘library index’

and search ‘hit’. The index is a data structure to support search operations (cf. Mehlhorn

2013). A minimal search data structure is list of text entries such as session names, tags

and so on. There’s a need to compose this data specifically for the user by judging which

content/data is likely to be of interest to them. This problem is often framed in terms

of improving search relevance, and common tactics involve incorporating knowledge of

the user or tracking their behaviour (Agichtein, Brill & Dumais 2006, Guo et al. 2013).

Two useful relevance signals for the present use case is geographic location and language

competency.

A search ‘hit’ is typically a compact representation of a full item, similar to the compact

representation of a web page that one sees in web search engines. Given that structured

data for app-contributed documentary sessions is small, we can retrieve the entire record,

i.e. all the text fields, tags, location, author, language and so on. Media files are another

story, measured in tens or even hundreds of megabytes rather than hundreds of bytes.

Suitably small thumbnail images are a reasonable choice and have particular value for

composing a search ‘hit’. The synchronisation tactic of pre-fetching data, described in the

previous section, is appropriate here.

In sum, content discovery features are a challenging feature to implement under the

offline-first model. Offline-first apps must adopt an asynchronous deferred retrieval

mechanismwhichmust be reflected in the app’s interaction design, and by the data service

model in support of the app. It’s necessary to pre-cache search results in support of con-

tent discovery andminimizing the data usage of the app is best achieved by implementing

search relevancy signals such as geographic location, language competencies and so on.
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5.2 Mobile workflowmanagement

In §3.3 I described local workflow management as a means to support asynchronous

collaboration, allowing the user to see what work has been done, and to resume work on

incomplete sessions. In §4.4 I described aminimal collaborative workflowmanagement

scheme in Aikuma-Link, using a job-based approach to coordinate requests for work over

a network. The remaining challenge is to synthesize these approaches into a practical

solution for a collaborative mobile app/service.

The goal here is to utilise mobile devices for participant initiated complex documen-

tary tasks, i.e. beyond crowdsourcing. This falls outside of prior experience in mobile

software. In order to elevate the usefulness of mobile devices as collaborative tools, we

need a mobile-specific scheme that offers capabilities drawn from traditional workflow

management and groupware solutions, while retaining the minimal design of easy-to-use

consumer grade software.

In this section I present mobile workflow management (MWM) as a generalisable

scheme for coordinating the conduct of complex workloads in collaborative mobile apps.

I begin with overview of MWM in §5.2.1. I go on to describe the twomajor components of

MWM, the local component in §5.2.2 and the social component in §5.2.3. I wrap up this

section by presenting the collaboration schemes of MWM in §5.2.3. Later in this chapter,

I present an MWM implementation as part of the Zahwa app in §5.5.1.

5.2.1 Overview

A defining feature of collaborative apps is that they support two broad types of activity

— creating new content and collaborating with others. MWM’s first goal is to facilitate

the performance of complex work in order to produce a bundle of data we may regard

as a knowledge artefact. In the context of this broader work, the artefact will typically

comprise one or more multimedia recordings and associated metadata (a documentary

record) which I describe as a session. The second goal of MWM is to facilitate ongoing

enrichment of the session via a model of distributed socially contextualised collaboration.
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MWM addresses the needs of knowledge authorship and collaboration by means a

component dedicated to each type of activity, as shown in Figure 5.2. The local component

is responsible for coordinating performance of tasks on the local device. The resulting

session is then passed to the social component. The social component is an interface for

a collaborative network service facilitating distributed participation between app users.

Interact

Fork
Sessions

Local workflow management Social workflow management

Server

Task

Task

Task Publish

Social
context

Documentary
record

New

Collaborate

Mobile
app

Mobile apps

Figure 5.2: Overview of mobile workflow management demonstrating the flow of data
from low workflow to social collaborative contexts across multiple mobile clients.

Mobile apps usually include a single organising view that displays a list of items. ‘Item’

is an established term in user interface design and so I use ‘item’ to refer to the user

interface representation of a session. Given that the functional requirements of organising

views for each activity are quite different, MWM offers two organising views. They are

effectively the front end for the local and social components and are named the kitchen

and home views respectively2.

The ‘tab’ UI paradigm, i.e. paginated content views synonymous with paper book-

marks, is as old as the graphical user interface and has been widely adopted in mobile

apps. Tabs are a useful way to ‘containerise’ differing contexts within the same app, e.g.

web browser tabs. The kitchen and home views are intended to occupy two tabs within a

mobile app, as shown in the Zahwa app in §5.5.1.
2These views are named according to a tactic of of adopting names that have meaning for the audience,

rather than the developer, inspired by good practice in user-centred design.
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5.2.2 The local component

This section elaborates on the local component as themeans to coordinate a series of tasks

on the local device. Workflow management systems (WfMS) are traditionally associated

with business processes (cf. Fan, Luo, Lin, et al. 2001). More generally we may regard a

business process as any form of knowledge work, such as creating a media recording and

describing the recording sufficiently such that it is accessible and useful to others.

The typical pattern of mobile apps is via bursts of activity rather than contiguous

chunks of time (Böhmer et al. 2011). In §3.1 I reported on the usability penalty associated

with locking the user in to performing a large chunk of work on a mobile device. WfMS

systems generally split workloads into component tasks so theymay be distributed among

different people within an organisation. In this case we likewise decompose a process into

sub tasks but the primary motivation is to create manageable chunks of work.

The local component coordinates task performance by pushing activity views onto the

mobile navigation stack3. A process control scheduler selects the appropriate activity

based on stateful representation of session workflow, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Home view Kitchen view

Scheduler Session state view

1

2

3

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Activity view

Complete?

Yes No

New

Complete session

User navigation views 

Modal views

Figure 5.3: The flow operations for the local component.

3All mobile platforms use stack-based navigation, similar to web browser navigation where may go back
to a preview view by pressing a back button
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This user’s entry point for the local component is an organising view which I describe

as the kitchen view. For the user, this corresponds to ‘things I’m working on’. The kitchen

view addresses a number of requirements:

• Capture intent: create a new session, or continue work.

• Displaying a list of incomplete sessions.

• Displaying the work-state of each session.

The kitchen view is based on a list of items where each item represents of a documen-

tary session. Each session item includes a unique identifying mark, usually a picture, and

a representation of progress. The first activity in the work flow should produce an artefact

which can be used for identifying the session, such as an image or text. If the activity does

not produce this artefact then one must be generated automatically, perhaps via schemes

such as identicons4 or gravatars5.

Upon touching an item in kitchen, MWMwill display a session state view correspond-

ing to the selected item. The session state view has the following functions:

• Displays complete series of steps.

• Highlights and describe the next task to be completed.

• Captures user intention between workflow steps.

The session state view appears on first selecting an item and it appears in between

the performance of every task coordinated by the local component. This view allows the

user to continue to the next task in the workflow, exit back to the kitchen view or return

to the last task. I suggest that task performance should proceed through a series of steps

in a linear order and that app should only support revisiting of the last completed task.

This reduces the complexity of the session state view and side-steps problems arising from

inter-task dependencies. For example, Zahwa’s first task is to collect the images that are

required for the second task where the user narrates a slide show of the images.
4For example: http://identicon.net/
5https://en.gravatar.com/

http://identicon.net/
https://en.gravatar.com/
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5.2.3 The social component

This social component of MWM is the means to coordinate the ongoing enrichment of

documentary sessions emerging from the local component. Enrichment here means the

performance of additional tasks by the session author or others. These tasks may add to

the session in a number of ways such as improved record keeping, adding translations

or other kids of annotations to improve the accessibility and utility of the documentary

record. The organising view of the social component is the home view, so-named because

it will reside on the default ‘home’ tab of the app. For the user, the home view corresponds

to ‘shared things which I can interact with’, offering the following features:

• Displaying a list of shared sessions.

• Capturing intent: choosing between a range of tasks for any session.

• Displaying calls to action for specific tasks.

All tasks that fall within the remit of the social component are inherently optional.

The collaborative model adopted by MWM is democratic in that every user has the same

rights as any other. The scheme is intended to support emergent organisation through

social interaction, mirroring the behaviour of virtual communities on social networking

platform. It is possible to support patterns of collaboration where work is delegated or

specific individuals provide approval, but MWM as described does not provide systemic

support and so cannot enforce these patterns. This is a reflection of the primary use case

of MWM as a scheme suitable for self-organised collaboration. The types of collabora-

tion that are supported include non-destructive (additive) collaboration, and editing via

suggestions-to-author, as elaborated in §5.2.3.

The social component shifts the emphasis from telling the user tasks to perform

towards encouraging the user, indeed all users, to perform optional tasks. The approach

described here is influenced by the ecosystem of common socially connected mobile apps

and their use by virtual communities. Virtual communities have long employed mecha-

nisms tomotivate collaborative action (Koh et al. 2007). We aim for users to bemotivated

to do this as a means of building social capital in their virtual community (cf. Lin 1999).
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Popular socially-enabled apps are constantly striving to make the user aware of ongo-

ing social activity as a way of ensuring continued engagement. Collaborative platforms

highlight user activity to compensate for participants being unable to see each other in

person (cf. ‘workplace awareness’ Gutwin, Greenberg & Roseman 1996). In the minimal

design paradigm of mobile user interfaces, awareness mechanisms are typically synony-

mous with calls to action. They may be explicit where performance of a specific task is

requested, or they may be implied such as an app displaying ‘likes’ and comments, imply-

ing the user should catch up and participate.

When a new session has been completed by an app user, the session is moved to social

component, resulting in a new item appearing in the home view. The ultimate goal of the

system is to ensure that the session is visible to others, both for general consumption and

for collaborative enrichment. To achieve this the social component issues an explicit call

to action for the user to share the item. I describe how this is achieved through the social

item in the next section.

One of the difficulties of coordinating work performance is that app users are individ-

uals and some will be more motivated than others. The more work we force people to

do, the fewer people will finish it. Ideally we hope to support those with a little patience

or time, and those who will take their time and are willing to perform additional tasks.

MWM achieves this by ensuring there is a minimal path, i.e. all of the tasks in the local

component are those we deem essential, and the user may immediately share their work

when those tasks are done.

However sessions are initially ‘private’. The session author may edit the session

and/or perform optional enrichment tasks before the session becomes available to others.

Despite MWMs democratic collaborative assumptions, the private phase is well suited

to extend collaboration to support distributed roles and capabilities, delegated work and

approval. To achieve this, there must be a mechanism to make the session visible to a

select group of parties. A simple approach is to add an author-only action to the session

item in the home view to invite collaborators.
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The social item

Each of the home view’s list of sessions is a social item. Much of the usefulness of the social

component is related to design of this component, illustrated inFigure 5.4. The social item

provides a way for the user to choose between a range of actions for any session. Calls to

action are not merely ’awareness’ mechanisms, they guide the user specifically towards

the user interface controls necessary to perform the action. For this reason, the social

item is the canvas for calls to action.

Unpublished or Social metrics

Session details !/
!Tag Tag Tag

4 7

A�ractors

Expand
Expanded view

List view

Play Edit Translate Copy Share

Action bu�ons

!

Figure 5.4: The social item summarises work sessions and captures user intentions for
session-based activities. The attractor mechanism encourages social participation and
desirable optional activities.

An attractor is a user interface element devoted to attracting the user’s attention, i.e.

an awareness supporting feature (see Lopez & Guerrero 2017). Calls to action are issued

by placing an attractor nearby aUI control element, such as an icon or button. The effect is

to tell the user that an action needs to be performedwhile also showing themexactlywhere

to press to launch the action. The attractor takes the form of a striking visual element such

as a red exclamation mark.

A particular challenge arises for accommodating the functions of a session overview

display and buttons associated with actions within a compact representation suitable

for a mobile user interface. To solve this we employ an expanding list item behaviour,
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illustrated by including an expansion element — three vertical dots on Android or a left-

facing triangle on iOS. Normally, the social item presents summarising information on

the session. The expansion element is a target for an attractor to encourage the user to

expand the item.

On touching the item, a series of action buttons appears specific to the session. Attrac-

torsmay appear next to one ormore action buttons so that the user ismade aware of which

action(s) are being called for. The use of attractors leading the user from a specific item

expansion element down to specific tasks is akin to a trail of breadcrumbs, drawing the

user through the steps necessary to launch the action.

Anewlyminted social item reflects the initial private context of the session (see §5.2.3).

To visualise this, the social item displays a UI element that clearly indicates the private

status of the session, such as a a crossed-out eye as shown in Figure 5.4. This will only

ever appear with an attractor next to it. In combination, the private icon and the attractor

is an explicit call to action to publish the session. Once a session is published, we have no

need of the private icon and so replace the icon (and attractor) with social metric elements

including the number of ‘likes’ and comments for the session. To replicate the awareness

mechanics of social platforms, we should track any new social engagements that have

occurred since last the user opened the item. When there is new activity, an attractor

should be placed next to the social metrics.

Collaboration schemes

MWM’s collaboration patterns are constrained by the need to account for a distributed

shared data model (see §5.1.2). Collaboration takes place in one of two ways: suggestions

to author and additive collaboration. Primary session data, e.g. all the data resulting from

the local component, remains under control of the session author. If another user wishes

a change then they must suggest these changes to the author who may or may not act

upon them. The additive scheme is where additional data is contributed by another user,

and which does not generally require the permission of the author since contributing new

data is non-destructive. In this section I discuss potential variations in the schemes and

further implementation considerations.
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The author suggestion scheme may be seen in crowdsourced Q&A services such as

Stack Overflow6 and Quora7. Users of those sites may propose an edit to a question which

is displayed to the question author. If the author feels the suggestion has merit, they may

accept the change and the question is updated. This approach requires the contributor to

craft a complete update, and the author need only accept or reject the proposal.

Another variant of the suggestion scheme places the burden on the author. Blogs and

news web sites commonly offer the ability to contact the author, and many offer a com-

ment forum that appears underneath the featured article. A contributor often has a choice

of making a suggestion in public, or in private. A public suggestion is socially contextu-

alised, as the suggestion becomes subject to public discussion. Social ties, reciprocity,

shared vision and shared identity positively influence knowledge sharing in virtual com-

munities (Chiu, Hsu & Wang 2006). A private suggestion appeals directly to the author

to make a change, avoiding public discussion. Social interaction via a comments scheme

is a well established means to socially bootstrap a virtual community (Zhong et al. 2014).

Suggestion based collaboration requires a call to action for the recipe author to review

the suggestion. Generally speaking, we can expect the author to be motivated to check

for new social comments on their sessions. Earlier I described implicit calls to action

as including social interaction metrics, as shown in Figure 5.4. Where there are new

unread comments, we must make the author aware of the comments and leave it to their

discretion to act on any suggestions.

The additive collaboration scheme applies to data stored as a list of items, for example

a list of translations. The centralised data servicemay freely add a translation contributed

from a mobile app without fear of conflict. If app users are motivated to create a transla-

tion, they can make one at any time and it will uploaded to the server when the network

allows.

A collaborative system ought to have an opinion as to the optimal composition of a

collaborative record. If the record falls short in some way that may be automatically

determined, such as a lack of a particular data field, then the system should broadcast

a collective call to action to remedy the record.

6https://stackoverflow.com/
7https://www.quora.com/

https://stackoverflow.com/
https://www.quora.com/
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To illustrate, we may define an optimal record to contain at least one translation into

every language as spoken by users of the system. If there were a persistent connection

to a central data service then it would be straightforward to ascertain that there was no

translation into Saisiyat, and issue a collective call to action for someone to do this work.

However there are good reasons for adopting a distributed data model to account for

the fragmented nature of network connectivity (see §5.1 for an elaboration). A property

of distributed data is that individual apps (and the server) may not reflect data, or a

translation in this case, exists somewhere else because it has yet to be fully replicated. This

datamodel is said to be eventually consistent (see Vogels 2009) but rarely fully consistent.

This creates a situation where two or more app users might respond to a collective

call to action believing that no one has done so. Eventually, distributed data will replicate

across all of the nodes andwe find that we have several translations. That’s a nice problem

to have but replicating the work of someone else may not be the best use of someone’s

time. There are a few things we might do to mitigate this problem. We might decide that

collective calls to action are only visiblewhen a network connection is present. Dowewant

calls to action to flash up and disappear as a mobile device goes on and offline? Doubtful.

It still doesn’t fully guard against the situation where another device is presently offline

and engaged in this task. It is generally better to resolve issues arising from distributed

data bymaking the consequences clear to users so they canmake their own determination

(Leigh 1997). We might telling them that the app is unable to tell if someone somewhere

is also adding a translation, do they wish to continue?

5.3 Image Gesture Voice

In this section I present Image-Gesture-Voice (IGV), a scalable mobile-native documen-

tary method for producing multi-modal natural language contextualised by aligned mul-

timedia. IGV is an evolution of the BOLDmethod brought up to date by opportunistically

utilising the digital resources of mobile devices. By evolving the basic recording activity

while maintaining support for oral annotations, IGV is a fresh addition to the LC 2.0

toolbox of digital-native methods.
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5.3.1 Beyond BOLD

BOLD is of particular interest for large-scale collaboration. By replacing written annota-

tions with spoken annotations, the method allows any participant with spoken language

competency to produce structured accessible records of natural language (Reiman 2010).

BOLD has been implemented in desktop and mobile tools (Hatton 2013, Bird, Hanke, et

al. 2014, Gauthier et al. 2016).

My own implementations have introduced a number of enhancements. Aikuma-NG

incorporated a context driven participant training scheme and basic re-do functionality

(see §3). Aikuma-Link offers the most complete mobile implementation yet, that is ori-

entation aware and adds supports slow-play, fast-forward and an amplitude display (see

§4). These improvements exclusively relate to the performance of spoken annotations.

The process of recording the source remained as unchanged it was on the tape recorders

Reiman described nearly a decade ago.

In June 2016, Steven Bird and AminaMettouchi produced amobile app concept based

on narrating a series of images in order to document cooking recipes. The images would

be captured on a mobile phone and the operator would record themselves, all the while

advancing to the next image at a time of their choosing.

As a side issue, one may ask why images and not video? There are several reasons

for this. In the first instance, images are more convenient to compile into a series that

represent a sequence. There is also the useful separation of image collection activity from

act of recording language, with nopressure to performa recording event in one continuous

action. Images may be more easily assembled into a sequence of semiotic resources,

by deleting, inserting or reordering images as required. On a practical level also, video

media is very large and resource intensive on CPU and data bandwidth, both of which are

significant factors for lower end smartphone devices and poor ICT infrastructure that we

will typically encounter in many parts of the world.

With theAikuma-Link prototype serving it’s narrow purpose, as ameans to thrash out

some of the technological challenges, I waswas inspired to adopt a design that fits the brief

of the LC 2.0 app. I began working on a mobile web app based on Bird and Mettouchi’s

cooking recipe concept, which ultimately became Zahwa (see §5.4). Utilising the touch
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screen of a mobile phone was a logical step, although for a different purpose, see §5.5.6.

While field testing a prototype in Taiwan, I was inspired by a Saisiyat man gesturing on

an image to show how an item was used (see §5.5). This motivated the use of the touch

screen as a means to capture non-verbal or co-verbal gestures.

Source

timeline Touch Gesture Mixed

Time aligned image prompts

Signal
map

Source
signal

Annotation
signal

Figure 5.5: IGV raw data consists of a source audio signal and time-aligned series of
images and touch gestures. IGV supports oral annotationwith a signalmap data structure
to map annotation audio spans against the source.

Image-Gesture-Voice is a multi-modal recording activity that results in a new audio

signal and a data structure. Images and touch gestures are time-aligned to the source

audio. Figure 5.5 gives the basic structure of IGV data. For any given span of audio, IGV

indicates the image the span of speech is talking about. Touch gestures are aligned to a

period of speech and the region of a particular image.

IGV is based on two activities, IGV record and an optional IGV annotate activity.

5.3.2 IGV record

IGV record is the basic means to capture speech and gestures about a series of images.

The activity begins after a series of images have been imported. The IGV display appears

as a slideshow which prominently displays one image from the series. This large image
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also serves as the focal point touch-screen gestures and the canvas for displaying an effect

centred on the user’s touch.

To beginwith, we allow the operator to freely navigate between images so that they can

ensure they have all of the images they require, and to pre-plan their speech production.

After pressing the record button to begin, IGV will immediately switch to the first image.

Theremust be amechanism to advance to the next slide while recording. We cannot use a

swipe gesture on the main image since the main image is capturing touch gestures. Suit-

able alternatives include on-screen arrow buttons, thumb nail image views underneath

the main image, or both.

IGV will not allow navigation to a previous slide while recording. However the user

may stop recording and go back, but when resuming recording IGV will snap back to the

last image. The activity can be completed when the operator has advanced through all of

the images and has stopped recording.

When the user presses a button to complete the activity, IGV should navigate back

to the first slide and play back the session for review purposes. The implementation

should allow the user to navigate between images during the review playback process,

both forwards and backwards. At any stage, the user may indicate they accept the review

where upon IGV terminates.

5.3.3 IGV annotate

IGV supports BOLD-like oral annotations via the optional IGV annotate activity. It is

similar in operation to the Aikuma mobile app excepting that images and gestures are

displayed at the appropriate time when the user holds the play control. The user will

alternate between play and record actions. Theymust hold a play button to play the source

audio. Lifting off and re-pressing play will replay the the source audio from the same

point. The user must hold the record button continuously to record. However lifting off

record is permitted as a record pause action.

No navigation between images is permitted since this activitymust be performed from

beginning to end. However the user may undo the last recorded action, and repeat this

action until they are at the beginning of the source audio.
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A progress bar illustrates overall progress through the source audio timeline. I have

found it useful tomark spans on the progress barwhich represent the spanof played audio.

Undo actions will remove the last span indicated on the progress bar. The IGV annotate

activity can be completed when all of the audio spans have been played.

On completion, IGV annotate begins a review process similar to the IGV record. The

time of image changes must be estimated for playback of oral annotations of IGV data in

accordance with the signal map illustrated in Figure 5.5. It is possible to do likewise for

playback of gestures but this is more error prone and has questionable value given that

the purpose of the review process is to record the user’s own freshly recorded audio signal.

5.3.4 Mobile view layout

IGVwas designed for themobile platform. In accordance with the responsive ergonomics

design (see §4.5.1), basic IGVmobile layouts are given in Figure 5.6. The need to adapt to

portrait and landscape orientations is met by shifting the representation of ‘previous’ and

‘next’ image controls. In portrait mode they appear as thumbnail representations while

in landscape mode, the main image is buttressed by partially visible previous and next

images. The play and record buttons must be located in the sweet arc of thumb operation

to minimize the risk of fatigue for extended operation, particularly for IGV annotate.
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only

Figure 5.6: Landscape and portrait layouts of the IGV record activity. An image aspect
ratio of 4:3 is assumed with a mobile screen ratio of 2:1.

5.3.5 Images and knowledge sharing

IGVwas originally conceived of as amethod to represent procedural discourse, i.e. a genre

of speech that that offers an explanation or description of a process or situation organised

around a series of steps (Johnson & Aristar Dry 2002). In the context of minority com-

munities, procedural or how-to knowledge has particular conservation value. It is also a

recognised target for language documentation (Pollock 2011).

Images naturally lend themselves to representing the thematic steps of procedural

knowledge. Mobile phones havemade it easier to capture and exhibit images contributing

in a manner that has been said to be empowering exhibitionism (Koskela 2002). The

sharing of images is key feature of most citizen knowledge sharing on the social web.

IGV is well suited for for mobile implementation because images may be captured

immediately before an IGV activity begins. In this modality, the mobile app operator

decides on the knowledge they wish to share and plans their description by orchestrating

the capture of a series of representative images. A mobile app may also import photos
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from the phone’s camera. This may be used to describe a series of images for reasons

other than sharing how-to knowledge. For example, an app user could describe an event

of cultural significance, organised around a series of photos taken earlier.

IGV elicits language production organised around series of images but it is not con-

fined to a continuous production thematically consistent across images. Images may be

considered equivalent to stimuli in non-digital research methods (Lüpke 2010: 58). A

research tool might use IGV to elicit responses to researcher-provided stimuli from a

number of participants. IGV is most likely of value for this application if touch data is

desirable, or if speech production is lengthy and oral annotations are planned.

5.3.6 Recording and representing touch

A gesture is a physical motion that carries meaning (McNeill 2000). Speakers coordinate

speech and gesture as semiotic resources (Kendon 2004, 2008). Deictic or pointing ges-

tures are culturally universal and are the first type of gesture acquired by children (Iver-

son & Goldin-Meadow 2005). Pointing is particularly useful as a semiotic resource in

speech production as a means to coordinate joint attention (Butterworth & Jarrett 1991).

Contemporary modes of communication often do not allow us to see the speaker, and

certainly not in the same physical space needed for hand gestures. An example of using a

digital pointing system to replace the missing personal space context is a speaker giving

a presentation with the aid of a projector and a laser pointer. The effect of digital pointer

integration is to improve the precision of referencing (Bolt 1980).

IGV aims to similarly increase the precision of referencing of a span of speech signal

produced in relation to an image prompt. The act of pointing marks a region of an image,

drawing attention to an object or an action. The pointing action coincides with speech

about this object or action. When the BOLD-like spoken annotation activity is performed

with IGV data, we gain a segmentation of the speech signal implied through the play and

record actions of the operator. Segmentation points can be inferred from the points in

time when the operator begins playback and stops playback of a source signal, before

deciding to record their respeaking or translation. Any gestures upon the image that occur
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during this segment create the condition where it’s possible to infer that this chunk of

speech is about the region of the image associated with the gesture.

Another type of gesture is relevant for representing how-to knowledge. Iconic gestures

replicate a property of an object or event (McNeill & Levy 1980). These properties include

include shape, size, movement, direction and speed (Beattie & Shovelton 1999). In the

context of touch-screen gestures captured over an image, iconic gestures are typically

those that indicate some manner of action that is lost in a still image. For example,

consider a cooking saying mix it like this coinciding with a slow circular motion over a

mixing bowl.

There is a need to represent captured touch gestures in some way. A small pointer

object is unsatisfying for two reasons; it is a poor representation of movement formanner

gestures and can be obscured by the finger during the capture phase. There should be a

touch representation that is more prominent and which persists in some way so as to

represent a continual motion. The IGV implementation in Zahwa utilises a particle effect

loosely akin to fireworks. This is aesthetically pleasing, and leaves the operator in nodoubt

of their touch screen interaction. The particles fade over time, so one is able to draw a

trail without obscuring the image. I have also found it useful to implement a basic physics

model so that the speed of the gesture imparts momentum to particles. This provides

strong visual feedback for gesture speed.

We should be mindful that people will shape their gestures in accordance with the

effect that they see. The touch-gesture-effect scheme becomes a semiotic resource that

speakers will learn to exploit. If IGV data is played back in another implementation that

offers a different representation of touch then the representation will differ somewhat

from that intended by the author.

5.4 Zahwa

In this section I present Zahwa, a collaborative app-based service for documentation of

traditional how-to knowledge at scale. I begin with a an overview in §5.4 followed by

a discussion of the initial design conception in §5.5. The app structure is described in
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§5.5.1 and functions accessed via the menu in §5.5.2. The discovery features of Zahwa

are described in §5.5.3 and recipe authoring features in §5.5.4. The translation process is

described in §5.5.5 and finally, an image tagging prototype feature omitted from the final

version of the app is discussed in §5.5.6.

In the earlier sections I have referred to documentary items or collections as sessions

in the generic sense. I adopt the convention of referring to sessions as recipes because this

is how sessions are described in the app. Zahwa was conceived and promoted as an app

for documenting cooking recipes. However the app may be used document any how-to

knowledge. A recipe should be considered a generic session of procedural discourse.

5.4.1 Overview

Zahwa is an Android mobile app for documenting traditional how-to knowledge. The

app was developed over a period of 12 months and was field tested with speakers of the

endangered Austronesian language Saisiyat in rural North Western Taiwan. Zahwa is

available from Google Play for Android (see Figure 5.7) and is accompanied by a project

web site8 (see Figure 5.8). Both the app and the web site are localised into English and

Traditional Chinese orthography. For convenience I refer to the app’s international name

Zahwa, drawn from a cooking recipe app concept by Steven Bird and Amina Mettouchi

(see §5.5). In Taiwan, the app’s name is Zawan (雜碗), or literally ‘mixed bowl’.

The project web site promotes the Zahwa service, and to provide a public portal for

Zahwa-created recipes, visualised on a map of the globe. In the context of the present

work, Zahwa includes implementations of mobile workflow management and image-

gesture-voice. The data architecture of the Zahwa service is an implementation shaped

by offline-first design.
8https://zahwa.aikuma.org

https://zahwa.aikuma.org
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Figure 5.7: Google Play store front listing for the Zahwa app.

Figure 5.8: The Zahwa project web site which promotes the app, provides a how-to guide
and FAQ as well as allowing discovery and playback of published recipes.
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5.5 Initial design

The original concept of an app for documenting cooking recipes emerged from a mid-

2016 mobile app design workshop9 at the Language Documentation Tools and Methods

Summit in Melbourne (post summit report (Thieberger 2016)). Steven Bird and Amina

Mettouchi conceived of an app in response to the problem where “there’s no tradition in

this culture of writing down recipes with ingredients and methods. It has been passed

down by demonstration and word of mouth”. The app idea resonated with me since I had

learned during fieldwork in Taiwan that women were often superior sources of linguistic

and cultural knowledge than men, or at least better communicators.

TheZahwa conceptwas straightforward enough. The app imported a series of pictures

representing each step of a cooking recipe. It would then record the speaker’s description

of the recipe while the speaker flipped through the images at will. I produced a prototype

web app dubbed WeCook to serve as a discussion point in a community app co-design

workshop in Darwin in September 2016, and began working on Zahwa shortly after.

Zahwa was initially developed as a mobile web app then later as hybrid mobile app (see

§2.4.4).

In November 2016 I returned to Taiwan to test the prototype with Taiwanese indige-

nous groups. I visited a Saisiyat man Taboeth10 in his 80s who taught Saisiyat language

and culture at a junior school in MiaoLi county. I asked him to use the app to describe

a series of Saisiyat arts and crafts exhibits in the school. He was unfamiliar with mobile

phones and the touch screen interface, thoughhe soon grasped the swipe nextmechanism.

During this session, two observations were influential on the design of Zahwa (and of

IGV). Taboeth alternated hand gestures towards the object in front of him and touch-

screen taps on the mobile screen. This led to the gesture capture aspect of IGV (see 5.3).

The second observation stems from the performance given by Taboeth during the

operation of the app. Taboeth wasn’t (yet) socialised into using amobile phone as a portal

device that demands one’s full attention. He explained the artefacts to me in the real

world; outside of ‘app space’. Not everyone has the benefit of standing next to an elder to
9At this workshop I collaborated with New York linguist Dan Kaufman on the ‘Uremu’ app concept aimed

to assist users in recording, annotating and learning traditional song.
10This is not his name, I have used my own Saisiyat-given name for illustrative purposes.
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receive their wisdom but I wondered if, in the context of a virtual community of an ethnic

diaspora, an app could similarly capture the performance of an explanation in a way I was

lucky enough to experience in person.

5.5.1 App structure

Zahwa’smain view is based on three content tabs, illustrated in Figure 5.9, appearing at

the top of the screen. From left to right these are:

• Home: The default view which displays a mixed list of all downloaded recipes and

the user’s own completed recipes as well as a new recipe button. This corresponds

to the home view ofmobile workflow management.

• Near by: A view which presents a map zoomed in and centred on the mobile’s

current location. Recipes appear on this view as interactive icons. This is one of the

offline-first discovery mechanisms built-in to the app (see §5.1.4).

• Kitchen: A view which represents the user’s own work-in-progress. Corresponds

to the kitchen view ofmobile workflow management.

Above the tabs is title bar which displays the name of the presently selected tab. The

title bar also features a ‘hamburger’ settings in the top left and a search icon on the top

right.
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(a) The home tab. (b) The near by tab. (c) The kitchen tab.

Figure 5.9: Zahwa’s three navigable tabs.

5.5.2 Zahwa’s menu

Zahwa offers a menu of less frequently accessed app functions via a ‘hamburger’ icon in

the top left. The menu is shown in the ‘popped out’ state in Figure 5.10a. Figure 5.10b

shows the user profile editing function which lets the user specify publicly viewable pro-

file information, specify their spoken languages and switch the app’s interface language.

The settings menu, shown in Figure 5.10c, allows the user to specify whether network

synchronisation should be manual, or automatic and if the latter, whether the app may

use a cellular connection or if it should be restricted to Wi-Fi. A database backup and

restore option (not shown), allows the user to export and import data to a zip file that may

be retrieved by connecting to a computer. This can be used to synchronise data between

phones when a computer is available but there is no internet service.
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(a) The menu open. (b) Profile edit view. (c) App settings view.

Figure 5.10: Zahwa’s menu, settings and profile views.

The menu also provides access to a comprehensive help guide, see Figure 5.11a. The

guide is available in the app and on the project web site. The help guide comprises a

series of themed tutorials on accomplishing specific tasks such as getting started, trans-

lating recipes and so on. Each tutorial is slideshow of app screenshots with a short text

explanation underneath each image, see Figure 5.11b.
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(a) The help view. (b) A help guide page.

Figure 5.11: Zahwa’s in-app help guide.

5.5.3 Recipe discovery

Pressing themagnifying glass in the top right of the app launches the searchmodal shown

in Figure 5.12a. The search modal scheme is based on optionally typing search terms and

touching on ‘chips’ as a means to narrow search results. The chips include languages and

custom ‘tags’. A subset of all of the chips will be automatically displayed, prioritised by

relevance. Search will display recipes created by the author and by others. Items that are

still in the kitchen are displayed with a spanner and wrench icon.

If the phone is online and network policy, as specified in the settings, is satisfied,

full text search will yield search results retrieved from all of the items on the server.

Search results heavily emphasize the thumbnail image by using it as a lightened full-width

background for the result item. This was found to be often more useful for discovery

purposes than text fields, particularly where recipes have particularly terse text fields such

as a missing description and a non-descriptive title. Touching on a result opens a ‘recipe

details’ modal, see Figure 5.12b.
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If this result is not fully downloaded on the phones then a large download icon is

superimposed over the recipe image, and is duplicated in the bottom right of the view.

Pressing the download icon queues up the item for synchronisation. This will happen

immediately if the phone is online. When a download is complete, the user may then

proceed to the recipe player, see Figure 5.12c. The user may back out at any point and

return to the search modal and examine another search result.

(a) The search modal. (b) A recipe details modal. (c) The recipe player.

Figure 5.12: Zahwa’s recipe discovery (search).

5.5.4 Recipe authoring

Creating a new recipe is achieved through the kitchen tab, see Figure 5.9c. The kitchen tab

bar icon is a ‘plus’ symbol, and a large plus icon appears on the bottom right of the kitchen

view to begin the process of creating a new recipe. The first task is to import a series

of photos from the user’s gallery, see Figure 5.13a. The images are sent to the ‘snappy’

component, see Figure 5.13b, which resizes and re-compresses the images to be smaller

(thus less bandwidth demanding), and facilitates reordering of the images by dragging

thumbnails. On confirmation, Zahwa creates a new recipe item.
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The next view is the recipe status view. This is an implementation of the session state

view of mobile workflow management, see Figure 5.13c. From recipe status view, the

usermay return to the previous step, progress to the next step or delete the recipe entirely.

The recipe status view is the entry point for returning to continue work on a previously

incomplete recipe.

(a) Importing photos. (b) Reordering photos. (c) Recipe status view.

Figure 5.13: Creating a new recipe.

The next step is to begin the central recipe recording activity. This will first prompt to

select a language for the recipe description with a pop-up language selector. Inmost cases

the user will simply be able to tap on an existing language tag that has been determined by

nearby pre-cached recipes. The recording activity is an implementation of IGV (see §5.3)

that functions in either portrait or landscape view, as pictured in Figure 5.14. The app

hints that landscape is the preferred view (because the image is easier to see and interact

with) via a flashing translucent camera rotate icon. Recording is continued until all of the

slides have been swiped through. At this point the usermay accept whichwill immediately

begin a review playback. This can be stopped at any time to accept the recording.
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Figure 5.14: Recording a recipe (IGV)

On completion the user will see the recipe status view once again, updated to reflect

the recipe havingmoved to stage 2 as per Figure 5.15a. Once again they can exit and return

to the recipe, and use this view to return to the review stage of the record activity if they

so wish. Otherwise they may proceed to the ‘tag & finish’ task, shown in Figure 5.15b.

This activity only requires a typed name, with the other fields being optional (the app will

encourage them to do this later). On completion, the recipe is moved from the kitchen

to the home view, see Figure 5.15c. The new recipe item on the home view is an imple-

mentation of mobile workflow management’s ‘social item’, see §5.2.3. The recipe is not

yet published and an attractor invites the user to touch the recipe, opening an action bar

which provides a number of actions including publishing the recipe.
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(a) Recipe status view. (b) Final ‘tag and finish’. (c) Home view.

Figure 5.15: Completing a recipe.

5.5.5 Translating recipes

The main motivation for Zahwa is the collaborative production of multi-lingual how-

to knowledge. The IGV annotate (see §5.3.3) task is pressed into service as a recipe

translation function. A translation may be provided by the recipe author or by anyone

else.

The user begins a translation by accessing a recipe on the home view and selecting

the translation action on the action bar that appears when they touch a recipe item. They

are prompted to select a language via a pop-up modal, see Figure 5.16. After selecting a

language the translate recipe view appears, shown in Figure 5.17. This view offers separate

playback and record buttons as well as a segmented progress bar. A translation may be

accepted if it plays all of the source audio.
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Figure 5.16: The action bar of a recipe on the home view. Touching the translate action
pops up a language selector modal.

Figure 5.17: Zahwa’s translate view is an implementation of IGV annotate.

A recipe may have any number of translations by any number of people. The recipe

playback view includes a control which allows selection of source audio or any one of the

translations. When a recipe is shared, a particular translation may be specified as part

of the shared link. When viewing a shared recipe, the user may switch between any of

the translations available. As new translations are contributed, they will be automatically

synchronised to any app that has a copy of the recipe.
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5.5.6 Image tagging prototype

In the how-to domain, such as cooking recipes, there will be a series of images of poten-

tially different types such as implements, ingredients and process steps. For language

conservation it’s desirable to be able to associate spoken language with specific images

or parts of an image. I developed a touch tagging activity where the user could touch on

regions of an image and perform a once-off recording. This activity did not ultimately

make it into the final version of Zahwa.

Image tagging is a stand alone activity for a single photo performed after a recipe is

recorded via the IGV scheme. An image tag is a record that includes audio, text and a rough

location in a picture. Systematic image tagging could conceivably construct a multimedia

lexicon. I hoped for it to be useful to create text-based tags for recipe discovery, e.g. to

support searching for recipes by ingredient.

Initial prototypes were based on a process of ‘painting’ the relevant object, which

would transform the painted area to full visibility. Later I switched to a simplified scheme

of indicating a rough part of an image with a circle centred on a touch. One simply

touched and continued to hold to record. Additionally, I integrated automatic speech

recognition (ASR) from Google’s cloud-based service to contribute text for the tag. While

this is superficially impressive andmay be deserving of further attention as an interaction

mechanic, it has limited usefulness in the current context. Google’s ASR service only has

coverage for major global languages, and it is dependent on an internet connection in any

event.
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Figure 5.18: Editing previously created text-based image tags.

I provided the touch tag prototype andZahwa source code to Princeton undergraduate

Marisa Chow11. Chow conducted a small scale study of a modified image tagging activity

based on Zahwa (Chow 2017). The feature was dropped from Zahwa because it lacked

a clear use case for the audience. However it is an example of an activity that might be

deployed in a different tool connected to a common data service.

5.6 Implementation

In this section I describe salient aspects of the Zahwa app implementation for similar

collaborativemobile apps. In §5.6.1 I discuss adopting of the Ionic ‘super’ framework over

the technology stack utilised in Aikuma-NG and Aikuma-Link. Zahwa’s transition from

web app to the hybrid mobile app model is described in §5.6.2. In §5.6.3 I describe the

app’s offline first data solution in the shape of a pre-caching BaaS data synchronisation

service. Finally in §5.6.4 I describe the supporting data infrastructure of Zahwa including

the public project web site and implementation tactics to achieve reliable and secure data

management.
11Chow had approached Steven Bird looking for a thesis project and I was happy to assist.
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5.6.1 Adopting Ionic

In the previous chapter I cited a major challenge for building apps with web technologies

as the burden of keeping up with a rapidly moving landscape of technologies (see §4.6.3).

This effort of maintaining development tooling in particular is poorly justified use of time

and resources for low-resource development (see §4.1). The Ionic framework is a ‘super’

framework combining development tooling with a UI framework tomimic the native user

interface of mobile devices. In late 2016, a beta version of Ionic (V2) adopted recent

advances including the second generation Angular JavaScript framework. Faced with

the need to ‘start over’ following Aikuma-Link, I instead chose to adopt Ionic V2 as the

framework for Zahwa.

Zahwa began as an Ionic progressive web app (PWA) and transitioned to being a

hybrid mobile app (see §5.6.2) in early 2017. The project web site is a separate Ionic

PWA backed by a common data service (see §5.6.4). Aside from the data infrastructure,

adopting Ionic entailed three significant changes over the implementation of the earlier

Aikuma-Link:

• Angular 2: A significant generational advance in the underlying JavaScript frame-

work.

• Ionic UI: Replacing Angular Material as the UI framework.

• Typescript: A strongly-typed variant of JavaScript that greatly enhances develop-

ment productivity.

Aikuma-Link software components had to be re-written for Zahwa. This was a fairly

small price to pay for general benefits of the updated technology stack. In general, second

generation Angular12 represented a major advance. In particular, Angular 2 was consid-

erably better performing, had a much clearer model of inter-component communication,

and was much better suited towards modularisation as JavaScript classes.

Adopting Ionic meant shifting from Angular Material to the built-in UI framework.

The Ionic UI was significantly easier to use, and crucially, much easier to adapt and
12In late 2018, Angular was at version 7 but it remains the same second generation JavaScript framework.

Angular 1 can be thought of as an obsolete legacy implementation.
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extend versus the complicated code base of AngularMaterial. Ionic offers a replication the

stack-based navigationmechanisms common tomobile platforms. Zahwa’s designmakes

extensive use of the stack-based scheme by implementing process-controlled activities

via a series of modal views pushed to the navigation stack. For example, Zahwa’s content

discovery features (see §5.5.3)make extensive use ofmodal views pushed to the navigation

stack to allow the user to explore a search hit and then back out (popping views of the

stack) to the search results view to search hit.

Finally, Typescript significantly contributed towards development efficiency given

that code editors can capture data typemismatches ahead of execution. As a developer one

may initially balk at needing to decorate functions with type information but the upsides

for development reliability become quickly apparent. Typescript compiles to standard

JavaScript so there is no downside to using it, and it’s adoption across the web technology

ecosystem appears to be accelerating.

5.6.2 The hybrid mobile app

The hybrid mobile app pattern is where a small native app is deployed as a wrapper for

a web app. Ionic integrates Apache Cordova, an open source tool that produces a native

installable application which can be published and installed from app stores. The goal is

to combine productivity benefits of web technologies with the benefits of native mobile

development such as seamless interaction with mobile hardware and distribution via the

app stores.

For some applications it’s feasible to deploy a mobile web app as I have shown with

Aikuma-Link. However thismakes us reliant onweb standard APIs. Accessing themobile

device’s native operating system and hardware often results in a better user experience.

To illustrate, in early 2017, the beta version of Zahwa was an Ionic web app. Importing

photos into the app required the use of the mobile browser’s API via a HTML tag: <

input type='file' accept='image/*'>. Unfortunately there was considerable variability in

the result of this operation across different versions of the Android platform. Even in the

best case, user testing of the beta version showed that selecting a series of photoswas error
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prone and laborious. Since this is a basic operation of the app, I deemed it necessary to

adopt the hybrid pattern so a native gallery picker component could be used instead.

Achieving this is done via native code plug-ins for the Apache Cordova software.

Zahwa’s use of plug-ins increased over time to include:

• Photo picker activity.

• Native sharing dialog.

• Native (offline) Google maps.

• Facebook and Google authentication.

• Native UI dialog pop-ups.

• Launching the native camera app.

• Direct audio streaming.

There are three categories of problems which these plug-ins were implemented to

solve:

• Features not otherwise possible: native sharing dialog.

• Better user experience: Photo picker, native UI dialogs, native camera, federated

log-in, offline maps.

• Performance improvement: Direct audio streaming.

The largest category relates to user experience. I argue that we require our apps to

meet the same standards of usability as nativemobile apps. This is sadly not possible to do

by relying on web browser features alone although the situation is improving particularly

with Google’s focus on improving the PWAuser experience, manifesting as improvements

in the Chrome browser on Android.

The next most common category of problem are features that are otherwise not possi-

ble to implement unless using native plug-ins. In my view, king among these is the ability

to open the mobile devices native sharing dialog. This is a spectacularly useful feature

where the operating system opens a dialog allowing the user to choose from any of the

sharing platforms they have installed on the device, including social media platforms,

email, instant messengers, and so on. The native sharing function is reason enough to
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justify the hybridmobile app pattern for collaborative apps where it is essential to support

‘viral’ promotion of the app via allowing the user to share content outside of the app.

I encountered just one scenario where the reduced performance of a hybrid mobile

app caused a significant issue. During field testing in Taiwan, an Android tablet computer

owned by particular person who performed the majority of in-country user testing could

not reliably record audio via the web audio API13. Hooking into a live audio stream via a

JavaScript node is a risky propositionwhere a performance problem can introduce gaps in

the recorded audio, thereby rendering the audio effectively useless. I optimised the code

as best I could but the problemcouldnot be reliably addressed on this device, necessitating

a plug-in to bypass the web audio API. I suspect that this issue, like many performance

issues in the past, will ultimately disappear as devices continue to get faster. However this

does show that we may fail to recognise device-specific performance issues by relying on

testing with a small number of devices.

In the end, I believe Zahwa looks and feels like a native app rather than a mobile

web app which is testament to the capabilities of the hybrid mobile app pattern. That

said, I found the Cordova tool-chain to be complex and difficult to maintain. Open source

Cordova plug-ins are frequently abandoned by their authors. This is problematic given

that mobile platform APIs are continually evolving. It was necessary to fork a number of

Cordova plug-ins to add improvements which introduces an additional burden to main-

tain those plug-ins along with the app itself. This is a significant problem for the ongoing

maintenance of Zahwa or indeed any large hybrid mobile app built on Cordova. It might

be said that we are executing a kind of deal with the devil where we benefit from the

productivity gains of web-based development but end up paying for it in maintenance

costs given the lack of maturity in the web/native interface.

5.6.3 BaaS synchronisation service

Zahwa was designed to function without an internet connection and synchronise with

an online data service to support collaboration under the offline-first model (see §5.1).
13https://www.w3.org/TR/webaudio/

https://www.w3.org/TR/webaudio/
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To achieve this the app employs a local database for persistent offline storage and a bi-

level synchronisation architecture as described in §5.1.3. Adopting an existing solution

is highly desirable, particularly for a low resource project such as Zahwa. Unfortunately

as a consequence of the recent emergence of the hybrid mobile app pattern, no complete

off-the-shelf solution could be found.

CouchDB is an open source replicating database solution which it was hoped would

be suitable for the job at hand given that it supports database replication and there is a

JavaScript implementation called PouchDB. However CouchDB is not widely supported

as a managed service. It would require a custom virtual server to implement the required

data infrastructure (see §5.6.4). This tactic is dispreferred because it represents more

development effort and has negative consequences for maintaining the infrastructure in

the future (see §4.2).

Tests showed that Couch/PouchDB could not reliably replicate large binary files. A

complete solution would therefore require a separate scheme for synchronizing media

files. That proposition compares poorly to the compelling value of backend-as-a-service

providers. Firebase offers both a high performance database and cost-effective media file

storage services. The decision was made to implement the data synchronisation layers on

top of the low-level functions provided as part of the Firebase API.

WhileCouchDB’s replicationwas discarded fromconsideration, thePouchDBJavaScript

library remains useful. PouchDB is a software layer that utilises the browsers’ IndexedDB

database as a back-end. Thiswas found to be highly performant even for binary file attach-

ments, while also providing support for structured database queries. CouchDB/PouchDB

is similarly based on the No-SQL paradigm, specifically the document database model,

in common with the MongoDB-like service offered by Firebase (Han et al. 2011). This

minimizes the need to translate from one database storagemodel to another as part of the

synchronisation process.

One helpful function of local service is to expose PouchDB’s ‘watch’ function as an

RXJS Observable14. The sync service maintains a data field that is a list of completed

recipes. The kitchen and home views display a list of recipes by iterating through a list of
14RXJS (https://angular.io/guide/rx-library) is a popular library for managing asynchronous

events. It is the preferred pattern to connect Angular views to asynchronous data events.

https://angular.io/guide/rx-library
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recipes obtained from a local service Observable. This is the means by which the views

will update to reflect newly available recipes when high level sync operations complete.

Basic synchronisation strategy

The Zahwa implementation is based on a three data services in a hierarchy from lowest

to highest level.

• Local service: Performs basic data storage, search and retrieval operations to local

storage via PouchDB.

• Cloud service: Performs basic data access operations via the network such as loading

or storing network data and uploading or downloading media files.

• Sync service: Coordinates data synchronisation operations by utilising the lower

level Local and Firebase services. Conducts synchronisation for individual data

items as well as higher level synchronisation of collections of data items.

The operation of these services is givenFigure 5.19. The sync servicemaintains a queue

of synchronisation requests which may include low-level or high-level sync operations.

A scheduler processes the queue of sync requests keeping track of pending operations

via local storage. High-level synchronisation tracks a compound set of data, typically

including database accesses and media file replication requests. The app uses high-level

synchronisation for bundles of related data such as entire recipes. Two other forms of

high-level sync operation are pre-caching events and online service transactions imple-

mented as HTTP API endpoints, as discussed in the next section.
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Local service

Cloud service

Scheduler
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Shared data
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Browser
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Figure 5.19: A functional representation of the roles of Zahwa’s sync, cloud and local
storage services.

5.6.4 Data infrastructure

Zahwa’s data model is a document-based database partitioned into local-only storage

and shared storage. All data outside of a top level /local path are assumed to be shared,

i.e. expected to be synchronised with Firebase. There are three Zahwa projects hosted

on Firebase corresponding to development, staging and production deployment envi-

ronments. At start-up, the app examines build environment variables to determine the

appropriate Firebase end-point. Firebase services utilised by Zahwa are:

• Federated authentication with Google and Facebook.

• Real-time document database.

• Media storage via Google’s cloud storage.

• Google’s Vision API.

• Firebase Functions15

Low-level database synchronisation operations are performed through the Firebase-

provided JavaScript library. Database operations and media file storage operations are

similarly accessed through this library although the data is stored in different online

infrastructure. Zahwa’s cloud library file storage functions associate a small bundle of
15Now called Cloud Functions for Firebase https://firebase.google.com/docs/functions/.

https://firebase.google.com/docs/functions/
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metadata with a file, indicating the file type and to which document the file is associated,

storing the metadata in the real-time database for faster retrieval.

The serverless paradigm is one where data storage manipulation logic is implemented

in the client app rather than a custom server app. This is helpful for prototyping but

has some negative implications such as ensuring the security and reliability of database

transactions (as noted in §4.6). Wemust assume that the client appwill fail at some point.

If this is in the middle of performing a series of database operations the BaaS database is

at risk of being in a invalid state. The general way to resolve this is to separate low-level

transactions such as pushing new documents and files, with sensitive operations which

maintain the state of the system. In essence, the data model assumes a class of operations

may be ongoing, resulting in ‘orphaned’ data items. These are resolved as a transaction

when all of the low-level operations are complete.

InMarch 2017, Firebase introduced a beta version of Firebase Functions. This scheme

allows uploading of small pieces of JavaScript that will execute on the server under certain

conditions. These conditions might include writing to a particular database pathway, or

via a traditional RESTful API interface. Complex and sensitive database operations were

migrated from the Zahwa client into Firebase Functions. One example is the operation to

publish a recipe, which involves updating a series of searchable indices so that the recipe

may be discovered by others via various methods described in §5.5.3. The database logic

to perform this operation was migrated out of the sync service and placed into a Firebase

Function via an authenticated HTTP API end-point. Another example is the process of

editing a recipe. This operation begins with a database synchronisation event to update

the document that describes a recipe. However changes to certain properties of a recipe

entail updates to the search indices similar to the publish operation. Again, the logic to

perform checks and further database manipulation was migrated out of the sync service

but this time placed in a Firebase Function that watches for any write operations to recipe

documents. The Zahwa client may now safely update recipe documents without needing

to perform those operations at all.
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5.7 Conclusion

I began this chapter by presenting offline-first design as a method to mitigate poor con-

nectivity as commonly experienced in remote regions. The offline-first pattern stores data

locally to ensure mobile apps are always fast and responsive. I extended this pattern to

incorporating a conflict-free distributed data model suitable for supporting collaborative

workflows. I showed how implementing a content discovery (from other app users) can

be implemented by combining intelligent pre-caching and manual synchronisation. Col-

laborative apps based on offline-first design have the potential to deliver mobile-based

collaborative action where it is most needed to preserve and maintain traditional knowl-

edge.

I describedmobile workflowmanagement (MWM) as practical design pattern to sup-

port the collaborative performance of complex tasks in simple apps. Computer Supported

Collaborative Work (CSCW) has focused on enterprise deployment contexts which have

little relevance for self-organised virtual communities. MWMis aminimalmobile-specific

two-tiered scheme that coordinates documentary activity by the app user initially, hand-

ing over to a socially-contextualised collaborative workflow. Ongoing participation must

be continually negotiated and I showed how this can be achieved with ‘calls to action’

linked to an ‘attractor’ mechanism to show the user exactly how theymay respond. MWM

is a generalisable blue-print for supporting complex collaborative workflows, elevating

the usefulness of mobile devices as tools for knowledge preservation.

I presented Image-Gesture-Voice (IGV) as a new versatile digital-native documentary

method. IGV boosts the descriptive power of audio recordings by associating spans of

audio with image prompts. IGV also captures touch-gestures in tandem with speech and

I described a particle-based effort which maximizes the usefulness of touch-gestures as

semiotic resources for multi-modal speech production. The method may form the basis

of documentary activity producing useful structured data by integrating oral annotations

similar to the BOLD method. IGV is a generalisable scheme suitable for documenting

procedural discourse (how-to knowledge) as well as eliciting speech in response to image-

based stimuli.
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In the second part of this chapter I presented an implementation in the Zahwamobile

app/service for large-scale language conservation. Zahwa draws together mobile work-

flow management and Image-Gesture-Voice in an app for documenting how-to knowl-

edge. Shaped by offline-first design, the Zahwa app allows app users to record their own

recipes, or find and mark-for-download recipes created by others, even without an inter-

net connection. The Zahwa service utilises web technology-based software components

across the constituent consumer-grade mobile app and public web site. The general pat-

tern is a blueprint for mobile-based services for large-scale collaboration and represents a

powerful new expansion of digital capability for preserving the knowledge and languages

of minority groups.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

思前想後

Consider the past, look to the future

Chinese idiom from Fengshen Yanyi

by Ming dynasty writer Xu Zhonglin

In this concluding chapter I summarise the contribution of this work and discuss the

implications for future work. I begin with a summary of findings in §6.1 followed by a crit-

ical analysis in §6.2. I discuss the prospects for large-scale digital language conservation

in §6.3 and address specific areas for future work in §6.4. I conclude this work in §6.5

with some final remarks on the need to establish digital agency in minority communities.

6.1 Summary

This work is motivated by the need to increase the scale of language conservation, as

articulated in prior calls for widespread, large-scale action to document, preserve and

maintain linguistic diversity. Digital platforms have demonstrable worth for supporting

collaborative activity but there has been little attention towards distributed collaboration

for language conservation. Mobile phones are a capable and accessible platform but

their potential for complex conservation work has yet to be realised. This thesis explores

the design and architecture of collaborative app-based services mindful of the resource

constraints typical of the non-commercial sector.

In this thesis I have adopted an applied research agenda, developing and refining

specific solutions for a number of capability gaps in the general deployment of distributed

165
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mobile-mediated languagedocumentation. I formulated, tested and refined Image-Gesture-

Voice (IGV), a ‘native’ digital/mobile method for preserving language and knowledge. I

described Mobile Workflow Management (MWM) as a practical solution for distributing

and coordinating the complex work of language conservation in mobile software. I estab-

lished a practical architecture for collaborative language apps tailored for the require-

ments of rural infrastructure and low-resource development. Finally, I described a com-

plete implementation intended to serve as a blueprint for future tools for language con-

servation at scale.

I began this investigation with a pilot study to document immigration narratives of

Somali women in Chapter §3. Counter to my natural technologist’s bias, I found that

mobile apps are not inherently easy-to-use. Issues that are a mere irritant to the expert

can result in designs that fail to motivate the audience to participate. Participant moti-

vation is only partially determined by usability. Mobile phones are part of the pervasive

pattern of computation that accompanies people in their everyday lives (Saha &Mukher-

jee 2003). In deconstructing theUXof the Aikumamobile app, I found the design failed to

account for the time-fragmented attention of mobile app users. This became the starting

point for the workflow management theme of this research.

Improving the user experience of tools requires an understanding of specific deploy-

ment contexts. To achieve this, I embarked on fieldwork in rural Taiwan. Given the lack

of specialist tools, I set out to assess an ad hoc digital ‘tool chain’ similar to those that

language conservationists typically employ. The Saisiyat community of MiaoLi county

helped me gain an understanding of the challenges of digital language conservation. I

learned that self-initiated documentary action is not difficult to achieve if what is being

asked is as lightweight as pressing ‘record’. However ‘high-cost’ activities such as produc-

ing oral and written annotations are another matter. Usability issues are compounded

by the effort and time required and there’s little prospect of sustained work of this type

unless it is in service of community-established goals.

In the final phase of Chapter §3 I adopted the bespoke tool development theme con-

tinued in the remainder of this work. I identified the need to annotate and translate

spoken language to produce subtitled videos and yet almost no one had the skills (or
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patience) to operate complex annotation software. To address this problem I developed

Aikuma-NG, an annotation tool with a focus on the specific use case and audience so as

to maximize the chance of being freely adopted in similar scenarios. In doing so I sought

to increase the number of people able to perform annotation tasks, primarily by focusing

on the needs of speakers rather than experts. Additionally, Aikuma-NG demonstrates a

flexible annotation scheme with the ability to accelerate task performance by integrating

oral annotations.

I formulated a minimal ad hoc ‘solo’ and ‘together’ usability testing regime suited for

a rapid in-country development programme. A key observation is that community mem-

bers, through their participation in iterative software development, gained experience to

the extent they began to offer considered design improvements. Through an emergent

process of equitable co-design Aikuma-NG became a generally useful tool with several

thousand users worldwide. This success is largely attributable to addressing an explicit

use-case and engaging in a co-design process. The development of Aikuma-NG estab-

lished a number of foundational properties for the architectural pattern elaborated in later

sections of this work. These included the use of web technologies for building stand-alone

apps, context-sensitive help, minimalism in interaction design and the decomposition of

complex software into reusable components.

In Chapter §4 I addressed the practical concerns of developing software in the lan-

guage conservation environment. I elaborated on the properties of low resource develop-

ment to inform architectural design decisions and the selection of suitable technologies.

In keeping with the applied research agenda, I developed Aikuma-Link as a solution for

needing to coordinate ongoing consultation with native speakers after a researcher has

returned from fieldwork. I identified the ‘serverless’ infrastructure pattern as being suit-

able for rapid prototyping data service backed applications. Using a data service,Aikuma-

Link employs a job-based collaborative workflow management scheme. Aikuma-Link is

predominantly a crowdsourcing solution based on the distribution of work. However

unlike typical approaches based on the distribution of identical tasks (such as surveys), I

showed that the link-based recruitment mechanismmay be extended for tailored person-

specific work delegation.
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Aikuma-Link integrates a mobile web app for work performance. Motivated by the

need to address usability issues of the Aikuma app, I investigated mobile design tactics to

ensure that extended operation of documentary activities would remain easy to use and

comfortable for hours at a time. While this is a domain of work well explored in HCI

and software design, I focused on simplified practical solutions suited for low-resource

development. I described responsive ergonomics as a lightweight practical combination

of two major aspects of mobile HCI, combining adaptable and flexible responsive designs

shaped by the ergonomic constraints of mobile device orientation.

In Chapter §5 I brought the research themes of this work together to assemble amobile

app service to support large-scale conservation and sharing of how-to knowledge. I began

by describingMWMas a practical generalisable scheme for coordinating the performance

of complex work on the device and via distributed collaboration. The MWM scheme

begins with a minimal concept of work performance to reduce the cost of participation,

thereafter migrating conservation artefacts into a collaborative domain where further

enrichment is encouraged through social interaction. MWM’s contribution is derived

from an optimised combination of mobile user interaction design and a lightweight dis-

tributed collaborative model. The scheme is a blueprint for increasing ambition as to the

scope of work performance on mobile devices, and is broadly applicable for any mobile

app for knowledge preservation.

Next, I described IGV as a documentary method specifically tailored to harness the

features of mobile devices. IGV elicits co-performance of language and touch gestures

in response to media prompts and was specifically designed to support oral annotations

and translations. IGV is familiar to the extent that the approach is similar to sequential

audiovisual presentations. The scheme creates a connection between regions of an image

and segments of speech, boosting the referentiality of natural language. However the

particle-based touch gesture visualisation scheme accentuatesmotion in away that allows

speakers to use gestures in a similar way to natural hand gestures, such as indicating a

path, a manner, or a temporal sequence. IGV is particularly well suited as a means to

combine imagery captured by app-users as a means to document procedural discourse,

or how-to knowledge.
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I then described a practical data architecture pattern for collaborative services suitable

for rural infrastructure deployment while maximizing development efficiency. I elabo-

rated on the industrial practice of offline-first design in order to support ‘meaningful’

collaborative use of a mobile app. Distributed asynchronous collaboration is at risk of

merge-conflicts as data propagates across a network of devices. I described a solution

based on integrating conflict-free datatypes, and the implications of using these datatypes

on collaborative app designs.

Finally, I presented Zahwa, a scalable implementation of a collaborative language

conservation service. Comprising anAndroid app, online data infrastructure and a project

website, Zahwa is a service for documenting and sharing procedural knowledge. The

implementation incorporates each of the research solutions of this work. The twin organi-

sational views ofmobile workflowmanagement appear as the ‘kitchen’ and ‘home views’,

dedicated to local task performance and collaboration respectively. The central docu-

mentation activity is based on importing user photographs and using those in an Image-

Gesture-Voice activity. The Zahwa implementationmeets the design goal of being ‘mean-

ingfully useful’ without a network, offering the ability to discover content, collaborate

and share with an opportunistic offline-first data synchronisation mechanism. The ser-

vice represents a first-of-a-kind solution for large-scale collaborative language/knowledge

conservation. I concluded Chapter §5 by discussing noteworthy aspects of the Zahwa

implementation including the constraints of hybrid mobile app development and specific

measures to ensure the reliability of data transactions.

6.2 Critical analysis

In this section I offer a critical review of this work. The aim of this work is to establish the

means for large-scale digital language conservation. Via a programme of applied research

over severalmajor iterations, I have sought to create solutions for specific use-cases and in

doing so, progress towards a complete pattern for mobile app-based collaborative conser-

vation. In reality, the present work describes one form of digital language conservation,

albeit one that is explored in considerable detail. This form as described is generalisable
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as a mechanism to distribute and coordinate the performance of complex work across a

group of mobile devices.

Minority communities are not large in absolute terms but we may understand large-

scale to mean widespread participation across a reasonable portion of the community.

Regrettably, I have been unable to establish Zahwa in the Saisiyat community and as a

consequence I have not evaluated the complete solution as formulated. As such, I have not

demonstrated that the methods and approach described in this work will result in large-

scale collaboration. The limit of this work is to enable this form of action by addressing a

series of missing pieces addressed by the research themes of this work.

We know that large scale digital collaboration is possible because it already occurs in

other places. The challenge here was to appropriate a form of prior work which may be

adapted towards the documentation of small languages. As such it’s reasonable to expect

a critical evaluation of specific tools and their use in the community. The present work

falls short of this goal, primarily because I have ‘pushed reset’ on a number of occasions

to adopt a new form of tool, and to radically alter the architecture of the tools. Those with

a ‘product’ view of tools, i.e. hoping for a tool ready for deployment, will be unsatisfied.

With the benefit of hindsight, I wish that I could have been faster at learning certain

lessons and been more economical with the software engineering to allow a greater focus

on community deployment. In my defence, the present difficulty of engineering and

deploying novel technological solutions is one problem that this research addresses. It

is beyond the reasonable scope of a PhD project to formulate the design for an entirely

new class of tool, and then develop production grade tools ready for broader deployment.

What I can do, and what I have done here, is to enable future large scale collaborations by

addressing themissing pieces of the LC2.0 design pattern. Nevertheless, on two occasions

in thiswork, I attempted to drive the adoption of tools in the Saisiyat community, first with

Aikuma-NG in mid-2016 and secondly, with Zahwa in late 2017. Neither was ultimately

adopted by Saisiyat speakers outside ofmydirect involvement, i.e. user-testing, co-design,

working on tasks together and so on.
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What went awry with the deployment of Aikuma-NG? Aikuma-NG was intended to

solve the difficulty of producing written annotations, a general problem in the documen-

tary programme at large. As such, the tool was designed to solve a more general problem

that is more closely aligned with documentary linguistics. I was conscious of the need

to address problems faced by a specific community that I intended to be the immediate

audience for the tool. The justification is two-fold; firstly, a need to expand the pool of

people who can write the Saisiyat language, and second, the specific use case of creating

multi-lingual video captions.

After the fact it occurs to me that I had resolved to make a transcription app before

those (reasonably valid) justifications were considered. This process is problematised

when you askwho is this really for? The only use-case formySaisiyat collaborators, is the

video-caption use case. Yamada (2007) noted that the interests of speakers are often ‘sub-

ordinate’ to those of researchers in fieldwork collaborations. Tool design, which similarly

reflects a duality of interests, is as likely to follow the same pattern. In Aikuma-NG’s case,

the design was biased towards the research agenda. The app integratedmetadata features

for a researcher, but omitted the ability to directly annotate video media (see §3.3.5 for

discussion).

Aside from the imbalance of features across each use case, there is a problem specific

to the challenge of building software for non-expert audiences. It’s not that we can’t

support more than one use case in the same tool, but doing so introduces a usability cost

arising from additional complexity (see discussion re ELAN in §2.5.3). The mobile app

paradigm is, above all, one based on simplicity and clarity of purpose. Aikuma-NG was a

desktop app, borrowing the UI design paradigms, but eschewing the simplicity and clarity

of purpose of the mobile design pattern.

At the time of the Zahwa project, I had come to understand the necessity of a commu-

nity design process. I consider Zahwa a great success in terms of my research objectives,

in large part because the project allowed for a great dealmore interaction with the Saisiyat

people. There was no confusion as to the audience, this was a tool designed for grass roots

language activism, shaped by co-design practice in the field. Mobile apps are inherently

easier to have conversations about. I put Zahwa into the hands of close to a hundred
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Saisiyat people, and the vast majority could understand the app’s purpose and delighted

in seeing what others had recorded already. They were generally happy to have a go them-

selves. I could also see through Google’s Play store administration features that hundreds

of people in Taiwan had installed the app, but a great many uninstalled the app within

days, and very few completed a ‘recipe’ and shared it.

I learned directly from people who had tried the app, that the problem was a combi-

nation of unreliability on lower-end phones, bugs, and to a lesser degree, lack of patience

in finding existing content to show why they ought to persist. Zahwa was an ambitious

project, far more than the sum of complexity of the previous two software tools reported

in this work. The final phase of development requires a long-tail of testing in order to

address problems that are not readily apparent or reproducible.

Increasing the size and complexity of an app increases the volume of audience inter-

action needed to polish, bug-test and so on. There must be an invested audience that is

motivated to give the app a go and provide meaningful feedback. If the scope of the tool is

too complex to the extent that the burden of testing is impractical to create a production-

grade tool, then it’s appropriate to restrict the scope of the app. However this requires

a reasonable estimation of the cost of software development which, unfortunately, is a

notoriously difficult task even for seasoned professionals, and much of it comes down to

human factors (Heemstra 1992).

The following are key human factors contributing to the scope/testing error which

hampered the adoption of Zahwa. To begin with, financial and relationship constraints

restrict the amount of time Imyself can spend in Taiwan. I adapted by shifting towhat can

be done subject to current constraints (cf. agile methods Cohen, Lindvall & Costa 2004).

This meant tackling the architectural issues explored in Chapter §4 that were required

for Zahwa. Secondly, during the late period of 2017, as Zahwa approached beta status,

a death in DongHe village severely impacted my ability to collaborate with the people so

far most experienced in the co-design and testing process.

Ultimately Imisjudged the scope/testing trade-off to the extent that the project exceeded

my ability to adapt. I considered app deployment to be a final stage of activity that can only

occur after a point in time when the app is ‘ready’. This was the most significant error. A
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good number of Saisiyat people used development versions of Zahwa, and looked at the

‘toy’ recipes created and shared by others. These were not well-crafted recipes because

they were often the result of a demonstration process, so after a time I simply removed

them. A well-crafted conservation artefact (recipe) requires a degree of commitment and

planning, and so after a time I simply removed them. There would be a time later, I

thought, to engage in this ‘real’ work.

It would have been better to orientate the experience around planning and conserva-

tion activity, using (and testing) the app for real, and creating seed content in the process.

I engage in a fictional what-if scenario based on this kind of approach in §6.2.2, noting

the similarity with practice drawn from other community collaborations. The way this

project was conducted, and some design issues relating to Zahwa, relate to an incomplete

conceptualisation of the LC 2.0 proposal. This work has not addressed deployment strat-

egy to the extent that is necessary to achieve success with these tools. In the next section

I critique the LC 2.0 proposal in light of deployment strategy being the most challenging

aspect of LC 2.0 deployment.

6.2.1 LC 2.0 proposal critique

The LC 2.0 proposal is that language conservation at scale is most likely to be achieved by

enabling grass roots language activism through widely-distributed apps. In this section I

examine the proposal in light of challenges of achieving adoption of the Zahwa project. At

a basic level, the proposal is justified because it is simply a specific application of a pattern

now widely established. The Saisiyat already use a variety of post-Web 2.0 tools such as

Facebook and YouTube and Line for language activism.

The majority of mobile apps today are built under a model of ‘build it and they will

come’. In this model the audience is defined only so far as a group of people who have a

problem that the app aims to solve, e.g. people who need to transcribe a recording. This

works only because, in homogeneous cultural contexts, one often has good knowledge of

the shared problem, and the potential audience is likely to think there ought to be ‘an

app for that’. There is still the need for professional capability to produce professional

bug-free software but that is made all the easier when the result is really just a slightly
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better version of some other app. Much of this does not apply to LC 2.0. TheWeb 2.0 as a

global phenomenon inspires the use of 2.0 in LC 2.0, primarily indicating the ubiquitous

application of participatory, decentralised action by self-organised individuals. However

the specific domain of language conservation demands a focus on local problems situated

in a minority culture, distinct from the homogeneous cultural environment embodied in

global technology solutions.

LC 2.0 entails novel solutions that haven’t been seen before. Not by speech communi-

ties and likely not, in specific form, by outsiders either. There is a hefty burden of design

work, testing andpolish in the development of any new tool, but evenmore sowhen there’s

little prior art to draw on. Aikuma-NG taught me that thousands of anonymous users are

less useful than a single person who is committed to helping improve a tool. We require

an invested audience. The extent of this audience, and the total work they are willing to

commit, defines the practical scope of a tool. Feature creepmay arise from a lack of clarity

on the audience use-cases, which in turn is a symptomof an insufficiently groundeddesign

process.

The key problem with the LC 2.0 proposal that that it describes an end state. It says

nothing about these specific considerations I have described here. This risks subordi-

nating activities involved in negotiating new solutions, across cultural barriers, shaped

by specific constraints for each community. Effective solutions are not just what can be

reasonably inferred from elsewhere, but what is practical to achieve in the specific envi-

ronment.

In terms of achieving large scale conservation, there may be other types of general

solution patterns that are more practical to establish. We might, for example, instead of

developing stand-alone app-based services, build outwards from the collaborative plat-

forms that are already familiar to many minority communities. To illustrate, if a com-

munity has adopted Facebook already, might a Facebook app of some type, deliver the

capability to conserve that is presently lacking in today’s social networks? This is not a

pattern I have pursued here, but it’s an example of a course of action shaped by practical

concerns.
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This leadsme to a practical reformation of the LC 2.0 proposal. Themost likely means

to achieve language conservation at scale is grass roots language activism via whatever

form of widely available technology is most practical to deploy for each community. In

the next section I offer a what-if scenario that recasts the Zahwa project in light of this

alteration.

6.2.2 Revised LC 2.0: a what-if scenario

In the previous section I problematised the original LC 2.0 proposal for a focus on the end-

state of grass-roots adoption of widely-distributed collaborative apps. I argued that LC

2.0 must be shaped by the broader needs of tool deployment for minority groups. In this

section I offer a what-if scenario intended to illustrate a Zahwa-like LC 2.0 deployment

project, based on the updated LC 2.0 proposal. Primarily I describe a smaller, specialised

tool, and how it might be deployed.

In this alternate reality, we have established some generally useful documentarymeth-

ods including the IGV method, and demonstrated their capability as we search for a spe-

cific problem. We have determined a specific language conservation use case; recording

the oral histories of elders in the Saisiyat language, with spoken translations into Man-

darin. We now aim to develop an app called Elder Wisdom which allows elders to record

their oral history, prompted by a series of important images drawn from their homes such

as art, old photographs, landscape pictures and so on. This is a course of activity that

requires negotiation and intergenerational assistance, and the distribution of work among

a number of people.

In contrast to Zahwa as the complex hybrid mobile app, we are designing a simpler

app which is not intended for larger deployment outside of the community. To address

that need, we may rebuild the app at a later point. As such we are creating a simpler web

app that can be accessed on phones, tablets and computers. While there is the possibility

of accessing the app from anywhere, we focus on the use of the app for elders, and this

means the app is primarily used as part of planned activities, where people assist elders

in preparing their stories, collecting the media, and using the app itself. Because of this
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deployment model, we don’t care that the app requires a network to work since we can

organise activities to take place where there is suitable infrastructure.

At first, we will collaborate with people in co-design sessions to hammer out the basis

shape of the app design and to foster a sense of ownership. ElderWisdom incorporates the

lightning symbol1 because Saisiyat co-designers have said that it clearly identifies works

with a Saisiyat origin. We will gain an understanding of other stakeholders, such as a

younger family members who will be called upon to help, and we address their needs in

the design also. App design quickly gives way to documentary events that are shaping

development and producing documentary results. The app is part of a physical process of

engagement through planned activities, i.e. visiting a home/centre, helping elders to plan

narratives, organise photos and so on.

Now there is the question of what to do as the researcher/developer prepares to leave.

I have some unease about the reliance on outsiders for custom digital agency, which I

discuss further in §6.5. For now it is more intellectually honest to assume that there will

soon be a time when the tool itself ceases to function. We can’t be sure to what extent

Elder Wisdommay attain the status of a rough research prototype, that needs a fair bit of

expert intervention, or to what extent it is a mature tool. What we can say is that there is

greater likelihood of it being the latter if the scope is reduced.

The crucial aspect here, and one that addresses the reformulated LC 2.0 proposal,

and our moral responsibilities as I discussed §6.2.3, is that participation was centred on

outcome. Outcome can havemanymeanings. In early phases, perhaps we aren’t yet ready

for conservation activities, butwemight at least like to prepare photos of people helping us

with the app design, and take the time to post in socialmedia channels to tell everyone how

grateful we are that this person helped us. As soon as we are able, and particularly in the

course of testing, using the app should create the kind of data which may be distributed,

even if it’s on USB drives at first.

This scenario embodies a course of action which is plainly superior to the course

of development of Zahwa. There are always going to be compromises incurred as a

consequence of the artificial constraint of individual research. TheElderWisdom scenario
1Representing the thunder woman (leinu) myth.
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should be recognisable as having the properties of a thoughtfully designed community

collaboration as commonly described in ethnographic fieldwork circles. It is intended to

illustrate the importance for bespoke tool development to be achieved as a collaboration

between communities, experienced fieldworkers and technologists.

6.2.3 Ethical critique

In this section, I critique the general research strategy I have employed in this work. At

issue is the inductive-iterative programme of applied research, justified on the basis of the

urgency to establish large scale language conservation (see §1.2). I perceived a pressure

to learn as much as possible, as quickly as possible, in order to formulate a tool pattern

as close as possible to a workable solution, thereby hastening the arrival of practical large

scale conservation. However this strategy severely curtailed my ability to deliver tangible

results to my Saisiyat partners.

First it’s useful to be clear about the scope of this research. This work is not a deploy-

ment study of production grade language conservation tools. I acknowledge that evalu-

ation and research into deployment-related questions is highly desirable. As previously

discussed, I accept thiswork lacks awell thought-out deployment strategy, largely because

the underlying LC 2.0 proposal lacked sufficient focus on collaborative tool development

and deployment for minority speech communities. Without diminishing the scope of that

work, there is a very substantial scope of work involved in formulating an implementation

pattern for LC2.0 tools. The research questions I lay out in §1.3 are related to the pursuit of

a suitable design and architectural pattern for collaborative language conservation apps.

At times I may not have made it sufficiently clear that each tool has the purpose and

scope of a research prototype. Confusion may arise because I have ostensibly delivered

prototypes that of similar design and scope as professional grade software. Two were

released as products for public consumption. LC 2.0 is based on the eventual deployment

of production-grade tools. However the purpose of these tools is clear. They are research

vehicles intended to further the greater agenda, the formulation of a practical design and

implementation pattern for LC 2.0 tools.
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Regarding my ethical conduct in the Saisiyat community, I began by articulating a

desire to help the Saisiyat specifically in matters relating to the the preservation of their

language, but not exclusively. I made it clear that my work is also intended to help other

Taiwanese indigenous groups, and indigenous peoples and small languages more gener-

ally throughout the world. My university requires me to articulate this message in plain

language, translated as required, and to formally document consent for each participant.

I did not concrete results in the form of a lasting digital solution, and I’ll return to that

matter later. Given the remarkable quantity of unknowns throughout this process, it was

never clear to me the extent to which success is possible. It is an ethical requirement in

general, and specifically as part of theUniversity ofMelbourne’s ethics procedure, tomake

available the recordings and other data resulting from their participation. Recorded data

is held on the computers at the Saisiyat Walo tribe office in DongHe village (the former

digital opportunity centre building, described in §2.7.1).

It’s useful to reflect on the ethical challenges I experienced and to anticipate any lapse,

given that the politeness inherent among the Saisiyat people may make them reluctant

to express concerns directly. A general problem I experienced is that the Saisiyat did

not consider any form of direct payment acceptable. I was a guest, and guests do not

pay2. It did not sit well with me to be benefitting from Saisiyat participation without

giving something in return. I did what I could by sharing recordings, photos and video,

teaching English, and helpingwith applications to foreign schools, participating in repairs

following typhoons and so on.

On one occasion, a Saisiyat man jokingly said to me, why should he figure out this

app when next time I come, I’ll have another one? I can’t be sure of the extent to which

this is a genuine concern, or whether it was just good natured ribbing but there is some

substance to this either way. The strategy I’ve adopted resulted in a lack of continuity

between projects, particularly from Aikuma-NG to Zahwa. It’s possible that this could

be perceived as a lack of commitment. It would be particularly problematic if there was
2An exception to this was transcription tasks, to be performed by a person who lived outside of the

community, who had the specific skills to perform this work.
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an expectation the app would be ‘finished’ but it never eventuated, and was inaccessible.

That’s not the case here as both apps were remain accessible3.

Onemight say the Saisiyat have unwittingly invested towards someother aimbecause I

did notmake this sufficiently clear. I agree that articulating abstract goals is not enough, it

is incumbent upon us to be clear about what will or will not happen in the future. I think in

some respects I have fallen short of this goal because I simplywasn’t very clearmyself. The

lesson I take from this is that the inherent uncertainty implied in a programme of research

should not be reflected in the way we communicate outcomes and manage expectations.

In other words, it’s best not to leave any doubt that some goals are aspirational, and not

concrete. There’s a difference between what we can promise, and what we hope beyond

that.

In the previous sections I describe a pattern of integrated testing, design and con-

servation which, in retrospect, would have been better than the methods I adopted. It’s

possible to frame a tool testing activity more generally around a conservation activity,

even before a tool might be ‘ready’ for it. So now we have a clearer proposition. Help me

with this activity and I can now provide you with a recording of how to do something and

show you how others can see it (which is often a motivating proposition). The technolog-

ical domain has no claim to exceptionalism among the shared experience of researcher-

community collaborations. Yamada’s empowerment model of collaborative linguistics in

fieldwork (Yamada 2007) is an example of prior experience relevant for ethical collabo-

rations, regardless of the scope of the researcher’s interest.

For my part, this leaves a burden of gratitude, and a resolve to apply these lessons in

the future to chart a practical and ethical course for scaling up language conservation, and

delivering tangible solutions for my Saisiyat friends upon whose generosity and patience

I have imposed.
3Aikuma-NG less so, since the Chrome App Store wasmade obsolete by Google. The app can still be found

and installed regardless.
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6.3 Prospects for large-scale collaboration

In this section I address the prospects for large-scale collaborative language conserva-

tion. Advocacy and organisation are critical functions of collaborative projects. Social

platforms are well suited for these tasks. For example, the Saisiyat people have adopted

Facebook groups for advocacy in public, and Line chat for organising in private. Yet social

platforms do not support structured task performance and are not oriented towards estab-

lishing persistent, accessible data. Where communities have adopted social platforms

in this way, there is an opportunity to deploy bespoke tools which address the needs of

conservation programmes.

Conservation may also be ad hoc and motivated by personal reasons such as passing

on a grandmother’s recipe (cf. Mettouchi 2017). The benefit of tools built in support of

ad hoc conservation is that they do not rely on external dependencies. If there’s ‘an app

for that’, then the barrier to entry for conservation action is that much lower. However

conservation success, whether organised or ad hoc, is ultimately determined by whether

people are motivated to participate. Many of the motivational factors lie outside of the

bounds of this work but for digital tools, software quality has a strong effect onmotivation.

This creates the need for products that resemble professionally made apps rather than

research prototypes. Developing high quality software is difficult and time-consuming

work. Regarding the solution pattern described in the present work, it is not yet clear who

is going to build these tools.

Normally one would point to a modest beginning or an interim way forwards. This is

made somewhat difficult in this case based on mobile software expectations being quite

high. There’s a proliferation of excellent free apps, therefore people expect solutions to be

of a similar scope.

A more modest approach is that of ‘crowdsourcing’ work via a mobile-web service

similar to Aikuma-Link in §4. It’s comparatively easy to share and customise mobile

web apps. Collaborative services based on mobile web sites have the potential to support

conservation at a larger scale than the present norm, at least as far as distributing relatively

simple tasks. That said, the prospect of ‘doingwork for someone else’ is probably not likely
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to result in continuedmotivation, and in any event, is dependent on organisational factors

to define conservation tasks and to recruit participants.

There is no escaping the fact that software development costs money, and the most

common pattern for tool commissioning is where groups commission a particular tool for

a particular community or language. It’s unlikely that LC 2.0 tools will come about from

the ‘build it and theywill come’model. Conservation funding often falls under the remit of

parent organisations or government. It is unfortunate that resources are used to redevelop

solutions that could adopted and repurposed more cost effectively. Bespoke tools (LC 2.0

or otherwise) represent a major investment to the extent that needless duplication is a

major waste of resources. More likely, few people can afford to build them at all. In my

experience it is difficult to establish development collaborations but if we are to raise our

tool-building ambitions, we are going to have to find a way.

There is presently a lack of ambition as to the scope and modalities of digital conser-

vation. This manifests as a proliferation of apps for publishing existing knowledge and

far fewer that allow communities to collect and share knowledge themselves. This has

fostered suspicion that digital technologies exist only as a means to process indigenous

knowledge as a commodity (Verran et al. 2007). New capabilities, i.e. new documentary

methods such as IGV, and modalities of collaboration, must first be developed, and then

experienced, for these capabilities to be more broadly recognised as a useful solution. I

believe this speaks to a need for communication beyond academic reporting of technical

implementations, to include venues where these solutions can be described to stakehold-

ers in language conservation more widely.

There’s a clear economic argument for developing one adaptable solution over a series

of duplicated specialised solutions. The ideal situation would be where communities

have the option of adopting robust pre-made collaborative language app solutions. This

way communities, and those working on their behalf, can launch their own instances

of a reusable solution similar in a pattern similar to setting up a website based on the

Wordpress blog software. Redeployable solutions of this nature aremore effort to produce

than one-off designs and given the temporary nature of academic funding, the open source

model is clearly appropriate. The success of open source projects is somewhat correlated
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to the generality of the problem, and I have concerns that LC 2.0 will remain too narrow

for open source to take hold, or that there is no obvious leader for such a project.

Progress towards large-scale collaborative conservation will be determined by the

establishing awareness-building pioneers and the willingness of organisations supporting

language conservation to adopt similar approaches.

6.4 Future work

The mobile service solution described in this work is broadly applicable for knowledge

conservation. I have focused on themore general use case given the need to appeal directly

to minority community audiences. However there is a need to account for specialist

research agendas in the deployment of tools of this kind. I have assumed that some

types of specialist action may be negotiated as an optional activity in the collaborative

model I have set out in this work. However it’s not yet clear what the best approach is

for incorporating specialist tasks that do not seem to be a good fit for a generalist app. In

general, we should avoid compromising the usability of generalist apps by making them

more complex to account for extra domains of knowledge conservation. Further research

is required on the ways to do this effectively. One potential approach is develop simple

but specialised tools for each use case, connected via a common data service.

Long-term conservation is a problematic case for digital solutions. Software devel-

opment is costly, and digital systems require maintenance. In this work I have given

considerable attention towards the practical reality of low-resource development but there

is much more to be done. There’s a need to combat duplication of effort but it is not

clear how this can be achieved. I explored two tactics in the implementation phase of this

work, firstly by establishing an open source project (Aikuma-NG), and secondly, a shared

collection of reusable components (including IGV). Neither tactic has been received in a

manner that justifies the effort involved, however this may be partially explained by the

pioneering nature of this work. To remove any doubt, the next logical step is to survey

language tool developers to inform a suitable model for resource sharing.
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By contrasting three documentary projects in the Philippines, Cruz & Gonzales (2015)

showed that language vitality, socio-political structure and community interest are impor-

tant factors for successful collaborations in language documentation. Similarly, there is

a need to identify factors that influence the success or failure of collaborative technology

deployments. While it’s early days for specialist bespoke solutions of the sort described in

this work, generic digital collaboration platforms are already being pressed into service.

Research is needed on the ways minority communities are already using collaborative

platforms for their own conservation goals. In the short term this would be useful to iden-

tify promising partners for research-based digital collaborations and tool development. In

the longer term, there will be a need for such research as part of due diligence on future

digital conservation projects.

There’s a need to explore a range of tactics to encourage participation in digital collab-

orations. There has been a good deal of attention towards the participation of individuals

in online communities. ‘Virtual’ community participation is oftenmotivated bywishing to

be seen to contribute to the common good (Hendriks 1999, Wasko & Faraj 2000, Wasko

& Faraj 2005). There’s a wealth of prior work on general tactics to increase engagement

with socially-contextualised technology but it is confined to majority cultures, ‘loose’-tie

social networks and use cases outside of knowledge conservation. Further work is needed

to formulate motivation tactics that work in the context of minority communities, and

co-located real-world interaction that categorises knowledge conservation.

In this work I have implemented data services specific to each app. There is an oppor-

tunity to establish an ecosystem of specialised consumer-like app services on a common

data infrastructure. Several data interchange formats have been established in specialised

domains of knowledge including language science (Ide & Romary 2004, Chiarcos et al.

2013, Bird & Simons 2001, Ide & Suderman 2014, Bird & Simons 2003a). It’s com-

mon for network services to support multiple interchange formats via a web-based API

(application programming interface). However research is needed into a suitable data ser-

vices that can meet the requirements of both mobile apps, and broader data interchange

requirements of traditional tools.
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There is a need to increase the volume of spoken language transcribed into text (cf. the

scale challenge, Liberman 2006, Abney & Bird 2010). Aside from the collaborative poten-

tial explored in this work, data services may offer computational assistance to speed up

tasks such as speech annotation. Computational techniques can assist humans in annota-

tion tasks (Stenetorp et al. 2012). Language technologies such as automatic speech recog-

nition (ASR) are widely deployed for major languages but less so for minority languages.

In recent years there has been renewed attention on languages technologies for low-

resource languages (see Adams 2017). Given the urgency of the problem, there is a need

to bridge the gap between research prototypes and usable applications. It’s unrealistic to

expect all language technology researchers to engage in consumer software development,

nor is it required. A promising approach is to deploy cutting-edge computational analysis

as data services accessed over the network.

In this work I have advanced the cause of collaborative digital solutions in rural

settings marked by poor telecommunications infrastructure. There is a need to extend

this work in environments that have no access to cellular data services at all. It’s not

uncommon for micro-networks to be deployed in minority communities, as is the case for

many indigenous communities in remote North Australia. The collaborative data model I

adopted in this work requires eachmobile device to connect to the internet at some point.

There is a need to explore alternative deployment structures where the upstream connec-

tion is severely constrained. Such environments are better served by a locally deployed

data service, i.e. a server of some kind, to facilitate collaboration with no internet at all,

or with an internet connection that slow and/or expensive. This deployment pattern lies

outside of the common experience of online services and furtherwork is needed to identify

a suitable data architecture.

Mobile devices are exceptionally capable for knowledge preservation tasks thanks

to the combination of a computational platform, network radios and multiple sensors.

Phones nevertheless have a number of shortcomings that are difficult to address on an

individual basis. For example, phones record only monophonic audio, making it impossi-

ble to resolve the spatial position of speakers in recordings (Nathan 2010b). However the

Internet of Things (IoT) trend is based upon emergent capabilities arising from a network
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of several devices (Atzori, Iera & Morabito 2010). Further research is required to explore

new forms of collaboration utilising co-located mobile devices acting in concert.

6.5 Final remarks

In this final section I share some thoughts on an emerging issue in the broader context

of digital conservation for minority groups. Conservation is often constrained by lack of

expert practitioners. The ability of interactive software to reduce dependence on expert

resources is an assumption that underlies the present work. However the specific deploy-

ment context based on self-sustained use of apps means that language conservation apps

must be exceptionally well aligned with the needs of the community. Since every commu-

nity is different, app-based solutions must be tailored. There is a further need to modify,

localise and repurpose digital resources for each environment. Digital conservation in this

form demands people with digital know-how. The proposition is at risk of introducing

another key expert resource problem.

I think it untenable for digital solutions to be exclusively created by outsiders. One

of the most valuable responses to language endangerment is the development of training

regimes for language documentation and conservation (Jukes 2011). Training takesmany

forms from one-on-one training, to small workshops on location, to formal training in

university settings. My Saisiyat ‘brother’4 and pillar of the DongHe community revital-

ization effort, bo:ong baba:i, is an inspiring example in this regard, recently completing a

masters degree in linguistics. Aside from university settings, informal traditional training

programmes can help build capacity and empower communities to determine the goals

and outcomes of language conservation (Genetti & Siemens 2013).

Digital skills training may form a part of language conservation training, such as the

operation of specialist software. The point at which new kinds of approaches can be

applied to problems facing minority groups presently requires a level of digital agency

well beyond those needed simply to operate existing software. Specifically, I refer to

the design and implementation of bespoke digital resources, the modification of existing
4xiong di (兄弟) are good friends established by the act of drinking from the same cup.
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resources and the deployment of digital systems. These skills are widespread in industri-

alised nations, but clearly much less so in less advantaged communities. My suggestion

that these skills canbe transferred tominority communitiesmaybemetwith scepticismby

some, particularly those that tend towards a consumerised viewof technological solutions.

The fact is that it has never been easier, there are fewer barriers than there have ever

been, towards acquiring these skills. Clearly few will be motivated to do so, but the lack of

precedent is no reason to assume it cannot be done. Indeed, I argue that itmust be done

lest we perpetuate the digital divide (Norris et al. 2001).

Digital training of this sort will be new, it will be difficult and some may ask whether

it is practical at all. While living among the Saisiyat people, I soon found that their most

pressing concern is one of economic opportunity. There is a global correlation between

indigenous groups andpoverty (Eversole 2005). As a guest of thebaba:i family inDongHe

village, I was surprised to learn that day to day interactions in the house took place in

Chinese, despite the parent’s fluency anddepth of feeling on Saisiyat language and culture.

These choices create a break in intergenerational transfer, necessitated by the reality that

the best opportunities for Saisiyat children are in the cities.

I’m not suggesting that digital training can replace the allure of sending children to

university, but there are many that have no such opportunities. Upskilling the older gen-

eration is one possibility. Many of the elders, including my friend bo:ong, have the time,

willingness and capability to acquire new skills, and no less need of economic opportunity.

They are perhaps unlikely to become programmers but digital resource creation requires

a wide range of skills. In the course of conducting user testing activities, I found that even

those with basic digital literacy were able to gain a practical understanding of complex

design issues. This instilled inme the breadth of supposedly specialised skills that may be

learned. Armed with these skills, community members are empowered to become equal

partners in the co-design of digital resources.

In conclusion, digital resource collaborations ought to be framed as the transfer of

skills. Minimally this can achieved by assuming that the next round of user-testing, co-

design, etc, will happen without us, and we should support that by explaining the process
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and how it relates to other aspects of development. More ambitiously, perhaps future

field-technologists can adopt the ethos of medical training — see one, do one, teach one.
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